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WRITINGS IN PROSE AND VERSE





THE REYNOLDS GALLERY

THE Reynolds Gallery has, upon the whole,

disappointed me. Some of the portraits are in-

teresting. They are faces of characters whom we

(middle-aged gentlemen) were born a little too late

to remember, but about whom we have heard our

fathers tell stories till we almost fancy to have seen

them. There is a charm in the portrait of a Rodney
or a Keppel, which even a picture of Nelson must

want for me. I should turn away after a slight in-

spection from the best likeness that could be made
of Mrs. Anne Clarke; but Kitty Fisher is a consid-

erable personage. Then the dresses of some of the

women so exactly remind us of modes which we can

just recall; of the forms under which the venerable

relationships of aunt or mother first presented them-

selves to our young eyes ; the aprons, the coifs, the

lappets, the hoods. Mercy on us ! what a load of head

ornaments seem to have conspired to bury a pretty
face in the picture of Mrs. Long, yet could not!

Beauty must have some "charmed life" to have been

able to surmount the conspiracy of fashion in those

days to destroy it.

The portraits which least pleased me were those

of boys as infant Bacchuses, Jupiters, etc. But the

artist is not to be blamed for the disguise. No doubt

the parents wished to see their children deified in

their lifetime. It was but putting a thunderbolt (in-
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THE REYNOLDS GALLERY
stead of a squib) into young master's hands

;
and a

whey-faced chit was transformed into the infant

ruler of Olympus, him who was afterward to shake

heaven and earth with his black brow. Another good

boy pleased his grandmamma by saying his prayers
so well, and the blameless dotage of the good old

woman imagined in him an adequate representative
of the infancy of the awful Prophet Samuel. But
the great historical compositions, where the artist was

at liberty to paint from his own idea, the Beaufort
and the Ugolino: why then, I must confess, pleading
the liberty of Table-Talk for my presumption, that

they have not left any very elevating impression on

my mind. Pardon a ludicrous comparison. I know,

madam, you admire them both
; but placed opposite

to each other as they are at the Gallery, as if to set

the one work in competition with the other, they
did remind me of the famous contention for the

prize of deformity, mentioned in the 173rd number
of the Spectator. The one stares, and the other grins ;

but is there common dignity in their countenances ?

Does anything of the history of their life gone by

peep through the ruins of the mind in the face, like

the unconquerable grandeur that surmounts the dis-

tortions of the Laocoon? The figures which stand

by the bed of Beaufort are indeed happy represen-

tations of the plain unmannered old Nobility of the

English Historical Plays of Shakspeare; but, for

anything else; Give me leave to recommend those

macaroons.

2



THE REYNOLDS GALLERY
After leaving the Reynolds Gallery, where, upon

the whole, I received a good deal of pleasure, not

feeling that I had quite had my fill of paintings,
I stumbled upon a picture in Piccadilly (No. 22, I

think), which purports to be a portrait of Francis

the First, by Leonardo da Vinci. Heavens, what a

difference ! It is but a portrait, as most of those I had

been seeing ; but, placed by them, it would kill them,
swallow them up as Moses' rod the other rods.

Where did these old painters get their models? I see

no such figures, not in my dreams, as this Francis,

in the character, or rather with the attributes, of

John the Baptist. A more than mortal majesty in

the brow and upon the eyelid; an arm, muscular,

beautifully formed ; the long, graceful, massy fingers

compressing, yet so as not to hurt, a lamb more

lovely, more sweetly shrinking, than we can conceive

that milk-white one which followed Una
;
the picture

altogether looking as if it were eternal, combining
the truth of flesh with a promise of permanence like

marble.

Leonardo, from the one or two specimens we have

of him in England, must have been a stupendous

genius. I can scarce think he has had his full fame
-he who could paint that wonderful personification

of the Logos, or second person of the Trinity, grasp-

ing a globe, late in the possession of Mr. Troward
of Pall Mall, where the hand was, by the boldest

licence, twice as big as the truth of drawing war-

ranted
; yet the effect, to every one that saw it, by

3



THE REYNOLDS GALLERY
some magic of genius was confessed to be not mon-

strous, but miraculous and silencing. It could not be

gainsaid.



WORDSWORTH'S -EXCURSION'
("QUARTERLY REVIEW," OCTOBER 1814)

THE
volume before us, as we learn from the Pref-

ace, is "a detached portion of an unfinished

poem, containing views of man, nature, and society" ;

to be called the Recluse, as having for its principal

subject the "sensations and opinions of a poet living

in retirement"; and to be preceded by a "record in

verse of the origin and progress of the author's own

powers, with reference to the fitness which they may
be supposed to have conferred for the task." To the

completion of this plan we look forward with a con-

fidence which the execution of the finished part is

well calculated to inspire. Meanwhile, in what is be-

fore us there is ample matter for entertainment : for

the "Excursion" is not a branch (as might have been

suspected) prematurely plucked from the parent tree

to gratify an overhasty appetite for applause; but is,

in itself, a complete and legitimate production.
It opens with the meeting of the poet with an

aged man whom he had known from his school-

days; in plain words, a Scottish pedlar; a man who,

though of low origin, had received good learning

and impressions of the strictest piety from his step-

father, a minister and village schoolmaster. Among
the hills of Athol, the child is described to have be-

come familiar with the appearances of nature in his

occupation as a feeder of sheep ;
and from her silent

5



WORDSWORTH'S -EXCURSION"
influences to have derived a character, meditative,

tender, and poetical. With an imagination and feel-

ings thus nourished his intellect not unaided by
books, but those, few, and chiefly of a religious cast

-the necessity of seeking a maintenance in riper

years had induced him to make choice of a profes-

sion, the appellation for which has been gradually de-

clining into contempt, but which formerly designated
a class of men, who, journeying in country places,

when roads presented less facilities for travelling,

and the intercourse between towns and villages was

unfrequent and hazardous, became a sort of link of

neighbourhood to distant habitations; resembling,
in some small measure, in the effects of their peri-

odical returns, the caravan which Thomson so feel-

ingly describes as blessing the cheerless Siberian in

its annual visitation, with "news of human kind."

In the solitude incident to this rambling life,

power had been given him to keep alive that de-

votedness to nature which he had imbibed in his

childhood, together with the opportunity of gaining
such notices of persons and things from his inter-

course with society, as qualified him to become a

"teacher of moral wisdom." With this man, then, in

a hale old age, released from the burthen of his oc-

cupation, yet retaining much of its active habits, the

poet meets, and is by him introduced to a second

character a sceptic one who had been partially

roused from an overwhelming desolation, brought

upon him by the loss of wife and children, by the

6



WORDSWORTH'S "EXCURSION'

powerful incitement of hope which the French Rev-
olution in its commencement put forth, but who,

disgusted with the failure of all its promises, had

fallen back into a laxity of faith and conduct which

induced at length a total despondence as to the dig-

nity and final destination of his species. In the lan-

guage of the poet, he

broke faith with those whom he had laid

In earth's dark chambers.

Yet he describes himself as subject to compunc-
tious visitations from that silent quarter.

Feebly must they have felt,

Who, in old time, attired with snakes and whips
The vengeful Furies. Beautiful regards

Were turned on me the face of her I loved;

The wife and mother; pitifully fixing

Tender reproaches, insupportable ! p. 133.

The conversations with this person, in which the

Wanderer asserts the consolatory side of the ques-
tion against the darker views of human life main-

tained by his friend, and finally calls to his assistance

the experience of a village priest, the third, or rather

fourth interlocutor (for the poet himself is one),

form the groundwork of the "Excursion."

It will be seen by this sketch that the poem is

of a didactic nature, and not a fable or story ; yet
it is not wanting in stories of the most interesting

kind, such as the lovers of Cowper and Goldsmith

will recognise as something familiar and congenial
to them. We might instance the "Ruined Cot-

7



WORDSWORTH'S -EXCURSION' 5

tage," and the Solitary's own story, in the first half

of the work ; and the second half, as being almost a

continued cluster of narration. But the prevailing
charm of the poem is, perhaps, that, conversational

as it is in its plan, the dialogue throughout is carried

on in the very heart of the most romantic scenery
which the poet's native hills could supply; and

which, by the perpetual references made to it either

in the way of illustration or for variety and plea-
surable description's sake, is brought before us as

we read. We breathe in the fresh air, as we do

while reading Walton's "Complete Angler"; only
the country about us is as much bolder than Wal-

ton's, as the thoughts and speculations, which form

the matter of the poem, exceed the trifling pastime
and low-pitched conversation of his humble fisher-

men. We give the description of the "two huge

peaks," which from some other vale peered into that

in which the Solitary is entertaining the poet and

companion. "Those," says their host,

if here you dwelt, would be

Your prized companions. Many are the notes

Which in his tuneful course the wind draws forth

From rocks, woods, caverns, heaths, and dashing shores
;

And well those lofty brethren bear their part

In the wild concert: chiefly when the storm

Rides high ;
then all the upper air they fill

With roaring sound, that ceases not to flow,

Like smoke, along the level of the blast

In mighty current; theirs, too, is the song
Of stream and headlong flood that seldom fails

;

8



WORDSWORTH'S "EXCURSION 5

And in the grim and breathless hour of noon,

Methinks that I have heard them echo back

The thunder's greeting: nor have Nature's laws

Left them ungifted with a power to yield

Music of finer frame ;
a harmony,

So do I call it, though it be the hand

Of silence, though there be no voice; the clouds,

The mist, the shadows, light of golden suns,

Motions of moonlight, all come thither touch,

And have an answer thither come, and shape

A language not unwelcome to sick hearts,

And idle spirits: there the sun himself

At the calm close of summer's longest day
Rests his substantial orb; between those heights,

And on the top of either pinnacle,

More keenly than elsewhere in night's blue vault,

Sparkle the stars as of their station proud.

Thoughts are not busier in the mind of man,
Than the mute agents stirring there: alone

Here do I sit and watch. p. 84-

To a mind constituted like that of Mr. Words-

worth, the stream, the torrent, and the stirring leaf

seem not merely to suggest associations of deity,

but to be a kind of speaking communication with

it. He walks through every forest, as through some

Dodona ;
and every bird that flits among the leaves,

like that miraculous one 1 in Tasso, but in language

1 With party-coloured plumes, and purple bill,

A wondrous bird among the rest there flew,

That in plain speech sung love-lays loud and shrill;

Her leden was like human language true ;

So much she talk'd, and with such wit and skill,

That strange it seemed how much good she knew.

Fairfax's Translation.

9



WORDSWORTH'S "EXCURSION"
more intelligent, reveals to him far higher love-lays.
In his poetry nothing in Nature is dead. Motion is

synonymous with life. "Beside yon spring," says the

Wanderer, speaking of a deserted well, from which,
in former times, a poor woman, who died heart-

broken, had been used to dispense refreshment to

the thirsty traveller,

beside yon spring I stood,

And eyed its waters, till we seem'd to feel

One sadness, they and I. For them a bond

Of brotherhood is broken: time has been

When every day the touch of human hand

Dislodged the natural sleep that binds them up
In mortal stillness. p. 27.

To such a mind, we say call it strength or weak-
ness if weakness, assuredly a fortunate one the

visible and audible things of creation present, not

dim symbols, or curious emblems, which they have

done at ah1 times to those who have been gifted
with the poetical faculty, but revelations and quick

insights into the life within us, the pledge of im-

mortality:

the whispering air

Sends inspiration from her shadowy heights,
And blind recesses of the cavern'd rocks:

The little rills, and waters numberless,
Inaudible by day-light.

" I have seen," the poet says, and the illustration

is a happy one
10



WORDSWORTH'S -EXCURSION'
I have seen

A curious child, applying to his ear

The convolutions of a smooth-lipp'd shell

To which, in silence hush'd, his very soul

Listen'd intensely, and his countenance soon

Brighten'd with joy; for murmurings from within

Were heard sonorous cadences! whereby,
To his belief, the monitor express'd

Mysterious union with its native sea.

Even such a shell the universe itself

Is to the ear of faith ;
and doth impart

Authentic tidings of invisible things :

Of ebb and flow, and ever during power ;

And central peace subsisting at the heart

Of endless agitation. p. 191.

Sometimes this harmony is imaged to us by an

echo; and in one instance, it is with such tran-

scendent beauty set forth by a shadow and its cor-

responding substance, that it would be a sin to cheat

our readers at once of so happy an illustration of the

poet's system, and so fair a proof of his descriptive

powers.

Thus having reached a bridge, that over-arch'd

The hasty rivulet where it lay becalm'd

In a deep pool, by happy chance we saw

A twofold image; on a grassy bank

A snow-white ram, and in the crystal flood

Another and the same! Most beautiful,

On the green turf, with his imperial front,

Shaggy and bold, and wreathed horns superb,
The breathing creature stood; as beautiful,

Beneath him, show'd his shadowy counterpart.

Each had his glowing mountains, each his sky,

11



WORDSWORTH'S "EXCURSION'
And each seem'd centre of his own fair world:

Antipodes unconscious of each other,

Yet, in partition, with their several spheres,

Blended in perfect stillness, to our sight ! p. 407,

Combinations, it is confessed, "like those reflected

in that quiet pool," cannot be lasting: it is enough
for the purpose of the poet, if they are felt. They
are at least his system ; and his readers, if they re-

ject them for their creed, may receive them merely
as poetry. In bim,faith, in friendly alliance and con-

junction with the religion of his country, appears to

have grown up, fostered by meditation and lonely
communions with Nature an internal principle of

lofty consciousness, which stamps upon his opinions
and sentiments (we were almost going to say) the

character of an expanded and generous Quakerism.
From such a creed we should expect unusual re-

sults ; and, when applied to the purposes of consola-

tion, more touching considerations than from the

mouth of common teachers. The finest speculation
of this sort perhaps in the poem before us, is the

notion of the thoughts which may sustain the spirit,

while they crush the frame of the sufferer, who from

loss of objects of love by death, is commonly sup-

posed to pine away under a broken heart.

If there be, whose tender frames have drooped
Even to the dust, apparently, through weight
Of anguish unrelieved, and lack of power
An agonising spirit to transmute,

Infer not hence a hope from those withheld

12



WORDSWORTH'S -EXCURSION"
When wanted most; a confidence impaired
So pitiably, that, having ceased to see

With bodily eyes, they are borne down by love

Of what is lost, and perish through regret,

Oh no! full oft the innocent sufferer sees

Too clearly ; feels too vividly ; and longs

To realise the vision with intense

And over constant yearning ; there, there lies

The excess, by which the balance is destroyed.

Too, too contracted are these walls of flesh,

This vital warmth too cold, these visual orbs,

Though inconceivably endowed, too dim

For any passion of the soul that leads

To extasy ; and, all the crooked paths
Of time and change disdaining, takes its course

Along the line of limitless desires. p. 148.

With the same modifying and incorporating

power, he tells us,

Within the soul a faculty abides

That with interpositions, which would hide

And darken, so can deal, that they become

Contingencies of pomp ;
and serve to exalt

Her native brightness. As the ample moon,
In the deep stillness of a summer eve,

Rising behind a thick and lofty grove,
Burns like an unconsuming fire of light
In the green trees; and, kindling on all sides

Their leafy umbrage, turns the dusky veil

Into a substance glorious as her own,

Yea, with her own incorporate, by power

Capacious and serene. Like power abides

In man's celestial spirit; Virtue thus

Sets forth and magnifies herself; thus feeds

A calm, a beautiful, and silent fire,

13



WORDSWORTH'S "EXCURSION'
From the incumbrances of mortal life,

From error, disappointment, nay, from guilt;

And sometimes, so relenting justice wills,

From palpable oppressions of despair. p. 188.

This is high poetry; though (as we have ventured

to lay the basis of the author's sentiments in a sort

of liberal Quakerism) from some parts of it, others

may, with more plausibility, object to the appear-
ance of a kind of Natural Methodism : we could have

wished therefore that the tale of Margaret had been

postponed, till the reader had been strengthened

by some previous acquaintance with the author's

theory; and not placed in the front of the poem,
with a kind of ominous aspect, beautifully tender

as it is. It is a tale of a cottage, and its female

tenant, gradually decaying together, while she ex-

pected the return of one whom poverty and not

unkindness had driven from her arms. We trust

ourselves only with the conclusion

nine tedious years

From their first separation, nine long years,

She lingered in unquiet widowhood,
A wife and widow. I have heard, my friend,

That in yon arbour oftentimes she sate

Alone, through half the vacant Sabbath day ;

And, if a dog passed by, she still would quit

The shade, and look abroad. On this old bench

For hours she sate; and evermore her eye
Was busy in the distance, shaping things

That made her heart beat quick. You see that path;

There to and fro she paced through many a day
Of the warm summer, from a belt of hemp
14



WORDSWORTH'S "EXCURSION'
That girt her waist, spinning the long-drawn thread

With backward steps. Yet ever as there pass'd

A man whose garments showed the soldier's l
red,

The little child who sate to turn the wheel

Ceased from his task; and she with faultering voice

Made many a fond inquiry; and when they,

Whose presence gave no comfort, were gone by,

Her heart was still more sad. And by yon gate,

That bars the traveller's road, she often stood,

And, when a stranger horseman came, the latch

Would lift, and in his face look wistfully;

Most happy, if from aught discovered there

Of tender feeling, she might dare repeat

The same sad question. Meanwhile her poor hut

Sank to decay: for he was gone, whose hand,
At the first nipping of October frost,

Closed up each chink, and with fresh bands of straw

Checquered the green grown thatch. And so she lived

Through the long winter, reckless and alone;

Until her house by frost, and thaw, and rain

Was sapped; and, while she slept, the nightly damps
Did chill her breast; and in the stormy day
Her tattered clothes were ruffled by the wind,
Even at the side of her own fire. Yet still

She loved this wretched spot, nor would for worlds

Have parted hence : and still that length of road,

And this rude bench, one torturing hope endeared,

Fast rooted at her heart: and here, my friend,

In sickness she remained; and here she died,

Last human tenant of these ruined walls ! p. 46-

The fourth book, entitled "Despondency Cor-

rected," we consider as the most valuable portion
of the poem. For moral grandeur ; for wide scope of

1 Her husband had enlisted for a soldier.

15



WORDSWORTH'S -EXCURSION'

thought and a long train of lofty imagery ;
for tender

personal appeals ;
and a versification which we feel

we ought to notice, but feel it also so involved in the

poetry, that we can hardly mention it as a distinct

excellence ;
it stands without competition among our

didactic and descriptive verse. The general tendency
of the argument (which we might almost affirm to

be the leading moral of the poem) is to abate the

pride of the calculating understanding, and to rein-

state the imagination and the affections in those seats

from which modern philosophy has laboured but too

successfully to expel them.

"Life's autumn past," says the gray-haired Wan-

derer,

. I stand on winter's verge,

And daily lose what I desire to keep;
Yet rather would I instantly decline

To the traditionary sympathies
Of a most rustic ignorance, and take

A fearful apprehension from the owl

Or death-watch and as readily rejoice

If two auspicious magpies crossed my way
This rather would I do than see and hear

The repetitions wearisome of sense,

Where soul is dead and feeling hath no place. p. 168.

In the same spirit, those illusions of the imagina-
tive faculty to which the peasantry in solitary dis-

tricts are peculiarly subject, are represented as the

kindly ministers of conscience:

with whose service charged

They come and go, appear and disappear;

16



WORDSWORTH'S "EXCURSION'
Diverting evil purposes, remorse

Awakening, chastening an intemperate grief,

Or pride of heart abating.

Reverting to more distant ages of the world, the

operation of that same faculty in producing the

several fictions of Chaldean, Persian, and Grecian

idolatry, is described with such seductive power, that

the Solitary, in good earnest, seems alarmed at the

tendency of his own argument. Notwithstanding his

fears, however, there is one thought so uncommonly
fine, relative to the spirituality which lay hid be-

neath the gross material forms of Greek worship, in

metal or stone, that we cannot resist the allurement

of transcribing it-

. . . Triumphant o'er his pompous show

Of art, this palpable array of sense,

On every side encountered ; in despite

Of the gross fictions chanted in the streets

By wandering Rhapsodists; and in contempt
Of doubt and bold denials hourly urged
Amid the wrangling schools a SPIRIT hung,
Beautiful Region! o'er thy towns and farms,

Statues and temples, and memorial tombs;

And emanations were perceived; and acts

Of immortality, in Nature's course,

Exemplified by mysteries, that were felt

As bonds, on grave Philosopher imposed
And armed Warrior; and in every grove
A gay or pensive tenderness prevailed,

When piety more awful had relaxed.

"Take, running river, take these locks of mine"

Thus would the votary say "this severed hair,

17



WORDSWORTH'S "EXCURSION'
My vow fulfilling, do I here present,

Thankfulfor my beloved child's return.

Thy banks, Cephisus, he again hath trod,

Thy murmurs heard, and drunk the crystal lymph
With which thou dost refresh the thirsty lip,

And moisten all day long these floweryfields."

And doubtless, sometimes, when the hair was shed

Upon the flowing stream, a thought arose

Of life continuous, Being unimpaired ;

That hath been, is, and where it was and is

There shall be; seen, and heard, and felt, and known,
And recognised existence unexposed
To the blind walk of mortal accident ;

From diminution safe and weakening age;
While man grows old, and dwindles and decays;
And countless generations of mankind

Depart, and leave no vestige where they trod. p. 174-

In discourse like this the first day passes away.
The second (for this almost dramatic poem takes

up the action of two summer days) is varied by the

introduction of the village priest; to whom the

Wanderer resigns the office of chief speaker, which

had been yielded to his age and experience on the

first. The conference is begun at the gate of the

churchyard; and after some natural speculations

concerning death and immortality and the custom

of funereal and sepulchral observances, as deduced

from a feeling of immortality certain doubts are

proposed respecting the quantity of moral worth

existing in the world, and in that mountainous dis-

trict in particular. In the resolution of these doubts,

the priest enters upon a most affecting and singular
18
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strain of narration, derived from the graves around

him. Pointing to hillock after hillock, he gives short

histories of their tenants, disclosing their humble

virtues, and touching with tender hand upon their

frailties.

Nothing can be conceived finer than the manner
of introducing these tales. With heaven above his

head, and the mouldering turf at his feet standing
betwixt life and death he seems to maintain that

spiritual relation which he bore to his living flock in

its undiminished strength, even with their ashes; and

to be in his proper cure, or diocese, among the dead.

We might extract powerful instances of pathos
from these tales the story of Ellen in particular

-

but their force is in combination, and in the circum-

stances under which they are introduced. The tra-

ditionary anecdote of the Jacobite and Hanoverian,
as less liable to suffer by transplanting, and as af-

fording an instance of that finer species of humour,
that thoughtful playfulness in which the author more

nearly perhaps than in any other quality resembles

Cowper, we shall lay (at least a part of it) before

our readers. It is the story of a whig who, having
wasted a large estate in election contests, retired

"beneath a borrowed name" to a small town among
these northern mountains, where a Caledonian laird,

a follower of the house of Stuart, who had fled his

country after the overthrow at Culloden, returning
with the return of lenient times, had also fixed his

residence.
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Here, then, they met,

Two doughty champions; flaming Jacobite,

And sullen Hanoverian! you might think

That losses and vexations, less severe

Than those which they had severally sustained,

Would have inclined each to abate his zeal

For his ungrateful cause; no, I have heard

My reverend father tell that, mid the calm

Of that small town encountering thus, they filled

Daily its bowling-green with harmless strife,

Plagued with uncharitable thoughts the church,

And vex'd the market-place! But in the breasts

Of these opponents gradually was wrought,

With little change of general sentiment,

Such change towards each other, that their days

By choice were spent in constant fellowship;

And, if at times they fretted with the yoke,

Those very bickerings made them love it more.

A favourite boundary to their lengthened walks

This churchyard was. And, whether they had come

Treading their path in sympathy, and linked

In social converse, or by some short space

Discreetly parted to preserve the peace,

One spirit seldom failed to extend its sway
Over both minds, when they awhile had marked

The visible quiet of this holy ground
And breathed its soothing air

There live who yet remember to have seen

Their courtly figures seated on a stump
Of an old yew, their favourite resting place.

But, as the remnant of the long-lived tree

Was disappearing by a swift decay,

They with joint care determined to erect,

Upon its site, a dial, which should stand

For public use; and also might survive

As their own private monument; for this
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Was the particular spot, in which they wished

(And heaven was pleased to accomplish their desire)

That, undivided, their remains should lie.

So, where the mouldered tree had stood, was raised

Yon structure, framing, with the ascent of steps

That to the decorated pillar lead,

A work of art, more sumptuous, as might seem,

Than suits this place; yet built in no proud scorn

Of rustic homeliness ; they only aimed

To ensure for it respectful guardianship.

Around the margin of the plate, whereon

The shadow falls, to note the stealthy hours,

Winds an inscriptive legend
At these words

Thither we turned; and gathered, as we read,

The appropriate sense, in Latin numbers couched.

"Time flies; it is his melancholy task

To bring, and bear away, delusive hopes,

And reproduce the troubles he destroys.

But, while his business thus is occupied,

Discerning mortal! do thou serve the will

Of Time's eternal Master, and that peace,

Which the world wants, shall be for thee confirmed."

-pp. 370-273.

The causes which have prevented the poetry of

Mr. Wordsworth from attaining its full share of pop-

ularity are to be found in the boldness and origi-

nality of his genius. The times are past when a poet
could securely follow the direction of his own mind

into whatever tracts it might lead. A writer, who
would be popular, must timidly coast the shore of

prescribed sentiment and sympathy. He must have

just as much more of the imaginative faculty than
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his readers as will serve to keep their apprehensions
from stagnating, but not so much as to alarm their

jealousy. He must not think or feel too deeply.
If he has had the fortune to be bred in the midst

of the most magnificent objects of creation, he must
not have given away his heart to them; or if he

have, he must conceal his love, or not carry his ex-

pressions of it beyond that point of rapture which

the occasional tourist thinks it not overstepping
decorum to betray, or the limit which that gentle-

manly spy upon Nature, the picturesque traveller,

has vouchsafed to countenance. He must do this, or

be content to be thought an enthusiast.

If from living among simple mountaineers, from

a daily intercourse with them, not upon the footing
of a patron, but in the character of an equal, he has

detected, or imagines that he has detected, through
the cloudy medium of their unlettered discourse,

thoughts and apprehensions not vulgar; traits of

patience and constancy, love unwearied, and heroic

endurance, not unfit (as he may judge) to be made
the subject of verse, he will be deemed a man of

perverted genius by the philanthropist who, con-

ceiving of the peasantry of his country only as ob-

jects of a pecuniary sympathy, starts at finding

them elevated to a level of humanity with himself,

having their own loves, enmities, cravings, aspira-

tions, etc., as much beyond his faculty to believe, as

his beneficence to supply.
If from a familiar observation of the ways of chil-
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dren, and much more from a retrospect of his own
mind when a child, he has gathered more reveren-

tial notions of that state than fall to the lot of or-

dinary observers, and, escaping from the dissonant

wranglings of men, has tuned his lyre, though but

for occasional harmonies, to the milder utterance of

that soft age, his verses shall be censured as in-

fantile by critics who confound poetry "having chil-

dren for its subject" with poetry that is "childish,"

and who, having themselves perhaps never been

children, never having possessed the tenderness and

docility of that age, know not what the soul of a

child is how apprehensive! how imaginative! how

religious !

We have touched upon some of the causes which

we conceive to have been unfriendly to the author's

former poems. We think they do not apply in the

same force to the one before us. There is in it more

of uniform elevation, a wider scope of subject, less

of manner, and it contains none of those starts and

imperfect shapings which in some of this author's

smaller pieces offended the weak, and gave scandal

to the perverse. It must indeed be approached with

seriousness. It has in it much of that quality which

"draws the devout, deterring the profane." Those

who hate the "Paradise Lost" will not love this

poem. The steps of the great master are discernible

in it; not in direct imitation or injurious parody, but

in the following of the spirit, in free homage and

generous subjection.
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One objection it is impossible not to foresee. It

will be asked, why put such eloquent discourse in

the mouth of a pedlar ? It might be answered that

Mr. Wordsworth's plan required a character in

humble life to be the organ of his philosophy. It was
in harmony with the system and scenery of his poem.
We read "Piers Plowman's Creed," and the lowness

of the teacher seems to add a simple dignity to the

doctrine. Besides, the poet has bestowed an unusual

share of education upon him. Is it too much to sup-

pose that the author, at some early period of his

life, may himself have known such a person, a man
endowed with sentiments above his situation, an-

other Burns; and that the dignified strains which he

has attributed to the Wanderer may be no more
than recollections of his conversation, heightened

only by the amplification natural to poetry, or the

lustre which imagination flings back upon the ob-

jects and companions of our youth ? After all, if there

should be found readers willing to admire the poem,
who yet feel scandalised at a name, we would ad-

vise them, wherever it occurs, to substitute silently

the word Palmer., or Pilgrim, or any less offensive

designation, which shall connect the notion of so-

briety in heart and manners with the experience
and privileges which a wayfaring life confers.
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RICHARD BROME'S JOVIAL CREW

THE
Jovial Crew, or the Merry Beggars, has

been revived here [at the English Opera] after

an interval, as the bills tell us, of seven years. Can
it be so long (it seems but yesterday) since we saw

poor Lovegrove in Justice Clack ? His childish treble

still pipes in our ears ;

"
Whip 'em, whip 'em, whip

'em." Dowton was the representative of the Justice

the other night, and shook our ribs most inconti-

nently. He was in "excellent foolery," and our lungs
crowed chanticleer. Yet it appears to us that there

was a still higher strain of fatuity in his predecessor
that his eyes distilled a richer dotage. Perhaps,

after all, it was an error of the memory. Defunct
merit comes out upon us strangely.

Easy natural Wrench was the Springlove; too

comfortable a personage perhaps to personify Spring-
love, in whom the voice of the bird awakens a rest-

less instinct of roaming that had slept during the

winter. Miss Stevenson certainly leaves us nothing
to regret for the absence of the lady, however agree-

able, who formerly performed the part of Meriel.

Miss Stevenson is a fine open-countenanced lass,

with glorious girlish manners. But the Princess of

Mumpers, and Lady Paramount of beggarly coun-

terfeit accents, was she that played Rachel. Her gab-
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bling lachrymose petitions; her tones, such as we
have heard by the side of old woods, when an irre-

sistible face has come peeping on one on a sudden ;

with her full black locks, and a voice how shall we
describe it? a voice that was by nature meant to

convey nothing but truth and goodness, but warped

by circumstance into an assurance that she is telling

us a lie that catching twitch of the thievish irre-

provable finger those ballad-singers' notes, so vul-

gar, yet so unvulgar that assurance so like impu-
dence and yet so many countless leagues removed

from it her jeers, which we had rather stand, than

be caressed with other ladies' compliments, a sum-

mer's day long her face with a wild out-of-doors

grace upon it

Altogether, a brace of more romantic she-beggars
it was never our fortune to meet in this supplicatory
world. The youngest might have sat for "pretty

Bessy," whose father was an Earl, and whose legend
still adorns the front of mine hostess's doors at Beth-

nal Green; and the other could be no less than the

"Beggar Maid" whom "King Cophetua wooed."

"What a lass that were," said a stranger who sate

beside us, speaking of Miss Kelly in Rachel, "to go

a-gypsying through the world with." We confess we

longed to drop a tester in her lap, she begged so

masterly.

By-the-way, this is the true Beggars Opera. The

other should have been called the Mirrorfor High-

waymen. We wonder the Societies for the Suppres-
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sion of Mendicity (and other good things) do not

club for the putting down of this infamous protest
in favour of air, and clear liberty, and honest license,

and blameless assertion of man's original blest charter

of blue skies, and vagrancy, and nothing-to-do.

July 4, 1819.

ISAAC BICKERSTAFFS HYPOCRITE

BY one of those perversions which actuate poor
mortals in the place of motives (to persuade us into

the notion that we are free agents, we presume), we
had never till the other evening seen Dowton [at

the English Opera] in Dr. Cantwell. By a pious
fraud of Mr. Arnold's, who by a process as simple
as some of those by which Mathews metamorphoses
his person, has converted the play into an opera,
a conversion, by-the-way, for which we are deeply
indebted to him, we have been favoured with this

rich novelty at our favourite theatre. It seems a little

unreasonable to come lagging in with a posthumous

testimony to the merits of a performance of which

the town has long rung, but we cannot help remark-

ing in Mr. Dowton's acting, the subtle gradations
of the hypocrisy; the length to which it runs in

proportion as the recipient is capable of taking it

in; the gross palpable way in which he administers

the dose in wholesale to old Lady Lambert, that

rich fanatic; the somewhat more guarded manner
in which he retails it out, only so much a time as
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he can bear, to the somewhat less bitten fool her

son
;
and the almost absence of it before the younger

members of the family, when nobody else is by; how
the cloven foot peeps out a little and a little more,

till the diabolical nature is stung out at last into

full manifestation of its horrid self. What a grand
insolence in the tone which he assumes, when he

commands Sir John to quit his house; and then

the tortures and agonies when he is finally baffled!

It is in these last perhaps that he is greatest, and we
should be doing injustice not to compare this part
of the performance with, and in some respects to

give it the preference above, the acting of Mr. Kean,
in a situation nearly analogous, at the conclusion of

the City Madam. Cantwell reveals his pangs with

quite as much force, and without the assistance of

those contortions which transform the detected Luke
into the similitude of a mad tiger, or a foaming de-

mon. Dowton plays it neither like beast nor demon,
but simply as it should be, a bold bad man pushed
to extremity. Humanity is never once overstepped.
Has it ever been noticed, the exquisite modulation

with which he drawls out the word "Charles," when
he calls his secretary, so humble, so seraphic, so re-

signed. The most diabolical of her sex that we ever

knew accented her honey devil words in just such

a hymn-like smoothness. The spirit of Whitfield

seems hovering in the air, to suck the blessed tones

so much like his own upon earth : Lady Huntingdon

claps her neat white wings, and gives it out again in
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heaven to the sainted ones, in approbation.

Miss Kelly is not quite at home in Charlotte ; she

is too good for such parts. Her cue is to be natural ;

she cannot put on the modes of artificial life, and

play the coquette as it is expected to be played.

There is a frankness in her tones which defeats her

purposes; we could not help wondering why her

lover (Mr. Pearman) looked so rueful; we forgot

that she was acting airs and graces, as she seemed

to forget it herself, turning them into a playfulness

which could breed no doubt for a moment which

way her inclinations ran. She is in truth not framed

to tease or torment even in jest, but to utter a hearty

Yes or iVo; to yield or refuse assent with a noble

sincerity. We have not the pleasure of being ac-

quainted with her, but we have been told that she

carries the same cordial manners into private life.

We have heard, too, of some virtues which she is in

the practice of; but they are of a description which

repay themselves, and with them neither we nor the

public have anything to do.

One word about Wrench who played the Colonel :

Was this man never unhappy? It seems as if care

never came near him, as if the black ox could never

tread upon his foot
; we want something calamitous

to befall him, to bring him down to us. It is a shame

he should be suffered to go about with his well-

looking happy face and tones insulting us thin race

of irritable and irritable-making critics.

August 2, 1819.
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NEW PIECES AT THE LYCEUM
A PLOT has broke out at this theatre. Some quarrel
has been breeding between the male and female per-
formers, and the women have determined to set up
for themselves. Seven of them, Belles without Beaux
they call themselves, have undertaken to get up a

piece without any assistance from the men, and in

our opinion have established their point most suc-

cessfully. There is Miss Carew with her silvery tones,

and Miss Stevenson with her delicious mixture of

the school-girl and the waiting-maid, and Miss Kelly,
sure to be first in any mischief, and Mrs. Chatterly,
with some of the best acting we have ever witnessed,
and Miss Love, worthy of the name, and Mrs. Grove
that rhymes to her, and Mrs. Richardson who might
in charity have been allowed somewhat a larger por-
tion of the dialogue. The effect was enchanting. We
mean for once. We do not want to encourage these

Amazonian vanities. Once or twice we longed to

have Wrench bustling among them. A lady who sate

near us was observed to gape for want of variety.
To us it was delicate quintessence, an apple-pie made
all of quinces. We remember poor HolcrofYs last

comedy, which positively died from the opposite ex-

cess ; it was choked up with men, and perished from
a redundancy of male population. It had nine prin-

cipal men characters in it, and but one woman, and
she of no very ambiguous character. Mrs. Harlow,
to do the part justice, chose to play it in scarlet.
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We did not know Mrs. Chatterly's merits before ;

she plays, with downright sterling good acting, a

prude who is to be convinced out of her prudery by
Miss Kelly's (we did not catch her stage name) as-

sumption of the dress and character of a brother of

seventeen, who makes the prettiest unalarming pla-

tonic approaches ;
and in the shyest mark of moral

battery, no one step of which you can detect, or say
this is decidedly going too far, vanquishes at last the

ice of her scruples, brings her into an infinite scrape,

and then with her own infinite good humour sets all

to right, and brings her safe out of it again with an

explanation. Mrs. Chatterly's embarrassments were

masterly. Miss Stevenson, her maid's, start at sur-

prising a youth in her mistress's closet at midnight,
was quite as good. Miss Kelly we do not care to

say anything about, because we have been accused

of flattering her. The truth is, this lady puts so much

intelligence and good sense into every part which

she plays, that there is no expressing an honest sense

of her merits, without incurring a suspicion of that

sort. But what have we to gain by praising Miss

Kelly ?

Altogether, this little feminine republic, this pro-

voking experiment, went off most smoothly. What
a nice world it would be, we sometimes think, all

women ! but then we are afraid, we slip in a fallacy

unawares into the hypothesis ; we somehow edge in

the idea of ourselves as spectators, or something

among them.
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We saw Wilkinson after it in Walkfor a Wager.

What a picture of forlorn hope! of abject orphan

destitution 1 he seems to have no friends in the world

but his legs, and he plies them accordingly. He goes

walking on like a perpetual motion. His continual

ambulatory presence performs the part of a Greek

chorus. He is the walking gentleman of the piece ;
a

peripatetic that would make a stoic laugh. He made

us cry. His Muffincap in Amateurs and Actors is just

such another piece of acting. We have seen charity

boys, both of St. Clement's and Farringdon With-

out, looking just as old, ground down out of all

semblance of youth, by abject and hopeless neglect

you cannot guess their age between fifteen and

fifty.
If Mr. Peake is the author of these pieces he

has no reason to be piqued at their reception.

We must apologise for an oversight in our last

week's article. The allusion made to Mr. Kean's act-

ing of Luke in the City Madam was totally inappli-

cable to the part and to the play. We were thinking

of his performance of the concluding scenes of The

New Way to Pay Old Debts. We confounded one

of Massinger's strange heroes with the other. It was

Sir Giles Overreach we meant; nor are we sure that

our remark was just, even with this explanation.

When we consider the intense tone in which Mr.

Kean thinks it proper (and he is quite as likely to

be in the right as his blundering critic) to pitch the

temperament of that monstrous character from the

beginning, it follows but logically and naturally that
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where the wild uncontrollable man comes to be baf-

fled of his purpose, his passion should assume a fren-

zied manner, which it was altogether absurd to ex-

pect should be the same with the manner of the

cautious and self-restraining Cantwell, even when

he breaks loose from all bonds in the agony of his

final exposure. We never felt more strongly the

good sense of the saying comparisons are odious.

They betray us not seldom into bitter errors of

judgment; and sometimes, as in the present in-

stance, into absolute matter-of-fact blunders. But

we have recanted.

August 1819.

MISS KELLY AT BATH

DEAR G ,--! was thinking yesterday of our old

play-going days, of your and my partiality to Mrs.

Jordan, of our disputes as to the relative merits of

Dodd and Parsons, and whether Smith or Jack

Palmer were the most of a gentleman. The occasion

of my falling into this train of thinking, was my
learning from the newspapers that Miss Kelly is

paying the Bath Theatre a visit (your own theatre,

I am sorry to find, is shut up, either from parsimo-

nious feelings, or through the influence of prin-

ciples).
1 This lady has long ranked among the most

considerable of our London performers. If there are

one or two of greater name, I must impute it to the

1 The word here omitted by the Bristol Editor, we suppose, is

Methodistical (Leigh Hunt's Note).
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circumstance that she has never burst upon the

town at once in the maturity of her powers, which

is a great advantage to debutantes who have passed
their probationary years in Provincial Theatres. We
do not hear them tuning their instruments. But she

has been winning her patient way from the hum-
blest gradations to the eminence which she has now

attained, on the self-same boards which supported
her first in the slender pretensions of chorus singer.

I very much wish that you would go and see her.

You will not see Mrs. Jordan, but something else;

something on the whole very little, if at all, inferior

to that lady in her best days. I cannot hope that

you will think so, I do not even wish that you
should. Our longest remembrances are the most sa-

cred, and I shall revere the prejudice that shah
1

pre-

vent you from thinking quite so favourably of her

as I do. I do not well know how to draw a paraUel
between their distinct manners of acting. I seem to

recognise the same pleasantness and nature in both.

But Mrs. Jordan's was the carelessness of a child;

her childlike spirit shook off the load of years from

her spectators ;
she seemed one whom care could not

come near; a privileged being sent to teach man-

kind what he most wants- -joyousness. Hence, if

we had more unmixed pleasure from her perform-

ances, we had perhaps less sympathy with them
than with those of her successor. This latter lady's

is the joy of a freed spirit escaping from care, as a

bird that had been limed: her smiles, if I may use
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the expression, seemed saved out of the fire, relics

which a good and innocent heart had snatched up
as most portable; her discontents are visitors and

not inmates: she can lay them by altogether, and

when she does so, I am not sure that she is not

greatest. She is in truth no ordinary tragedian. Her

Yarico is the most intense piece of acting which I

ever witnessed, the most heart-rending spectacle. To

see her leaning upon that wretched reed, her lover

the very exhibition of whose character would be

a moral offence, but for her clinging and noble cre-

dulity to see her lean upon that flint, and by the

strong workings of passion, imagine it a god, is one

of the most afflicting lessons of the yearnings of

the human heart, and its sad mistakes, that was ever

read upon a stage. The whole performance is every-

where African, fervid, glowing. Nor is this any-

thing more than the wonderful force of imagination

in this performer ;
for turn but the scene, and you

shall have her come forward in some kindly home-

drawn character of an English rustic, a Phoebe, or

a Dinah Cropley where you would swear that her

thoughts had never strayed beyond the precincts of

the dairy or the farm, or her mind known less tran-

quil passions than she might have learned among
the flock, her out-of-door companions. See her again

in parts of pure fun, such as the Housemaid in the

Merry Mourners, where the suspension of the broom

in her hand, which she has been delightfully twirl-

ing, on unexpectedly encountering her sweetheart
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in the character of her fellow-servant, is quite equal
to Mrs. Jordan's cordial inebriation in Nell. I do not

know whether I am not speaking it to her honour,

that she does not succeed in what are called fine

lady parts. Our friend C once observed that no

man of genius ever figured as a gentleman. Neither

did any woman gifted with Mrs. Jordan's or Miss

Kelly's sensibilities ever take upon herself to shine

as a fine lady; the very essence of this character

consisting in the entire repression of all genius and

all feeling. To sustain a part of this kind to the life,

a performer must be haunted by a perpetual self-

reference, she must be always thinking of herself,

and how she looks, and how she deports herself in

the eyes of the spectators; whereas the delight of

actresses of true feeling and their chief power, is to

elude the personal notice of an audience, to escape
into their parts and hide themselves under the hood

of their assumed character. Their most graceful self-

possession is in fact a self-forgetfulness ;
an oblivion

alike of self and spectators. For this reason your
most approved epilogue-speakers have been always
ladies who have possessed least of this self-forgetting

quality ;
and I think I have seen the amiable actress

in question suffering some embarrassment, when she

has had an address of the sort to deliver ;
when she

found the modest veil of personation, which had half

hid her from the audience, suddenly withdrawn, and

herself brought without any such gratifying inter-

vention before the public.
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I would apologise for the length of this letter, if

I did not remember the lively interest you used to

take in theatrical performances.
I am, etc. etc.

Examiner, February 7, 1819.
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FIRST FRUITS OF AUSTRALIAN
POETRY

(Sydney, New South Wales. Printedfor Private Distribution.

By Barron Field.}

I first adventure ;
follow me who list :

And be the second Austral harmonist.

WHOEVER
thou art that hast transplanted

the British wood-notes to the far-off forests

which the Kangaroo haunts whether thou art some

involuntary exile that solaces his sad estrangement

with recurrence to his native notes, with more wis-

dom than those captive Hebrews of old refused to

sing their Sion songs in a strange land or whether,

as we rather suspect, thou art that valued friend

of ours, who, in thy young time of life, together

with thy faithful bride, thy newly "wedded flower,"

didst, in obedience to the stern voice of duty, quit

thy friends, thy family, thy pleasing avocations, the

Muses with which thou wert as deeply smitten as

any, we believe, in our age and country, to go and

administer tedious justice in inauspicious unliterary

TniEFLAND,1 we reclaim thee for our own, and

gladly would transport thee back to thy native

"fields," and studies congenial to thy habits.

We know a merry captain, and co-navigator with

1 An elegant periphrasis for the Bay. Mr. Coleridge led us the

way "Cloudland, gorgeous land."
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Cook, who prides himself upon having planted the

first pun in Otaheite. It was in their own language,
and the islanders first looked at him, then stared at

one another, and all at once burst out into a genial

laugh. It was a stranger, and as a stranger they gave
it welcome. Many a quibble of their own growth,
we doubt not, has since sprung from that well-timed

exotic. Where puns flourish, there must be no in-

considerable advance in civilisation. The same good
results we are willing to augur from this dawn of

refinement at Sydney. They were beginning to have

something like a theatrical establishment there,

which we are sorry to hear has been suppressed ;
for

we are of opinion with those who think that a taste

for such kind of entertainments is one remove at

least from profligacy, and that Shakspeare and Gay
must be as safe teachers of morality as the ordinary

treatises which assume to instil that science. We
have seen one of their play-bills (while the thing
was permitted to last), and were affected by it in no

ordinary degree, particularly in the omission of the

titles of honour, which in this country are conde-

scendingly conceded to the players. In their Drama-

tis Persona^, Jobson was played by Smith; Lady
Loverule, Jones; Nell, Wilkinson; gentlemen and

lady performers alike curtailed of their fair propor-
tions. With a little patronage, we prophesy, that in

a very few years the histrionic establishment of

Sydney would have risen in respectability; and the

humble performers would, by tacit leave or open
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permission, have been allowed to use the same en-

couraging affixes to their names, which dignify their

prouder brethren and sisters in the mother country.
What a moral advancement, what a lift in the scale,

to a Braham or a Stephens of New South Wales, to

write themselves Mr. and Miss! The King here has

it not in his power to do so much for a commoner,
no, not though he dub him a Duke.
The "First Fruits" consist of two poems. The

first celebrates the plant epaois grandiflora; but we
are no botanists, and perhaps there is too much
matter mixed up in it from the Midsummer Nights
Dream to please some readers. The thefts are indeed

so open and palpable, that we almost recur to our

first surmise, that the author must be some unfor-

tunate wight, sent on his travels for plagiarisms of

a more serious complexion. But the old matter and
the new blend kindly together, and must, we hope,
have proved right acceptable to more than one

Among the fair

Of that young land of Shakspeare's tongue.

We select for our readers the second poem; and are

mistaken if it does not relish of the graceful hyper-
boles of our elder writers. We can conceive it to

have been written by Andrew Marveil, supposing
him to have been banished to Botany Bay, as he

did, we believe, once meditate a voluntary exile to

Bermuda. See his fine poem, "Where the remote

Bermudas ride."
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THE
widow Blacket, of Oxford, is the largest

female I ever had the pleasure of beholding.
There may be her parallel upon the earth ; but surely
I never saw it. I take her to be lineally descended

from the maid's aunt of Brainford, who caused

Master Ford such uneasiness. She hath Atlantean

shoulders; and, as she stoopeth in her gait, with

as few offences to answer for in her own particular as

any one of Eve's daughters, her back seems broad

enough to bear the blame of all the peccadilloes

that have been committed since Adam. She girdeth
her waist or what she is pleased to esteem as such

-nearly up to her shoulders; from beneath which

that huge dorsal expanse, in mountainous declivity,

emergeth. Respect for her alone preventeth the idle

boys, who follow her about in shoals, whenever she

cometh abroad, from getting up and riding. But her

presence infallibly commands a reverence. She is in-

deed, as the Americans would express it, something
awful. Her person is a burthen to herself no less

than to the ground which bears her. To her mighty
bone, she had a pinguitude withal, which makes the

depth of winter to her the most desirable season.

Her distress in the warmer solstice is pitiable. Dur-

ing the months of July and August, she usually
renteth a cool cellar, where ices are kept, where-

into she descendeth when Sirius rageth. She dates
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from a hot Thursday, some twenty-five years ago.

Her apartment in summer is pervious to the four

winds. Two doors, in north and south direction, and

two windows, fronting the rising and the setting

sun, never closed, from every cardinal point catch

the contributory breezes. She loves to enjoy what

she calls a quadruple draught. That must be a shrewd

zephyr that can escape her. I owe a painful face-

ache, which oppresses me at this moment, to a cold

caught, sitting by her, one day in last July, at this

receipt of coolness. Her fan, in ordinary, resembleth

a banner spread, which she keepeth continually on

the alert to detect the least breeze. She possesseth
an active and gadding mind, totally incommensu-

rate with her person. No one delighteth more than

herself in country exercises and pastimes. I have

passed many an agreeable holiday with her in her

favourite park at Woodstock. She performs her part
in these delightful ambulatory excursions by the aid

of a portable garden-chair. She setteth out with you
at a fair foot-gallop, which she keepeth up till you
are both well-breathed, and then reposeth she for a

few seconds. Then she is up again for a hundred

paces or so, and again resteth ; her movements, on

these sprightly occasions, being something between

walking and flying. Her great weight seemeth to

propel her forward, ostrich-fashion. In this kind of

relieved marching, I have traversed with her many
scores of acres on those well-wooded and well-

watered domains. Her delight at Oxford is in the
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public walks and gardens, where, when the weather

is not too oppressive, she passeth much of her valu-

able time. There is a bench at Maudlin, or rather

situated between the frontiers of that and -'s

College (some litigation, latterly, about repairs, has

vested the property of it finally in 's), where, at

the hour of noon, she is ordinarily to be found sitting,

-so she calls it by courtesy, but, in fact, pressing
and breaking of it down with her enormous settle-

ment; as both those foundations, who, however,

are good-natured enough to wink at it, have found,

I believe, to their cost. Here she taketh the fresh

air, principally at vacation-times, when the walks

are freest from interruption of the younger fry of

students. Here she passeth her idle hours, not idly,

but generally accompanied with a book, blessed

if she can but intercept some resident Fellow (as

usually there are some of that brood left behind at

these periods), or stray Master of Arts (to most of

them she is better known than their dinner bell),

with whom she may confer upon any curious topic
of literature. I have seen these shy gownsmen, who

truly set but a very slight value upon female con-

versation, cast a hawk's eye upon her from the length
of Maudlin Grove, and warily glide off into another

walk, true monks as they are; and urgently neg-

lecting the delicacies of her polished converse for

their own perverse and uncommunicating solitari-

ness ! Within-doors, her principal diversion is music,

vocal and instrumental; in both which she is no
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mean professor. Her voice is wonderfully fine; but

till I got used to it, I confess it staggered me. It is,

for all the world, like that of a piping bullfinch;

while, from her size and stature, you would expect
notes to drown the deep organ. The shake, which

most fine singers reserve for the close or cadence,

by some unaccountable flexibility or tremulousness

of pipe, she carrieth quite through the composition ;

so that her time, to a common air or ballad, keeps
double motion, like the earth, running the primary
circuit of the tune, and still revolving upon its own
axis. The effect, as I said before, when you are used

to it, is as agreeable as it is altogether new and

surprising. The spacious apartment of her outward

frame lodgeth a soul in all respects disproportionate.

Of more than mortal make, she evinceth withal a

trembling sensibility, a yielding infirmity of purpose,
a quick susceptibility to reproach, and all the train of

diffident and blushing virtues, which for their habita-

tion usually seek out a feeble frame, an attenuated

and meagre constitution. With more than man's

bulk, her humours and occupations are eminently
feminine. She sighs, being six feet high. She lan-

guisheth, being two feet wide. She worketh slen-

der sprigs upon the delicate muslin, her fingers

being capable of moulding a Colossus. She sippeth
her wine out of her glass daintily her capacity

being that of a tun of Heidelberg. She goeth min-

cingly with those feet of hers, whose solidity need

not fear the black ox's pressure. Softest and largest
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of thy sex, adieu! By what parting attribute may
I salute thee, last and best of the Titanesses,-

Ogress, fed with milk instead of blood
;
not least, or

least handsome, among Oxford's stately structures,

-Oxford, who, in its deadest time of vacation, can

never properly be said to be empty, having thee to

fill it.
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ON A PASSAGE IN "THE TEMPEST

/IS long as I can remember the play of The

j[\. Tempest, one passage in it has always set me

upon wondering. It has puzzled me beyond measure.

In vain I strove to find the meaning of it. I seemed

doomed to cherish infinite, hopeless curiosity.

It is where Prospero, relating the banishment of

Sycorax from Argier, adds:-

For one thing that she did,

They would not take her life.

How have I pondered over this when a boy! How
have I longed for some authentic memoir of the

witch to clear up the obscurity ! Was the story ex-

tant in the chronicles of Algiers? Could I get at

it by some fortunate introduction to the Algerine
ambassador? Was a voyage thither practicable?

The Spectator, I knew, went to Grand Cairo only
to measure the pyramid. Was not the object of my
quest of at least as much importance? The blue-

eyed hag! could she have done anything good or

meritorious ? might that succubus relent ? then might
there be hope for the Devil. I have often admired

since that none of the commentators have boggled
at this passage; how they could swallow this camel,

such a tantalising piece of obscurity, such an

abortion of an anecdote.

At length I think I have lighted upon a clue
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which may lead to show what was passing in the

mind of Shakspeare when he dropped this imperfect

rumour. In the "Accurate Description of Africa, by
John Ogilby (folio), 1G70," page 230, 1 find written

as follows. The marginal title to the narrative is,

"Charles the Fifth besieges Algier" :-

"In the last place, we will briefly give an account

of the Emperor Charles the Fifth, when he besieged

this city : and of the great loss he suffered therein.

"This prince, in the year one thousand five hun-

dred forty-one, having embarqued upon the sea an

army of twenty-two thousand men aboard eighteen

galleys, and an hundred tall ships, not counting the

barques and shallops, and other small boats, in which

he had engaged the principal of the Spanish and

Italian nobility, with a good number of the Knights
of Malta ; he was to land on the coasts of Barbary,

at a cape called Matifou. From this place unto the

city of Algier, a flat shore or strand extends itself for

about four leagues, the which is exceeding favour-

able to galleys. There he put ashore with his army,
and in a few days caused a fortress to be built, which

unto this day is called the castle of the Emperor.
"In the meantime the city of Algier took the

alarm, having in it at that time but eight hundred

Turks, and six thousand Moors, poor-spirited men,

and unexercised in martial affairs ; besides it was at

that time fortified only with walls, and had no out-

works : insomuch that by reason of its weakness, and

the great forces of the Emperor, it could not in
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appearance escape taking. In fine, it was attempted
with such order, that the army came up to the very

gates, where the Chevalier de Savignac, a French-

man by nation, made himself remarkable above all

the rest by the miracles of his valour. For having

repulsed the Turks, who, having made a sally at the

gate called Barbason, and there desiring to enter

along with them, when he saw that they shut the

gate upon him, he ran his poniard into the same,

and left it sticking deep therein. They next fell to

battering the city by the force of cannon ;
which the

assailants so weakened, that in that great extremity
the defendants lost their courage, and resolved to

surrender.

"But as they were thus intending, there was a

witch of the town, whom the history does not name,

which went to seek out Assam Aga,that commanded

within, and prayed him to make it good yet nine

days longer with assurance, that within that time

he should infallibly see Algier delivered from that

siege, and the whole army of the enemy dispersed

so that Christians should be as cheap as birds. In a

word, the thing did happen in the manner as fore-

told ;
for upon the twenty-first day of October, in the

same year, there fell a continual rain upon the land,

and so furious a storm at sea, that one might have

seen ships hoisted into the clouds, and in one instant

again precipitated into the bottom of the water : in-

somuch that that same dreadful tempest was fol-

lowed with the loss of fifteen galleys, and above an
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hundred other vessels; which was the cause why
the Emperor, seeing his army wasted by the bad

weather, pursued by a famine, occasioned by wrack
of his ships, in which was the greatest part of his

victuals and ammunition, he was constrained to raise

the siege, and set sail for Sicily, whither he retreated

with the miserable reliques of his fleet.

"In the meantime that witch being acknowl-

edged the deliverer of Algier, was richly remuner-

ated, and the credit of her charms authorised. So
that ever since, witchcraft hath been very freely
tolerated

;
of which the chief of the town, and even

those who are esteemed to be of greatest sanctity

among them, such as are the Marabous, a religious
order of their sects, do for the most part make pro-
fession of it, under a goodly pretext of certain reve-

lations which they say they have had from their

prophet, Mahomet.
"And hereupon those of Algier, to palliate the

shame and the reproaches that are thrown upon
them for making use of a witch in the danger of this

siege, do say that the loss of the forces of Charles

V. was caused by a prayer of one of their Marabous,
named Cidy Utica, which was at that time in great
credit, not under the notion of a magician, but for

a person of a holy life. Afterwards in remembrance
of their success, they have erected unto him a small

mosque without the Barbason gate, where he is

buried, and in which they keep sundry lamps burn-

ing in honour of him : nay, they sometimes repair
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thither to make their sala, for a testimony of greater

veneration."

Can it be doubted, for a moment, that the drama-

tist had come fresh from reading some older narra-

tive of this deliverance of Algier by a witch, and

transferred the merit of the deed to his Sycorax,

exchanging only the "rich remuneration," which

did not suit his purpose, to the simple pardon of

her life? Ogilby wrote in 1670; but the authorities

to which he refers for his account of Barbary are

Johannes de Leo, or Africanus, Louis Marmol,

Diego de Haedo, Johannes Gramaye, Braeves, Cel.

Curio, and Diego de Torres, names totally unknown

to me, and to which I beg leave to refer the curious

reader for his fuller satisfaction.
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LETTER
TO AN OLD GENTLEMAN

WHOSE EDUCATION HAS BEEN
NEGLECTED

To the Editor of the London Magazine

DEAR
SIR,- -I send you a bantering "Epistle

to an Old Gentleman whose Education is sup-

posed to have been neglected." Of course, it was

suggested by some letters of your admirable Opium-
Eater, the discontinuance of which has caused so

much regret to myself in common with most of

your readers. You will do me injustice by supposing

that, in the remotest degree, it was my intention to

ridicule those papers. The fact is, the most serious

things may give rise to an innocent burlesque ; and,

the more serious they are, the fitter they become for

that purpose. It is not to be supposed that Charles

Cotton did not entertain a very high regard for Vir-

gil, notwithstanding he travestied that poet. Your-

self can testify the deep respect I have always held

for the profound learning and penetrating genius
of our friend. Nothing upon earth would give me

greater pleasure than to find that he has not lost

sight of his entertaining and instructive purpose.
I am, dear Sir, yours and Jds sincerely,

ELIA.
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MY DEAR SIR,- -The question which you have

done me the honour to propose to me,through
the medium of our common friend, Mr. Grierson, I

shall endeavour to answer with as much exactness as

a limited observation and experience can warrant.

You ask, or rather Mr. Grierson, hi his own

interesting language, asks for you, "Whether a

person at the age of sixty-three, with no more pro-

ficiency than a tolerable knowledge of most of the

characters of the English alphabet at first sight

amounts to, by dint of persevering application and

good masters, a docile and ingenuous disposition on

the part of the pupil always presupposed, may
hope to arrive, within a presumable number of years,

at that degree of attainments which shall entitle

the possessor to the character, which you are on

so many accounts justly desirous of acquiring, of a

learned man.'"

This is fairly and candidly stated, only I could

wish that on one point you had been a little more

explicit. In the meantime, I will take it for granted,
that by a "knowledge of the alphabetic characters"

you confine your meaning to the single powers only,

as you are silent on the subject of the diphthongs
and harder combinations.

Why, truly, sir, when I consider the vast circle of

sciences, it is not here worth while to trouble you
with the distinction between learning and science,

which a man must be understood to have made the

tour of in these days, before the world will be will-
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ing to concede to him the title which you aspire to,

I am almost disposed to reply to your inquiry by
a direct answer in the negative.

However, where all cannot be compassed, a great

deal that is truly valuable may be accomplished. I

am unwilling to throw out any remarks that should

have a tendency to damp a hopeful genius; but I

must not, in fairness, conceal from you that you
have much to do. The consciousness of difficulty is

sometimes a spur to exertion. Rome or rather, my
dear sir, to borrow an illustration from a place as

yet more familiar to you, Rumford Rumford was

not built in a day.

Your mind as yet, give me leave to tell you, is

in the state of a sheet of white paper. We must not

blot or blur it over too hastily. Or, to use an oppo-

site simile, it is like a piece of parchment all be-

scrawled and bescribbled over with characters of no

sense or import, which we must carefully erase and

remove before we can make way for the authentic

characters or impresses which are to be substituted

in their stead by the corrective hand of science.

Your mind,my dear sir, again, resembles that same

parchment, which we will suppose a little hardened

by time and disuse. We may apply the characters ;

but are we sure that the ink will sink ?

You are in the condition of a traveller that has

all his journey to begin. And, again, you are worse

off than the traveller which I have supposed ;
for

you have already lost your way.
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You have much to learn, which you have never

been taught; and more, I fear, to unlearn, which you
have been taught erroneously. You have hitherto,

I dare say, imagined that the sun moves round the

earth. When you shall have mastered the true solar

system, you will have quite a different theory upon
that point, I assure you. I mention but this instance.

Your own experience, as knowledge advances, will

furnish you with many parallels.

I can scarcely approve of the intention, which Mr.

Grierson informs me you have contemplated, of en-

tering yourself at a common seminary, and working

your way up from the lower to the higher forms

with the children. I see more to admire in the mod-

esty than in the expediency of such a resolution. I

own I cannot reconcile myself to the spectacle of a

gentleman at your time of life, seated, as must be

your case at first, below a tyro of four or five, for

at that early age the rudiments of education usually
commence in this country. I doubt whether more

might not be lost in the point of fitness than would

be gained in the advantages which you propose to

yourself by this scheme.

You say you stand in need of emulation; that

this incitement is nowhere to be had but at a pub-
lic school

; that you should be more sensible of your

progress by comparing it with the daily progress of

those around you. But have you considered the na-

ture of emulation, and how it is sustained at these

tender years which you would have to come in com-
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petition with ? I am afraid you are dreaming of aca-

demic prizes and distinctions. Alas ! in the university

for which you are preparing, the highest medal would

be a silver penny; and you must graduate in nuts

and oranges.
I know that Peter, the Great Czar or Emperor

-of Muscovy, submitted himself to the discipline

of a dockyard at Deptford, that he might learn, and

convey to his countrymen, the noble art of ship-

building. You are old enough to remember him, or at

least the talk about him. I call to mind also other

great princes, who, to instruct themselves in the

theory and practice of war, and set an example of

subordination to their subjects, have condescended

to enrol themselves as private soldiers
; and, passing

through the successive ranks of corporal, quarter-

master, and the rest, have served their way up to

the station at which most princes are willing enough
to set out, of general and commander-in-chief over

their own forces. But besides that there is often-

times great sham and pretence in their show ofmock

humility- -the competition which they stooped to

was with their coevals, however inferior to them in

birth. Between ages so very disparate as those which

you contemplate, I fear there can no salutary emu-

lation subsist.

Again: in the other alternative, could you sub-

mit to the ordinary reproofs and discipline of a day-
school? Could you bear to be corrected for your
faults? Or how would it look to see you put to
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stand, as must be the case sometimes, in a corner?

I am afraid the idea of a public school in your
circumstances must be given up.
But is it impossible, my dear sir, to find some per-

son of your own age, if of the other sex, the more

agreeable, perhaps, whose information, like your
own, has rather lagged behind his years, who should

be willing to set out from the same point with your-

self; to undergo the same tasks? thus at once in-

citing and sweetening each other's labours in a sort

of friendly rivalry. Such a one, I think, it would not

be difficult to find in some of the western parts of

this island, about Dartmoor for instance.

Or what if, from your own estate, that estate,

which, unexpectedly acquired so late in life, has in-

spired into you this generous thirst after knowledge,

you were to select some elderly peasant, that might
best be spared from the land, to come and begin his

education with you, that you might till, as it were,

your minds together, one whose heavier progress

might invite, without a fear of discouraging, your
emulation? We might then see starting from an

equal post the difference of the clownish and the

gentle blood.

A private education, then, or such a one as I have

been describing, being determined on, we must in

the next place look out for a preceptor ;
for it will

be some time before either of you, left to yourselves,
will be able to assist the other to any great purpose
in his studies.
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And now, my dear sir, if, in describing such a

tutor as I have imagined for you, I use a style a little

above the familiar one in which I have hitherto

chosen to address you, the nature of the subject
must be my apology. Difficile est de scientiis inscienter

loqui; which is as much as to say, that, "in treating
of scientific matters, it is difficult to avoid the use

of scientific terms." But I shall endeavour to be as

plain as possible. I am not going to present you with

the ideal of a pedagogue as it may exist in my fancy,
or has possibly been realised in the persons of Bu-

chanan and Busby. Something less than perfection
will serve our turn. The scheme which I propose in

this first or introductory letter has reference to the

first four or five years of your education only ; and

in enumerating the qualifications of him that should

undertake the direction of your studies, I shall rather

point out the minimum, or least, that I shall require
of him, than trouble you in the search of attain-

ments neither common nor necessary to our imme-
diate purpose.
He should be a man of deep and extensive knowl-

edge. So much at least is indispensable. Something
older than yourself, I could wish him, because years
add reverence.

To his age and great learning, he should be blessed

with a temper and a patience willing to accommo-
date itself to the imperfections of the slowest and

meanest capacities. Such a one, in former days, Mr.

Hartlib appears to have been; and such, in our
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days, I take Mr. Grierson to be : but our friend, you
know, unhappily, has other engagements. I do not

demand a consummate grammarian ; but he must be

a thorough master of vernacular orthography, with

an insight into the accentualities and punctualities

of modern Saxon, or English. He must be compe-

tently instructed (or how shall he instruct you?) in

the tetralogy, or first four rules, upon which not

only arithmetic, but geometry, and the pure mathe-

matics themselves, are grounded. I do not require

that he should have measured the globe with Cook
or Ortelius; but it is desirable that he should have

a general knowledge (I do not mean a very nice or

pedantic one) of the great division of the earth into

four parts, so as to teach you readily to name the

quarters. He must have a genius capable in some

degree of soaring to the upper element, to deduce

from thence the not much dissimilar computation
of the cardinal points, or hinges, upon which those

invisible phenomena, which naturalists agree to term

winds, do perpetually shift and turn. He must in-

struct you, in imitation of the old Orphic fragments

(the mention of which has possibly escaped you),

in numeric and harmonious responses, to deliver the

number of solar revolutions within which each of

the twelve periods, into which the Annus Vulgaris,
or common year, is divided, doth usually complete
and terminate itself. The intercalaries and other

subtle problems he will do well to omit, till riper

years and course of study shall have rendered you
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more capable thereof. He must be capable of em-

bracing all history, so as, from the countless myriads
of individual men who have peopled this globe of

earth, for it is a globe, by comparison of their

respective births, lives, deaths, fortunes, conduct,

prowess, etc., to pronounce, and teach you to pro-

nounce, dogmatically and catechetically, who was

the richest, who was the strongest, who was the

wisest, who was the meekest, man that ever lived;

to the facilitation of which solution, you will readily

conceive, a smattering of biography would in no in-

considerable degree conduce. Leaving the dialects

of men (in one of which I shah
1

take leave to sup-

pose you by this time at least superficially insti-

tuted), you will learn to ascend with him to the

contemplation of that unarticulated language which

was before the written tongue ; and, with the aid of

the elder Phrygian or ^Esopic key, to interpret the

sounds by which the animal tribes communicate

their minds, evolving moral instruction with delight

from the dialogue of cocks, dogs, and foxes. Or,

marrying theology with verse, from whose mixture

a beautiful and healthy offspring may be expected,

in your own native accents (but purified), you will

keep time together to the profound harpings of the

more modern or Wattsian hymnics.
Thus far I have ventured to conduct you to a

"hillside whence you may discern the right path of

a virtuous and noble education; laborious, indeed,

at the first ascent, but else so smooth, so green, so
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full of goodly prospects and melodious sounds on

every side, that the harp of Orpheus was not more

charming."
With my best respects to Mr. Grierson when

you see him, I remain, my dear Sir, your obedient

servant,

ELIA.

1 Milton's "Tractate on Education," addressed to Mr. Hartlib.
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BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR OF

MR. LISTON

THE subject of our Memoir is lineally descended

from Johan de L'Estonne (see "Domesday
Book," where he is so written), who came in with the

Conqueror, and had lands awarded him at Lupton

Magna, in Kent. His particular merits or services,

Fabian, whose authority I chiefly follow, has for-

gotten, or perhaps thought it immaterial, to specify.

Fuller thinks that he was standard-bearer to Hugo
de Agmondesham, a powerful Xorman baron, who

was slain by the hand of Harold himself at the

fatal battle of Hastings. Be this as it may, we find

a family of that name flourishing some centuries

later in that county. John Delliston, knight, was

High Sheriff for Kent, according to Fabian, quinto

Henrici Sexti; and we trace the lineal branch flour-

ishing downwards, the orthography varying, ac-

cording to the unsettled usage of the times, from

Delleston to Leston or Listen, between which it

seems to have alternated, till, in the latter end of

the reign of James I., it finally settled into the

determinate and pleasing dissyllabic arrangement
which it still retains. Aminadab Listen, the eldest

male representative of the family of that day, was

of the strictest order of Puritans. Mr. Foss, of Pall

Mall, has obligingly communicated to me an un-

doubted tract of his, which bears the initials only,
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A. L., and is entitled, "The Grinning Glass, or

Actor's Mirrour ;
wherein the vituperative Visnomy

of Vicious Players for the Scene is as virtuously re-

flected back upon their mimetic Monstrosities as it

has viciously (hitherto) vitiated with its vile Vanities

her Votarists." A strange title, but bearing the im-

press of those absurdities with which the title-pages

of that pamphlet-spawning age abounded. The work

bears date 1617. It preceded the "Histriomastix"

by fifteen years; and, as it went before it in time,

so it comes not far short of it in virulence. It is

amusing to find an ancestor of Liston's thus be-

spattering the players at the commencement of the

seventeenth century :-

"Thinketh He" (the actor), "with his costive

countenances, to wry a sorrowing soul out of her

anguish, or by defacing the divine denotement of

destinate dignity (daignely described in the face

humane and no other) to reinstamp the Paradice-

plotted similitude with a novel and naughty approxi-

mation (not in the first intention) to those abhorred

and ugly God-forbidden correspondences, with flout-

ing Apes' jeering gibberings, and Babion babbling-

like, to hoot out of countenance all modest measure,

as if our sins were not sufficing to stoop our backs

without He wresting and crooking his members to

mistimed mirth (rather malice) in deformed fashion,

leering when he should learn, prating for praying,

goggling his eyes (better upturned for grace), whereas

in Paradice (if we can go thus high for His profes-
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sions) that devilish Serpent appeareth his undoubted

Predecessor, first induing a mask like some roguish

roistering Roscius (I spit at them all) to beguile

with stage shows the gaping Woman, whose Sex

hath still chiefly upheld these Mysteries, and are

voiced to be the chief Stage-haunters, where, as I

am told, the custom is commonly to mumble (be-

tween acts) apples, not ambiguously derived from

that pernicious Pippin (worse in effect than the

Apples of Discord), whereas sometimes the hissing

sounds of displeasure, as I hear, do lively reintonate

that snake-taking-leave, and diabolical goings off, in

Paradice."

The puritanic effervescence of the early Presby-

terians appears to have abated with time, and the

opinions of the more immediate ancestors of our

subject to have subsided at length into a strain of

moderate Calvinism. Still a tincture of the old leaven

was to be expected among the posterity of A. L.

Our hero was an only son of Habakkuk Listen,

settled as an Anabaptist minister upon the patri-

monial soil of his ancestors. A regular certificate

appears, thus entered in the Church-book at Lup-
ton Magna: "Johannes, filius Habakkuk et Re-

beccce Liston, Dissentientium, natus quinto Decembri,

1780, baptizatus sexto Februarii sequentis; Sponso-

ribus J. et W. PTboUaston, und cum Maria Merry-
weather." The singularity of an Anabaptist minister

conforming to the child-rites of the Church would

have tempted me to doubt the authenticity of this
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entry, had I not been obliged with the actual sight

of it by the favour of Mr. Minns, the intelligent and

worthy parish clerk of Lupton. Possibly some ex-

pectation in point of worldly advantages from some
ofthe sponsors might have induced this unseemly de-

viation, as it must have appeared, from the practice
and principles of that generally rigid sect. The term

Dissentientium was possibly intended by the ortho-

dox clergyman as a slur upon the supposed incon-

sistency. What, or of what nature, the expectations
we have hinted at may have been, we have now no

means of ascertaining. Of the Woollastons no trace

is now discoverable in the village. The name of

Merryweather occurs over the front of a grocer's

shop at the western extremity of Lupton.
Of the infant Liston we find no events recorded

before his fourth year, hi which a severe attack of

the measles bid fair to have robbed the rising gen-
eration of a fund of innocent entertainment. He had

it of the confluent kind, as it is called; and the child's

life was for a week or two despaired of. His recovery
he always attributes (under Heaven) to the humane
interference of one Dr. Wilhelm Richter, a German

empiric, who, in this extremity, prescribed a copious
diet of sauer-kraut, which the child was observed

to reach at with avidity, when other food repelled

him; and from this change of diet his restoration

was rapid and complete. We have often heard him

name the circumstance with gratitude ;
and it is not

altogether surprising that a relish for this kind of
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aliment, so abhorrent and harsh to common English

palates, has accompanied him through life. When
any of Mr. Liston's intimates invite him to supper,
he never fails of finding, nearest to his knife and fork,

a dish of sauer'-kraut.

At the age of nine, we find our subject under the

tuition of the Rev. Mr. Goodenough (his father's

health not permitting him probably to instruct him

himself), by whom he was inducted into a compe-
tent portion of Latin and Greek, with some mathe-

matics, till the death of Mr. Goodenough, in his

own seventieth, and Master Liston's eleventh year,

put a stop for the present to his classical progress.
We have heard our hero, with emotions which do

his heart honour, describe the awful circumstances

attending the decease of this worthy old gentle-
man. It seems they had been walking out together,
master and pupil, in a fine sunset to the distance

of three-quarters of a mile west of Lupton, when
a sudden curiosity took Mr. Goodenough to look

down upon a chasm, where a shaft had been lately
sunk in a mining speculation (then projecting, but

abandoned soon after, as not answering the prom-
ised success, by Sir Ralph Shepperton, knight, and
member for the county). The old clergyman lean-

ing over, either with incaution or sudden giddiness

(probably a mixture of both), suddenly lost his foot-

ing, and, to use Mr. Liston's phrase, disappeared,
and was doubtless broken into a thousand pieces.
The sound of his head, etc., dashing successively
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upon the projecting masses of the chasm, had such

an effect upon the child, that a serious sickness en-

sued
; and, even for many years after his recovery,

he was not once seen so much as to smile.

The joint death of both his parents, which hap-

pened not many months after this disastrous ac-

cident, and were probably (one or both of them)
accelerated by it, threw our youth upon the protec-
tion of his maternal great-aunt, Mrs. Sittingbourn.
Of this aunt we have never heard him speak but

with expressions amounting almost to reverence. To
the influence of her early counsels and manners he

has always attributed the firmness with which, in

maturer years, thrown upon a way of life commonly
not the best adapted to gravity and self-retirement,

he has been able to maintain a serious character,

untinctured with the levities incident to his profes-

sion. Ann Sittingbourn (we have seen her portrait

by Hudson) was stately, stiff, tall, with a cast of

features strikingly resembling the subject of this

memoir. Her estate in Kent was spacious and well-

wooded ; the house one of those venerable old man-

sions which are so impressive in childhood, and so

hardly forgotten in succeeding years. In the vener-

able solitudes of Charnwood, among thick shades of

the oak and beech (this last his favourite tree) the

young Liston cultivated those contemplative habits

which have never entirely deserted him in after years.

Here he was commonly in the summer months to

be met with, with a book in his hand, not a play-
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book, meditating. Boyle's "Reflections" was at

one time the darling volume; which, in its turn, was

superseded by Young's "Night Thoughts," which

has continued its hold upon him through life. He
carries it always about him

; and it is no uncommon

thing for him to be seen, in the refreshing intervals

of his occupation, leaning against a side-scene, in a

sort of Herbert-of-Cherbury posture, turning over

a pocket-edition of his favourite author.

But the solitudes of Charnwood were not des-

tined always to obscure the path of our young hero.

The premature death of Mrs. Sittingbourn, at the

age of seventy, occasioned by incautious burning
of a pot of charcoal in her sleeping-chamber, left

him in his nineteenth year nearly without resources.

That the stage at all should have presented itself as

an eligible scope for his talents, and, in particular,
that he should have chosen a line so foreign to what

appears to have been his turn of mind, may require
some explanation.
At Charnwood, then, we behold him, thought-

ful, grave, ascetic. From his cradle averse to flesh -

meats and strong drink; abstemious even beyond
the genius of the place, and almost in spite of the

remonstrances of his great-aunt, who, though strict,

was not rigid, water was his habitual drink, and
his food little beyond the mast and beech-nuts of

his favourite groves. It is a medical fact that this

kind of diet, however favourable to the contempla-
tive powers of the primitive hermits, etc., is but ill-
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the young man was here treated more like a son

than a clerk, though he was nominally but the lat-

ter. Different avocations, the change of scene, with

that alternation of business and recreation which in

its greatest perfection is to be had only in London,

appear to have weaned him in a short time from the

hypochondriacal affections which had beset him at

Charnwood.

In the three years which followed his removal

to Birchin Lane, we find him making more than

one voyage to the Levant, as chief factor for Mr.

Willoughby at the Porte. We could easily fill our

biography with the pleasant passages which we have

heard him relate as having happened to him at Con-

stantinople; such as his having been taken up on

suspicion of a design of penetrating the seraglio,

etc. ; but, with the deepest convincement of this

gentleman's own veracity, we think that some of

the stories are of that whimsical, and others of that

romantic nature, which, however diverting, would

be out of place in a narrative of this kind, which

aims not only at strict truth, but at avoiding the

very appearance of the contrary.

We will now bring him over the seas again, and

suppose him in the counting-house in Birchin Lane,

his protector satisfied with the returns of his factor-

age, and all going on so smoothly, that we may ex-

pect to find Mr. Listen at last an opulent merchant

upon 'Change, as it is called. But see the turns of

destiny! Upon a summer's excursion into Norfolk,
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in the year 1801, the accidental sight of pretty Sally

Parker, as she was called (then in the Norwich com-

pany), diverted his inclinations at once from com-

merce; and he became, in the language of common-

place biography, stage-struck. Happy for the lovers

of mirth was it that our hero took this turn; he

might else have been to this hour that unentertain-

ing character, a plodding London merchant.

We accordingly find him shortly after making his

debut, as it is called, upon the Norwich boards, in

the season of that year, being then in the twenty-
second year of his age. Having a natural bent to

tragedy, he chose the part of Pyrrhus, in the Dis-

tressed Mother, to Sally Parker's Hermione. We
find him afterwards as Barnwell, Altamont, Cha-

mont, etc. ; but, as if Nature had destined him to

the sock, an unavoidable infirmity absolutely disca-

pacitated him for tragedy. His person, at this latter

period of which I have been speaking, was graceful,

and even commanding ;
his countenance set to grav-

ity : he had the power of arresting the attention of

an audience at first sight almost beyond any other

tragic actor. But he could not hold it. To under-

stand this obstacle, we must go back a few years to

those appalling reveries at Charnwood. Those illu-

sions, which had vanished before the dissipation of

a less recluse life and more free society, now in his

solitary tragic studies, and amid the intense calls

upon feeling incident to tragic acting, came back

upon him with tenfold vividness. In the midst of
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some most pathetic passage (the parting of Jaffier

with his dying friend, for instance), he would sud-

denly be surprised with a fit of violent horse-laugh-

ter. While the spectators were all sobbing before

him with emotion, suddenly one of those grotesque
faces would peep out upon him, and he could not

resist the impulse. A timely excuse once or twice

served his purpose, but no audiences could be ex-

pected to bear repeatedly this violation of the con-

tinuity of feeling. He describes them (the illusions)

as so many demons haunting him, and paralysing

every effect. Even now, I am told, he cannot recite

the famous soliloquy in Hamlet., even in private,

without immoderate bursts of laughter. However,
what he had not force of reason sufficient to over-

come, he had good sense enough to turn into emolu-

ment, and determined to make a commodity of his

distemper. He prudently exchanged the buskin for

the sock, and the illusions instantly ceased; or, if

they occurred for a short season, by their very co-

operation added a zest to his comic vein, some of

his most catching faces being (as he expresses it)

little more than transcripts and copies of those ex-

traordinary phantasmata.
We have now drawn out our hero's existence to

the period when he was about to meet, for the first

time, the sympathies of a London audience. The

particulars of his success since have been too much
before our eyes to render a circumstantial detail of

them expedient. I shall only mention that Mr. Wil-
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loughby, his resentments having had time to sub-

side, is at present one of the fastest friends of his old

renegade factor; and that Mr. Liston's hopes of Miss

Parker vanishing along with his unsuccessful suit to

Melpomene, in the autumn of 1811 he married his

present lady, by whom he has been blessed with one

son, Philip, and two daughters, Ann and Augustina.
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HARK'EE,
Mr. Editor. A word in your ear.

They tell me you are going to put me in

print, in print, sir; to publish my life. What is my
life to you, sir? What is it to you whether I ever

lived at all? My life is a very good life, sir. I am
insured in the Pelican, sir. I am three-score years

and six, six, mark me, sir; but I can play Polonius,

which, I believe, few of your corre correspondents
can do, sir. I suspect tricks, sir : I smell a rat ;

I do,

I do. You would cog the die upon us ; you would,

you would, sir. But I will forestall you, sir. You
would be deriving me from William the Conqueror,
with a murrain to you. It is no such thing, sir. The
town shall know better, sir. They begin to smoke

your flams, sir. Mr. Liston may be born where he

pleases, sir; but I will not be born at Lup Lupton
Magna for anybody's pleasure, sir. My son and I

have looked over the great map of Kent together,

and we can find no such place as you would palm

upon us, sir; palm upon us, I say. Neither Magna
nor Parva, as my son says, and he knows Latin,

sir; Latin. If you write my life true, sir, you must

set down, that I, Joseph Munden, comedian, came

into the world upon Allhallows Day, Anno Domini,

1759- -1759; no sooner nor later, sir; and I saw the

first light the first light, remember, sir, at Stoke

Pogis Stoke Pogis, comitatu Bucks, and not at
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Lup Lup Magna, which I believe to be no better

than moonshine moonshine; do you mark me,
sir ? I wonder you can put such flim-flams upon us,

sir ; I do, I do. It does not become you, sir
;
I say it,

-I say it. And my father was an honest tradesman,

sir: he dealt in malt and hops, sir; and was a cor-

poration-man, sir; and of the Church of England,
sir, and no Presbyterian; nor Ana Anabaptist,

sir; however you may be disposed to make honest

people believe to the contrary, sir. Your bams are

found out, sir. The town will be your stale-puts no

longer, sir; and you must not send us jolly fellows,

sir, we that are comedians, sir, you must not

send us into groves and char charn-woods a-mop-

ing, sir. Neither charns, nor charnel-houses, sir. It is

not our constitution, sir: I tell it you I tell it you.
I was a droll dog from my cradle. I came into the

world tittering, and the midwife tittered, and the

gossips spilt their caudle with tittering; and, when
I was brought to the font, the parson could not

christen me for tittering. So I was never more than

half baptised. And, when I was little Joey, I made
'em all titter; there was not a melancholy face to

be seen in Pogis. Pure nature, sir. I was born a

comedian. Old Screwup, the undertaker, could tell

you, sir, if he were living. Why, I was obliged to

be locked up every time there was to be a funeral

at Pogis. I was I was, sir! I used to grimace at

the mutes, as he called it, and put 'em out with my
mops and my mows, till they couldn't stand at
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a door for me. And when I was locked up, with

nothing but a cat in my company, I followed my
bent with trying to make her laugh ; and sometimes

she would, and sometimes she would not. And my
schoolmaster could make nothing of me : I had only
to thrust my tongue in my cheek in my cheek,

sir, and the rod dropped from his fingers; and so

my education was limited, sir. And I grew up a

young fellow, and it was thought convenient to en-

ter me upon some course of life that should make
me serious ; but it would n't do, sir. And I was ar-

ticled to a drysalter. My father gave forty pounds

premium with me, sir. I can show the indent-

dent dentures, sir. But I was born to be a come-

dian, sir : so I ran away, and listed with the players,

sir: and I topt my parts at Amersham and Gerrard's

Cross, and played my own father to his face, in his

own town of Pogis, in the part of Gripe, when I

was not full seventeen years of age ; and he did not

know me again, but he knew me afterwards; and

then he laughed, and I laughed, and, what is better,

the drysalter laughed, and gave me up my articles

for the joke's sake: so that I came into court after-

wards with clean hands with clean hands do you
see, sir?

[Here the manuscript becomes illegible for two

or three sheets onwards, which we presume to be

occasioned by the absence of Mr. Munden, jun., who

clearly transcribed it for the press thus far. The rest
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(with the exception of the concluding paragraph,

which is seemingly resumed in the first handwrit-

ing) appears to contain a confused account of some

lawsuit, in which the elder Munden was engaged;
with a circumstantial history of the proceedings of

a case of breach of promise of marriage, made to

or by (we cannot pick out which) Jemima Munden,

spinster; probably the comedian's cousin, for it does

not appear he had any sister; with a few dates,

rather better preserved, of this great actor's engage-

ments, as "Cheltenham (spelt Cheltnam), 1776";

"Bath, 1779"; "London, 1789"; together with stage

anecdotes of Messrs. Edwin, Wilson, Lee, Lewes,

etc. ; over which we have strained our eyes to no

purpose, in the hope of presenting something amus-

ing to the public. Towards the end, the manuscript

brightens up a little, as we said, and concludes in

the following manner: ]

stood before them for six and thirty years

[we suspect that Mr. Munden is here speaking of

his final leave-taking of the stage], and to be dis-

missed at last. But I was heart-whole to the last,

sir. What though a few drops did course themselves

down the old veteran's cheeks : wTho could help it,

sir? I wras a giant that night, sir; and could have

played fifty parts, each as arduous as Dozy. My
faculties were never better, sir. But I was to be laid

upon the shelf. It did not suit the public to laugh
with their old servant any longer, sir. [Here some
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moisture has blotted a sentence or two.] But I can

play Polonius still, sir; I can, I can. Your servant,

sir, JOSEPH MUNDEN.
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A~SOUT
the year 18, one R-d, a respectable

London merchant (since dead) stood in the

pillory for some alleged fraud upon the revenue.

Among his papers were found the following ''Re-

flections," which we have obtained by favour of our

friend Elia, who knew him well, and had heard him
describe the train of his feelings, upon that trying
occasion, almost in the words of the manuscript.
Elia speaks of him as a man (with the exception of

the peccadillo aforesaid) of singular integrity in all

his private dealings, possessing great suavity of man-

ner, with a certain turn for humour. As our object
is to present human nature under every possible

circumstance, we do not think that we shall sully
our pages by inserting it. EDITOR.

SCENE, Opposite the Royal Exchange

TIME,- -Twelve to One, Noon

KETCH, my good fellow, you have a neat hand.

Prithee adjust this new collar to my neck gingerly.
I am not used to these wooden cravats. There, softly,

softly. That seems the exact point between orna-

ment and strangulation. A thought looser on this

side. Now it will do. And have a care, in turning me,
that I present my aspect due vertically. I now face

the orient. In a quarter of an hour I shift south-
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ward, do you mind? and so on till I face the

east again, travelling with the sun. No half-points,

I beseech you,--NN. by W., or any such elaborate

niceties. They become the shipman's card, but not

this mystery. Now leave me a little to my own re-

flections.

Bless us, what a company is assembled in honour

of me ! How grand I stand here ! I never felt so sen-

sibly before the effect of solitude in a crowd. I muse

in solemn silence upon that vast miscellaneous rabble

in the pit there. From my private box I contemplate,
with mingled pity and wonder, the gaping curiosity

of those underlings. There are my Whitechapel sup-

porters. Rosemary Lane has emptied herself of the

very flower of her citizens to grace my show. Duke's

Place sits desolate. What is there in my face, that

strangers should come so far from the east to gaze

upon it? [Here an egg narrowly misses him.'] That

offering was well meant, but not so cleanly executed.

By the tricklings, it should not be either myrrh or

frankincense. Spare your presents, my friends : I am

noways mercenary. I desire no missive tokens of

your approbation. I am past those valentines. Be-

stow these coffins of untimely chickens upon mouths

that water for them. Comfort your addle spouses
with them at home, and stop the mouths of your

brawling brats with such Olla Podridas ; they have

need of them. \A brick is letfly^\ Disease not, I pray

you, nor dismantle your rent and ragged tenements,

to furnish me with architectural decorations, which
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I can excuse. This fragment might have stopped a

flaw against snow comes. \_A coal flies.'] Cinders are

dear, gentlemen. This nubbling might have helped
the pot boil, when your dirty cuttings from the

shambles at three-halfpence a pound shall stand at

a cold simmer. Now, south about, Ketch. I would

enjoy Australian popularity.

What, my friends from over the water! Old

benchers files of a day ephemeral Romans-

welcome! Doth the sight of me draw souls from

limbo? Can it dispeople purgatory?- -Ha!

What am I, or what was my father's house, that

I should thus be set up a spectacle to gentlemen
and others? Why are all faces, like Persians at the

sunrise, bent singly on mine alone ? I was wont to be

esteemed an ordinary visnomy, a quotidian merely.
Doubtless these assembled myriads discern some

traits of nobleness, gentility, breeding, which hith-

erto have escaped the common observation, some

intimations, as it were, of wisdom, valour, piety, and

so forth. My sight dazzles ; and, if I am not deceived

by the too-familiar pressure of this strange neck-

cloth that envelopes it, my countenance gives out

lambent glories. For some painter now to take me
in the lucky point of expression! the posture so

convenient! the head never shifting, but standing

quiescent in a sort of natural frame. But these arti-

sans require a westerly aspect. Ketch, turn me.

Something of St. James's air in these my new
friends. How my prospects shift and brighten ! Now,
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if Sir Thomas Lawrence be anywhere in that group,
his fortune is made for ever. I think I see some one

taking out a crayon. I will compose my whole face

to a smile, which yet shall not so predominate but

that gravity and gaiety shall contend, as it were,-

you understand me ? I will work up my thoughts to

some mild rapture, a gentle enthusiasm, which

the artist may transfer, in a manner, warm to the

canvas. I will inwardly apostrophise my tabernacle.

Delectable mansion, hail! House not made of

every wood! Lodging that pays no rent; airy and

commodious; which, owing no window-tax, art yet
all casement, out of which men have such pleasure
in peering and overlooking, that they will sometimes

stand an hour together to enjoy thy prospects ! Cell,

recluse from the vulgar ! Quiet retirement from the

great Babel, yet affording sufficient glimpses into it !

Pulpit, that instructs without note or sermon-book ;

into which the preacher is inducted without tenth

or first-fruit ! Throne, unshared and single, that dis-

dainest a Brentford competitor ! Honour without co-

rival! Or hearest thou, rather, magnificent theatre,

in which the spectator comes to see and to be seen ?

From thy giddy heights I look down upon the com-

mon herd, who stand with eyes upturned, as if a

winged messenger hovered over them ;
and mouths

open as if they expected manna. I feel, I feel, the

true episcopal yearnings. Behold in me, my flock,

your true overseer! What though I cannot lay hands,

because my own are laid; yet I can mutter bene-
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dictions. True otium cum dignitate! Proud Pisgah
eminence! pinnacle sublime! O Pillory! 'tis thee I

sing! Thou younger brother to the gallows, without

his rough and Esau palms, that with ineffable con-

tempt surveyest beneath thee the grovelling stocks,

which claim presumptuously to be of thy great race !

Let that low wood know that thou art far higher
born. Let that domicile for groundling rogues and

base earth-kissing varlets envy thy preferment, not

seldom fated to be the wanton baiting-house, the

temporary retreat, of poet and of patriot. Shades of

Bastwick and of Prynne hover over thee, Defoe is

there, and more greatly daring Shebbeare, from

their (little more elevated) stations they look down
with recognitions. Ketch, turn me.

I now veer to the north. Open your widest gates,

thou proud Exchange of London, that I may look

in as proudly ! Gresham's wonder, hail ! I stand upon
a level with all your kings. They and I, from equal

heights, with equal superciliousness, o'erlook the

plodding money-hunting tribe below, who, busied

in their sordid speculations, scarce elevate their eyes
to notice your ancient, or my recent, grandeur. The
second Charles smiles on me from three pedestals !

l

1 A statue of Charles II., by the elder Gibber, adorns the front of

the Exchange. He stands also on high, in the train of his crowned

ancestors, in his proper order, within that building. But the mer-

chants of London, in a superfetation of loyalty, have, within a few

years, caused to be erected another effigy of him on the ground
in the centre of the interior. We do not hear that a fourth is in

contemplation.
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He closed the Exchequer: I cheated the Excise.

Equal our darings, equal be our lot.

Are those the quarters? 'tis their fatal chime.

That the ever-winged hours would but stand still !

but I must descend descend from this dream of

greatness. Stay, stay, a little while, importunate
hour-hand ! A moment or two, and I shall walk on

foot with the undistinguished many. The clock

speaks one. I return to common life. Ketch, let me
out.



THE LAST PEACH

I
AM the miserablest man living. Give me coun-

sel, dear Editor. I was bred up in the strictest

principles of honesty, and have passed my life in

punctual adherence to them. Integrity might be said

to be ingrained in our family. Yet I live in constant

fear of one day coming to the gallows.
Till the latter end of last autumn I never experi-

enced these feelings of self-mistrust which ever since

have embittered my existence. From the apprehen-
sion of that unfortunate man,1 whose story began
to make so great an impression upon the public
about that time, I date my horrors. I never can get
it out of my head that I shall some time or other

commit a forgery, or do some equally vile thing. To
make matters worse, I am in a banking-house. I sit

surrounded with a cluster of bank-notes. These were

formerly no more to me than meat to a butcher's

dog. They are now as toads and aspics. I feel all

day like one situated amidst gins and pitfalls. Sov-

ereigns, which I once took such pleasure in counting

out; and scraping up with my little tin shovel (at

which I was the most expert in the banking-house),
now scald my hands. When I go to sign my name,
I set down that of another person, or write my own
in a counterfeit character. I am beset with tempta-
tions without motive. I want no more wealth than

1

Fauntleroy.
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I possess. A more contented being than myself, as

to money matters, exists not. What should I fear?

When a child, I was once let loose, by favour of

a nobleman's gardener, into his lordship's magnifi-
cent fruit-garden, with full leave to pull the cur-

rants and the gooseberries; only I was interdicted

from touching the wall-fruit. Indeed, at that season

(it was the end of autumn), there was little left.

Only on the south wall (can I forget the hot feel of

the brickwork?) lingered the one last peach. Now,

peaches are a fruit which I always had, and still

have, an almost utter aversion to. There is some-

thing to my palate singularly harsh and repulsive
in the flavour of them. I know not by what demon
of contradiction inspired, but I was haunted by an

irresistible desire to pluck it. Tear myself as often

as I would from the spot, I found myself still re-

curring to it; till maddening with desire (desire I

cannot call it), with wilfulness rather, without ap-

petite, against appetite, I may call it, in an evil

hour, I reached out my hand and plucked it. Some
few raindrops just then fell; the sky (from a bright

day) became overcast; and I was a type of our first

parents, after the eating of that fatal fruit. I felt

myself naked and ashamed, stripped of my virtue,

spiritless. The downy fruit, whose sight rather than

savour had tempted me, dropped from my hand

never to be tasted. All the commentators in the

world cannot persuade me but that the Hebrew

word, in the second chapter of Genesis, translated
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apple." should be rendered "peach." Only this way
can I reconcile that mysterious story.

Just such a child at thirty am I amons: the cash

and valuables, longing to pluck, without an idea of

enjoyment further. I cannot reason myself out of

these fears: I dare not laugh at them. I wa> ten-

derly and lovingly brought up. What then ; Who
* C^ JT

that in life's entrance had seen the babe F .

from the lap stretching out his little fond mouth to

catch the maternal kiss, could have predicted, or as

much as imagined, that life's very different exit ?

The sight of my own lingers torments me: they
seem so admirably constructed for pilfering. Then

that jugular vein which I have in common : in

an emphatic sense may I say with David. I am

"fearfully made." All my mirth is poisoned by these

unhappy suggestions. If. to dissipate reflection. I

hum a tune, it changes to the "Lamentations of a

Sinner." My very dreams are tainted. I awake with

a shocking feelinc; of my hand in some pocket.

Advise me. dear Editor, on this painful heart-

maladv. Tell me. do you feel anything allied to it

in yourself:' Do vou never feel an itching, as it were.

-a dactuloJJiania. or am I alone \ You have my
honest confession. My next may appear from Bow
Street
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THE ILLUSTRIOUS DEFUNCT

SI
XC E writing this article, we have been I Tied

that the object of our funeral oration is not

finitively dead, but only moribund. So much I

better: we shall have an opportunity of granting
the request made to Walter by one of the children

in the wood, and "kill him two times." The Abbe de

V-rrtot having a siege to write, and not receiving
the materials in time, composed the whole from his

invention. Shortly after its completion, the expected
documents arrived, when he threw them aside, ex-

claiming. "You are of no use to me now: I hare
carried the town.''

ight bat a blank remains, a dead Toid apace.
A step of fife that |Binaim1 such a race. DKIBML

Napoleon has now sent us back from the grave
sufficient echoes of his living renown: the twilij:-:

of posthumous feme has lingered long enough over

the spot where the sun of his glory set: and
name must at length repose in the silence, if not in

the darkr. -:--. :>f night. In this busy and evanescent

scene, other spirits of the age are rapidly sn_:

away, claiming our undivided sympathies and re-

grets, until in turn they yield to some newe:

more absorbing grief Another name is now added

to the list of mighty departed. a name whose in-

fluence upon the hopes and fears, the fetes and for-
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tunes, of our countrymen, has rivalled, and perhaps

eclipsed, that of the defunct "child and champion
of Jacobinism," while it is associated with all the

sanctions of legitimate government, all the sacred

authorities of social order and our most holy reli-

gion. We speak of one, indeed, under whose war-

rant heavy and incessant contributions were imposed

upon our fellow-citizens, but who exacted nothing
without the signet and the sign-manual of most de-

vout Chancellors of the Exchequer. Not to dally

longer with the sympathies of our readers, we think

it right to premonish them that we are composing
an epicedium upon no less distinguished a person-

age than the Lottery, whose last breath, after many
penultimate puffs, has been sobbed forth by sorrow-

ing contractors, as if the world itself were about to

be converted into a blank. There is a fashion of

eulogy, as well as of vituperation ; and, though the

Lottery stood for some time in the latter predica-

ment, we hesitate not to assert that multis ille bonis

flebilis occidit. Never have we joined in the senseless

clamour which condemned the only tax whereto we
became voluntary contributors, the only resource

which gave the stimulus without the danger or in-

fatuations of gambling; the only alembic which in

these plodding days sublimised our imaginations,

and filled them with more delicious dreams than

ever flitted athwart the sensorium of Alnaschar.

Never can the writer forget, when, as a child, he

was hoisted upon a servant's shoulder in Guildhall,
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and looked down upon the installed and solemn

pomp of the then drawing Lottery. The two awful

cabinets of iron, upon whose massy and mysterious

portals the royal initials were gorgeously embla-

zoned, as if, after having deposited the unfulfilled

prophecies within, the king himself had turned the

lock, and still retained the key in his pocket; the

blue-coat boy, with his naked arm, first converting
the invisible wheel, and then diving into the dark

recess for a ticket; the grave and reverend faces of

the commissioners eyeing the announced number;
the scribes below calmly committing it to their huge
books ; the anxious countenances of the surround-

ing populace ;
while the giant figures of Gog and

Magog, like presiding deities, looked down with a

grim silence upon the whole proceeding, consti-

tuted altogether a scene, which, combined with the

sudden wealth supposed to be lavished from those

inscrutable wheels, was well calculated to impress
the imagination of a boy with reverence and amaze-

ment. Jupiter, seated between the two fatal urns of

good and evil, the blind goddess with her cornuco-

pia, the Parcse wielding the distaff, the thread of

life, and the abhorred shears, seemed but dim and

shadowy abstractions of mythology, when I had

gazed upon an assemblage exercising, as I dreamt,

a not less eventful power, and all presented to me
in palpable and living operation. Reason and expe-

rience, ever at their old spiteful work of catching
and destroying the bubbles which youth delighted
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to follow, have indeed dissipated much of this illu-

sion ;
but my mind so far retained the influence of

that early impression, that I have ever since con-

tinued to deposit my humble offerings at its shrine,

whenever the ministers of the Lottery went forth

with type and trumpet to announce its periodical

dispensations; and though nothing has been doled

out to me from its undiscerning coffers but blanks,

or those more vexatious tantalisers of the spirit de-

nominated small prizes, yet do I hold myself largely
indebted to this most generous diffuser of universal

happiness. Ingrates that we are ! are we to be thank-

ful for no benefits that are not palpable to sense, to

recognise no favours that are not of marketable

value, to acknowledge no wealth unless it can be

counted with the five fingers ? If we admit the mind
to be the sole depository of genuine joy, where is

the bosom that has not been elevated into a tem-

porary Elysium by the magic of the Lottery ? Which
of us has not converted his ticket, or even his six-

teenth share of one, into a nest-egg of Hope, upon
which he has sate brooding in the secret roosting-

places of his heart, and hatched it into a thousand

fantastical apparitions ?

What a startling revelation of the passions if all

the aspirations engendered by the Lottery could be

made manifest! Many an impecuniary epicure has

gloated over his locked-up warrant for future wealth,

as a means of realising the dream of his namesake

in the "Alchemist":
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"My meat shall all come in, in Indian shells/' etc.

Many a doting lover has kissed the scrap of paper
whose promissory shower of gold was to give up to

him his otherwise unattainable Danae: Nimrods

have transformed the same narrow symbol into a

saddle, by which they have been enabled to bestride

the backs of peerless hunters; while nymphs have

metamorphosed its Protean form into

Rings, gauds, conceits,

Knacks, trifles, nosegays, sweetmeats,

and all the braveries of dress, to say nothing of the

obsequious husband, the two-footman'd carriage, and

the opera box. By the simple charm of this numbered
and printed rag, gamesters have, for a time at least,

recovered their losses : spendthrifts have cleared off

mortgages from their estates
; the imprisoned debtor

has leapt over his lofty boundary of circumscription
and restraint, and revelled in all the joys of liberty

and fortune; the cottage-walls have swelled out into

more goodly proportion than those of Baucis and

Philemon ; poverty has tasted the luxuries of com-

petence; labour has lolled at ease in a perpetual
armchair of idleness

; sickness has been bribed into

banishment ; life has been invested with new charms
;

and death deprived of its former terrors. Nor have

the affections been less gratified than the wants, ap-

petites, and ambitions of mankind. By the conjura-
tions of the same potent spell, kindred have lavished

anticipated benefits upon one another, and charity
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upon all. Let it be termed a delusion, a fool's para-

dise is better than the wise man's Tartarus; be it

branded as an ignis-fatuus, it was at least a be-

nevolent one, which, instead of beguiling its fol-

lowers into swamps, caverns, and pitfalls, allured

them on with all the blandishments of enchantment

to a garden of Eden, an ever-blooming Elysium
of delight. True, the pleasures it bestowed were

evanescent: but which of our joys are permanent?
and who so inexperienced as not to know that antici-

pation is always of higher relish than reality, which

strikes a balance both in our sufferings and enjoy-

ments? "The fear of ill exceeds the ill we fear";

and fruition, in the same proportion, invariably falls

short of hope. "Men are but children of a larger

growth," who may amuse themselves for a long time

in gazing at the reflection of the moon in the water ;

but, if they jump in to grasp it, they may grope for

ever, and only get the farther from their object. He
is the wisest who keeps feeding upon the future, and

refrains as long as possible from undeceiving himself

by converting his pleasant speculations into disagree-

able certainties.

The true mental epicure always purchased his

ticket early, and postponed inquiry into its fate to

the last possible moment, during the whole of which

intervening period he had an imaginary twenty thou-

sand locked up in his desk : and was not this well

worth all the money? Who would scruple to give

twenty pounds interest for even the ideal enjoyment
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of as many thousands during two or three months ?

Crede quod habes, et habes; and the usufruct of such

a capital is surely not dear at such a price. Some

years ago, a gentleman in passing along Cheapside
saw the figures 1069, of which number he was the

sole proprietor, flaming on the window of a lottery
-

office as a capital prize. Somewhat flurried by this

discovery, not less welcome than unexpected, he

resolved to walk round St. Paul's that he might
consider in what way to communicate the happy

tidings to his wife and family; but, upon repassing

the shop he observed that the number was altered

to 10,069, and, upon inquiry, had the mortification

to learn that his ticket was a blank, and had only

been stuck up in the window by a mistake of the

clerk. This effectually calmed his agitation; but he

always speaks of himself as having once possessed

twenty thousand pounds, and maintains that his ten-

minutes' walk round St. Paul's was worth ten times

the purchase-money of the ticket. A prize thus ob-

tained has, moreover, this special advantage, it is

beyond the reach of fate ;
it cannot be squandered ;

bankruptcy cannot lay siege to it; friends cannot

pull it down, nor enemies blow it up; it bears a

charmed life, and none of woman born can break

its integrity, even by the dissipation of a single frac-

tion. Show me the property in these perilous times,

that is equally compact and impregnable. We can

no longer become enriched for a quarter of an hour ;

we can no longer succeed in such splendid failures;
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all our chances of making such a miss have vanished

with the last of the Lotteries.

Life will now become a flat, prosaic routine of

matter-of-fact ; and sleep itself erst so prolific of nu-

merical configurations and mysterious stimulants to

lottery adventure, will be disfurnished of its figures
and figments. People will cease to harp upon the

one lucky number suggested in a dream, and which

forms the exception, while they are scrupulously
silent upon the ten thousand falsified dreams which

constitute the rule. Morpheus will stifle Cocker with

a handful of poppies, and our pillows will be no

longer haunted by the book of numbers.

And who, too, shall maintain the art and mys-

tery of puffing, in all its pristine glory, when the

lottery professors shall have abandoned its cultiva-

tion? They were the first, as they will assuredly be

the last, who fully developed the resources of that

ingenious art; who cajoled and decoyed the most

suspicious and wary reader into a perusal of their

advertisements by devices of endless variety and

cunning; who baited their lurking schemes with

midnight murders, ghost-stories, crim-cons, bon-

mots, balloons, dreadful catastrophies, and every

diversity of joy and sorrow, to catch newspaper-

gudgeons. Ought not such talents to be encouraged ?

Verily the abolitionists have much to answer for !

And now, having established the felicity of all

those who gained imaginary prizes, let us proceed
to show that the equally numerous class who were
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presented with real blanks have not less reason to

consider themselves happy. Most of us have cause

to be thankful for that which is bestowed ! but we
have all, probably, reason to be still more grateful

for that which is withheld, and more especially for

our being denied the sudden possession of riches. In

the Litany, indeed, we call upon the Lord to de-

liver us "in all time of our wealth"; but how few

of us are sincere in deprecating such a calamity!

Massinger's Luke, and Ben Jonson's Sir Epicure

Mammon, and Pope's Sir Balaam, and our own

daily observation, might convince us that the Devil

"now tempts by making rich, not making poor."

We may read in the Guardian a circumstantial ac-

count of a man who was utterly ruined by gaining
a capital prize ;

we may recollect what Dr. Johnson

said to Garrick, when the latter was making a dis-

play of his wealth at Hampton Court "Ah, David,

David ! these are the things that make a death-bed

terrible"; we may recall the Scripture declaration,

as to the difficulty a rich man finds in entering the

kingdom of Heaven; and, combining all these de-

nunciations against opulence, let us heartily con-

gratulate one another upon our lucky escape from

the calamity of a twenty or thirty thousand pound

prize! The fox in the fable, who accused the unat-

tainable grapes of sourness, was more of a philosopher
than we are generally willing to allow. He was an

adept in that species of moral alchemy which turns

everything to gold, and converts disappointment
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itself into a ground of resignation and content. Such

we have shown to be the great lesson inculcated by
the Lottery, when rightly contemplated ; and, if we

might parody M. de Chateaubriand's jingling ex-

pression, "Le Roi est mort: vive le Roi!" -we
should be tempted to exclaim, "The Lottery is no

more: long live the Lottery!"
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THE
world has hitherto so little troubled its

head upon the points of doctrine held by a com-

munity which contributes in other ways so largely

to its amusement, that, before the late mischance

of a celebrated tragic actor, it scarce condescended

to look into the practice of any individual player,

much less to inquire into the hidden and abscondite

springs of his actions. Indeed, it is with some violence

to the imagination that we conceive of an actor as

belonging to the relations of private life, so closely

do we identify these persons in our mind with the

characters which they assume upon the stage. How
oddly does it sound, when we are told that the late

Miss Pope, for instance, that is to say, in our no-

tion of her Mrs. Candour, was a good daughter,
an affectionate sister, and exemplary in all the parts
of domestic life ! With still greater difficulty can we

carry our notions to church, and conceive of Liston

kneeling upon a hassock, or Munden uttering a

pious ejaculation, "making mouths at the invisible

event." But the times are fast improving; and, if

the process of sanctity begun under the happy aus-

pices of the present licencer go on to its completion,
it will be as necessary for a comedian to give an

account of his faith as of his conduct. Fawcett must

study the five points; and Dicky Suett, if he were

alive, would have to rub up his catechism. Already
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the effects of it begin to appear. A celebrated per-

former has thought fit to oblige the world with a

confession of his faith, or Br 's Religio Dra-

matici. This gentleman, in his laudable attempt to

shift from his person the obloquy of Judaism, with

a forwardness of a new convert, in trying to prove
too much, has, in the opinion of many, proved too

little. A simple declaration of his Christianity was

sufficient; but, strange to say, his apology has not

a word about it. We are left to gather it from some

expressions which imply that he is a Protestant ; but

we did not wish to inquire into the niceties of his

orthodoxy. To his friends of the old persuasion the

distinction was impertinent; for what cares Rabbi

Ben Kimchi for the differences which have split our

novelty ? To the great body of Christians that holds

the Pope's supremacy that is to say, to the major

part of the Christian world his religion will appear
as much to seek as ever. But perhaps he conceived

that all Christians are Protestants, as children and

the common people call all, that are not animals,

Christians. The mistake was not very considerable

in so young a proselyte, or he might think the general

(as logicians speak) involved in the particular. All

Protestants are Christians ; but I am a Protestant ;

ergo, etc. : as if a marmoset, contending to be a man,

over-leaping that term as too generic and vulgar,

should at once roundly proclaim himself to be a

gentleman. The argument would be, as we say, ex-

abundanti. From whichever course this excessus in
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terminis proceeded, we can do no less than congratu-

late the general state of Christendom upon the ac-

cession of so extraordinary a convert. Who was the

happy instrument of the conversion, we are yet to

learn: it comes nearest to the attempt of the late

pious Dr. Watts to Christianise the Psalms of the

Old Testament. Something of the old Hebrew raci-

ness is lost in the transfusion ;
but much of its asper-

ity is softened and pared down in the adaptation.

The appearance of so singular a treatise at this

conjuncture has set us upon an inquiry into the

present state of religion upon the stage generally.

By the favour of the Churchwardens of St. Martin's

in the Fields, and St. Paul's, Covent Garden, who
have very readily, and with great kindness, assisted

our pursuit, we are enabled to lay before the public

the following particulars. Strictly speaking, neither

of the two great bodies is collectively a religious

institution. We expected to find a chaplain among
them, as at St. Stephen's and other Court establish-

ments; and were the more surprised at the omission,

as the last Mr. Bengough at the one house, and Mr.

Powell at the other, from a gravity of speech and

demeanour, and the habit of wearing black at their

first appearances in the beginning of \\\effth or the

conclusion of the fourth act, so eminently pointed
out their qualifications for such office. These corpo-

rations, then, being not properly congregational, we
must seek the solution of our question in the tastes,

attainments, accidental breeding, and education of
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the individual members of them. As we were pre-

pared to expect, a majority at both houses adhere

to the religion of the Church Established, only
that at one of them a strong leaven of Roman
Catholicism is suspected ; which, considering the no-

torious education of the manager at a foreign semi-

nary, is not so much to be wondered at. Some have

gone so far as to report that Mr. T y, in par-

ticular, belongs to an order lately restored on the

Continent. We can contradict this : that gentleman
is a member of the Kirk of Scotland : and his name
is to be found, much to his honour, in the list of

seceders from the congregation of Mr. Fletcher.

While the generality, as we have said, are content

to jog on in the safe trammels of national ortho-

doxy, symptoms of a sectarian spirit have broken

out in quarters where we should least have looked

for it. Some of the ladies at both houses are deep
in controverted points. Miss F e, we are cred-

ibly informed, is a Sub- and Madame V a

jtfwpra-Lapsarian. Mr. Pope is the last of the ex-

ploded sect of the Ranters. Mr. Sinclair has joined
the Shakers. Mr. Grimaldi sen., after being long a

Jumper, has lately fallen into some whimsical theo-

ries respecting the fall of man; which he under-

stands, not of an allegorical, but a real tumble, by
which the whole body of humanity became, as it

were, lame to the performance of good works. Pride

he will have to be nothing but a stiff neck ; irreso-

lution, the nerves shaken; an inclination to sinister
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paths, crookedness of the joints ; spiritual deadness,

c, paralysis; want of charity, a contraction in the

fingers; despising of government, a broken head;

the plaster, a sermon; the lint to bind it up, the

text ;
the probers, the preachers ;

a pair of crutches,

the old and new law; a bandage, religious obliga-

tion: a fanciful mode of illustration, derived from

the accidents and habits of his past calling spiritual-

ised, rather than from any accurate acquaintance
with the Hebrew text, in which report speaks him

but a raw scholar. Mr. Elliston, from all we can

learn, has his religion yet to choose ; though some

think him a Muggletonian.
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RUMMAGING
over the contents of an old stall

at a half book, half old-iron shop, in an alley

leading from Wardour Street to Soho Square, yes-

terday, I lit upon a ragged duodecimo which had

been the strange delight of my infancy, and which
I had lost sight of for more than forty years, the

"Queen-like Closet, or Rich Cabinet"; written by
Hannah Woolly, and printed for R. C. and T. S.,

1681 ; being an abstract of receipts in cookery, con-

fectionery, cosmetics, needlework, morality, and all

such branches of what were then considered as fe-

male accomplishments. The price demanded was

sixpence, which the owner (a little squab duodecimo

character himself) enforced with the assurance that

his "own mother should not have it for a farthing
less." On my demurring at this extraordinary asser-

tion, the dirty little vendor reinforced his assertion

with a sort of oath, which seemed more than the

occasion demanded: "And now," said he, "I have

put my soul to it." Pressed by so solemn an assev-

eration, I could no longer resist a demand which

seemed to set me, however unworthy, upon a level

with its dearest relations
;
and depositing a tester, I

bore away the tattered prize in triumph. I remem-
ber a gorgeous description of the twelve months of

the year, which I thought would be a fine substitute

for those poetical descriptions of them which your
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"Every Day Book" had nearly exhausted out of

Spenser. This will be a treat, thought I, for friend

Hone. To memory they seemed no less fantastic

and splendid than the other. But what are the mis-

takes of childhood ! On reviewing them, they turned

out to be only a set of commonplace receipts for

working the seasons, months, heathen gods and

goddesses, etc., in samplers! Yet, as an instance of

the homely occupation of our great-grandmothers,

they may be amusing to some readers. "I have

seen," says the notable Hannah Woolly, "such Ri-

diculous things done in work, as it is an abomina-

tion to any Artist to behold. As for example: You

may find, in some Pieces, Abraham and Sarah, and

many other Persons of Old time, Clothed as they

go nowadays, and truly sometimes worse; for they
most resemble the Pictures on Ballads. Let all In-

genious Women have regard, that when they work

any Image, to represent it aright. First, let it be

Drawn well, and then observe the Directions which

are given by Knowing Men. I do assure you, I never

durst work any Scripture Story without informing

myself from the Ground of it; nor any other Story,
or single Person without informing myself both of

the Visage and Habit
;
as followeth :-

"If you work Jupiter, the Imperialfeigned God,
he must have long, Black Curled hair, a Purple
Garment trimmed with Gold, and sitting upon a

golden throne, with bright yellow Clouds about

him."
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THE TWELVE MONTHS OF THE YEAR

March. Is drawn in Tawny, with a fierce aspect ;

a Helmet upon his head, and leaning on a Spade;
and a Basket of Garden-Seeds in his left hand, and

in his Right hand the sign of Aries; and Winged.
April. A young Man in Green, with a Garland of

Myrtle and Hawthorn-buds; Winged; in one hand

Primroses and Violets, in the other the Sign Taurus.

May. With a Sweet and lovely Countenance:

clad in a Robe of White and Green, embroidered

with several Flowers; upon his Head a garland of

all manner of roses ; on the one hand a Nightingale,
in the other a Lute. His sign must be Gemini.

June. In a Mantle of dark Grass-green; upon his

Head a garland of Bents, Kings-cups, and Maiden-

hair ;
in his Left hand an Angle, with a box of Can-

tharides
;
in his Right, the Sign Cancer; and upon

his arms a Basket of seasonable Fruits.

July. In a Jacket of light Yellow, eating Cherries ;

with his Face and Bosom Sun-burnt! on his Head a

wreath of Centaury and wild Thyme; a Scythe on

his shoulder, and a bottle at his girdle ; carrying the

Sign Leo.

August. A Young Man of fierce and Choleric

aspect, in a Flame-coloured garment ; upon his head

a garland of Wheat and Rye; upon his Arm a Bas-

ket of all manner of ripe Fruits
;
at his Belt a Sickle ;

his Sign Virgo.

September. A merry and cheerful Countenance, in
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a Purple Robe ; upon his Head a Wreath of red and

white Grapes ; in his Left hand a handful of Oats ;

withal carrying a Horn of Plenty, full of all manner
of ripe Fruits ; in his right hand the sign Libra.

October. In a Garment of Yellow and Carnation ;

upon his head a garland of Oak-leaves with Acorns ;

in his right hand the sign Scorpio; in his Left hand

a Basket of Medlars, Services, and Chestnuts, and

any other Fruits then in Season.

November. In a Garment of Changeable Green

and Black ; upon his Head a garland of Olives, with

the Fruit in his Left hand; Bunches of Parsnips
and Turnips in his Right; his Sign Sagittarius.

December. A horrid and fearful aspect, clad in

Irish rags, or coarse frieze girt unto him ; upon his

Head three or four Night-Caps, and over them a

Turkish Turban ; his Nose red, his Mouth and Beard

clogged with icicles ; at his back a bundle of holly,

ivy, or mistletoe; holding in furred mittens the sign

of Capricornus.

January. Clad all in White, as the Earth looks

with the Snow, blowing his nails
;
in his left arm a

billet; the sign Aquarius standing by his side.

February. Clothed in a dark Sky-colour, carrying
in his Right hand the sign Pisces.

The following receipt "To dress up a chimney

very fine for the summer-time, as I have done many,
and they have been liked very well," may not be

unprofitable to the housewives of this century :-
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"First, take a pack-thread, and fasten it even to

the inner part of the Chimney, so high as that you
can see no higher as you walk up and down the

House. You must drive in several Nails to hold up
all your work. Then get good store of old green
Moss from Trees, and melt an equal proportion of

beeswax and rosin together; and, while it is hot,

dip the wrong ends of the moss in it, and presently

clap it upon your pack-thread, and press it down
hard with your hand. You must make haste, else it

will cool before you can fasten it, and then it will

fall down. Do so all around where the pack-thread

goes; and the next row you must join to that, so

that it may seem all in one: thus do till you have

finished it down to the bottom. Then take some other

kind of Moss, of a whitish colour and stiff, and of

several sorts or kinds, and place that upon the other,

here and there carelessly, and in some places put a

good deal, and some a little ; then any kind of fine

snail-shells, in which the snails are dead, and little

toad-stools, which are very old, and look like velvet,

or any other thing that was old and pretty: place it

here and there as your fancy serves, and fasten all

with Wax and Rosin. Then, for the hearth of your

chimney, you may lay some Orpan-Sprigs in order

all over, and it will grow as it lies; and, according
to the season, get what flowers you can, and stick

in as if they grew, and a few sprigs of Sweet-Brier ;

the flowers you must renew every week; but the

moss will last all the Summer, till it will be time
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to make a fire; and the orpan will last near two
Months. A Chimney thus done doth grace a Room
exceedingly."

One phrase in the above should particularly recom-

mend it to such of your female readers as, in the nice

language of the day, have done growing some time,

-"little toad-stools, etc., and anything that is old

and pretty
r." Was ever antiquity so smoothed over?

The culinary recipes have nothing remarkable in

them, except the costliness of them. Everything (to

the meanest meats) is sopped in claret, steeped in

claret, basted with claret, as if claret were as cheap
as ditch-water. I remember Bacon recommends open-

ing a turf or two in your garden walks, and pouring
into each a bottle of claret, to recreate the sense of

smelling, being no less grateful than beneficial. We
hope the Chancellor of the Exchequer will attend

to this in his next reduction of French wines, that

we may once more water our gardens with right
Bordeaux. The medical recipes are as whimsical as

they are cruel. Our ancestors were not at all effemi-

nate on this head. Modern sentimentalists would
shrink at a cock plucked and bruised in a mortar

alive to make a cullis, or a live mole baked in an
oven (be sure it be alive] to make a powder for con-

sumption. But the whimsicalest of all are the direc-

tions to servants (for this little book is a compendium
of all duties) : the footman is seriously admonished
not to stand lolling against his master's chair while
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he waits at table; for "to lean on a chair when they

wait, is a particular favour shown to any superior

servant, as the chief gentleman, or the waiting-

woman when she rises from the table." Also he

must not "hold the plates before his mouth to be

denied with his breath, nor touch them on the right

[inner] side." Surely Swift must have seen this little

treatise.
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REMINISCENCE OF
SIR JEFEERY DUXSTAX

vour account :: Sir
'

; rrerv Dunstan. in col-
-

A umi> 52 hf. -. bv an unfortunate er -

turn, the effigies of two Sir Jefferys appear, when
the uppermost figure is clearly meant for Sir Harry
Dmisdale<, you may add that the writer of this has

frequently met him in his latter days, about 1790

or 1791. returning in an evening, after his long day's

itineracy, to his domicile, a wretched shed in the

mot beggarly purlieu of Bethnal Green, a little on

this side the Mile-end Turnpike. The lower figure
in that leaf most correctly describes his then appear-
ance, except that no graphic art can convey an idea

: :he general squalor of it. and of his bag (his con-

stant concomitant) in particular. Whether it con-

tained "old wicrs" at that time, I know not: but it
cr*

seemed a fitter repository for bones snatched out of

kennels than for any part of a gentleman's dress,

even at second-hand.

The Ex-member for Garrat was a melancholy in-

stance of a great man whose popularity is worn out.

He still carried his sack; but it seemed a par: ::

his identity rather than an implement of his r

fession; a badge of past grandeur: could anything
have divested him of that, he would have shown a

poor forked animal" indeed. My life upon it. it

.tained no curls at the time I speak of. The n $
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decayed and spiritless remnants of what was once a

peruke would have scorned the filthy case; would

absolutely have "burst its cerements." No: it was

empty, or brought home bones, or a few cinders,

possibly. A strong odour of burnt bones, I remem-

ber, blended with the scent of horse-flesh seething

into dog's meat, and only relieved a little by the

breathings of a few brick-kilns, made up the atmos-

phere of the delicate suburban spot which this great

man had chosen for the last scene of his earthly

vanities. The cry of "old wigs" had ceased with

the possession of any such fripperies : his sack might
have contained not unaptly a little mould to scatter

upon that grave to which he was now advancing;
but it told of vacancy and desolation. His quips were

silent too, and his brain was empty as his sack : he

slank along, and seemed to decline popular obser-

vation. If a few boys followed him, it seemed rather

from habit than any expectation of fun.

Alas! how changed from him,

The life of humour, and the soul of whim,

Gallant and gay on Garrat's hustings proud!

But it is thus that the world rewards its favourites

in decay. What faults he had, I know not. I have

heard something of a peccadillo or so. But some

little deviation from the precise line of rectitude

might have been winked at in so tortuous and stig-

matic a frame. Poor Sir Jeffery ! it were well if some

M. P.'s in earnest had passed their parliamentary
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existence with no more offences against integrity

than could be laid to thy charge! A fair dismissal

was thy due, not so unkind a degradation; some

little snug retreat, with a bit of green before thine

eyes, and not a burial alive in the fetid beggaries of

Bethnal. Thou wouldst have ended thy days in a

manner more appropriate to thy pristine dignity,

installed in munificent mockery (as in mock honours

you had lived), a poor Knight of Windsor!

Every distinct place of public speaking demands

an oratory peculiar to itself. The forensic fails within

the walls of St. Stephen. Sir Jeffery was a living

instance of this ; for, in the flower of his popularity,

an attempt was made to bring him out upon the

stage (at which of the winter theatres I forget, but

I well remember the anecdote) in the part of Doctor

Last. The announcement drew a crowded house;

but, notwithstanding infinite tutoring, by Foote

or Garrick, I forget which, when the curtain drew

up, the heart of Sir Jeffery failed, and he faltered

on, and made nothing of his part, till the hisses of

the house at last, in very kindness, dismissed him

from the boards. Great as his parliamentary elo-

quence had shown itself, brilliantly as his off-hand

sallies had sparkled on a hustings, they here totally

failed him. Perhaps he had an aversion to borrowed

wit, and, like my Lord Foppington, disdained to en-

tertain himself (or others) with the forced products
of another man's brain. Your man of quality is more

diverted with the natural sprouts of his own.
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CAPTAIN STARKEY

To the Editor of Hones Every-Day Book

DEAR
SIR, I read your account of this un-

fortunate being, and his forlorn piece of self-

history, with that smile of half-interest which the

Annals of Insignificance excite, till I came to where
he says, "I was bound apprentice to Mr. William

Bird, an eminent writer, and teacher of languages
and mathematics," etc. ; when I started as one does

on the recognition of an old acquaintance in a sup-

posed stranger. This, then, was that Starkey of

whom I have heard my sister relate so many pleas-

ing anecdotes ; and whom, never having seen, I yet
seem almost to remember. For nearly fifty years,

she had lost all sight of him ; and, behold ! the gentle
Usher of her youth, grown into an aged Beggar,
dubbed with an opprobrious title to which he had

no pretensions; an object and a May-game ! To what
base purposes may we not return ! What may not

have been the meek creature's sufferings, what his

wanderings, before he finally settled down in the

comparative comfort of an old Hospitaller of the

Almonry of Newcastle ?And is poor Starkey dead ?-

I was a scholar of that "eminent writer" that he

speaks of; but Starkey had quitted the school about

a year before I came to it. Still the odour of his

merits had left a fragrancy upon the recollection of
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the elder pupils. The schoolroom stands where it

did, looking into a discoloured, dingy garden in the

passage leading from Fetter Lane into Bartlett's

Buildings. It is still a school, though the main prop,
alas! has fallen so ingloriously ;

and bears a Latin

inscription over the entrance in the lane, which was

unknown in our humbler times. Heaven knows what

"languages' were taught in it then! I am sure that

neither my sister nor myself brought any out of it,

but a little of our native English. By "mathematics,"

reader, must be understood "ciphering." It was, in

fact, a humble day-school, at which reading and writ-

ing were taught to us boys in the morning; and the

same slender erudition was communicated to the

girls, our sisters, etc., in the evening. Now, Starkey

presided, under Bird, over both establishments. In

my time, Mr. Cook, now or lately a respectable

singer and performer at Drury Lane Theatre, and

nephew to Mr. Bird, had succeeded to him. I well

remember Bird. He was a squat, corpulent, middle-

sized man, with something of the gentleman about

him, and that peculiar mild tone especially while

he was inflicting punishment which is so much
more terrible to children than the angriest looks and

gestures. Whippings were not frequent; but, when

they took place, the correction was performed in a

private room adjoining, where we could only hear

the plaints, but saw nothing. This heightened the

decorum and the solemnity. But the ordinary chas-

tisement was the bastinado, a stroke or two on the
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palm with that almost obsolete weapon now, the

ferule. A ferule was a sort of flat ruler, widened, at

the inflicting end, into a shape resembling a pear,
but nothing like so sweet, with a delectable hole in

the middle to raise blisters, like a cupping-glass. I

have an intense recollection of that disused instru-

ment of torture, and the malignancy, in proportion
to the apparent mildness, with which its strokes were

applied. The idea of a rod is accompanied with some-

thing ludicrous; but by no process can I look back

upon this blister-raiser with anything but unmingled
horror. To make him look more formidable, if a

pedagogue had need of these heightenings, Bird

wore one of those flowered Indian gowns formerly
in use with schoolmasters, the strange figures upon
which we used to interpret into hieroglyphics of pain
and suffering. But, boyish fears apart, Bird, I believe,

was, in the main, a humane and judicious master.

Oh, how I remember our legs wedged into those

uncomfortable sloping desks, where we sat elbowing
each other; and the injunctions to attain a free hand,

unattainable in that position ; the first copy I wrote

after, with its moral lesson, "Art improves Nature";
the still earlier pot-hooks and the hangers, some

traces of which I fear may yet be apparent in this

manuscript ; the truant looks side-long to the garden,
which seemed a mockery of our imprisonment ;

the

prize for best spelling which had almost turned my
head, and which, to this day, I cannot reflect upon
without a vanity, which I ought to be ashamed of;
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our little leaden inkstands, not separately subsist-

ing, but sunk into the desks
; the bright, punctually-

washed morning ringers, darkening gradually with

another and another ink-spot ! What a world of little

associated circumstances, pains, and pleasures, min-

gling their quotas of pleasure, arise at the reading
of those few simple words, "Mr. William Bird, an

eminent writer, and teacher of languages and mathe-

matics, in Fetter Lane, Holborn!"

Poor Starkey, when young, had that peculiar

stamp of old-fashionedness in his face which makes
it impossible for a beholder to predicate any par-
ticular age in the object. You can scarce make a

guess between seventeen and seven-and-thirty. This

antique cast always seems to promise ill-luck and

penury. Yet it seems he was not always the abject

thing he came to. My sister, who well remembers

him, can hardly forgive Mr. Thomas Ranson for

making an etching so unlike her idea of him when
he was a youthful teacher at Mr. Bird's school. Old

age and poverty a life-long poverty, she thinks-

could at no time have so effaced the marks of native

gentility which were once so visible in a face other-

wise strikingly ugly, thin, and careworn. From her

recollections of him, she thinks that he would have

wanted bread before he would have begged or bor-

rowed a halfpenny. "If any of the girls," she says,
"who were my school-fellows, should be reading,

through their aged spectacles, tidings from the dead,

of their youthful friend Starkey, they will feel a
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pang, as I do, at having teased his gentle spirit."

They were big girls, it seems too old to attend his

instructions with the silence necessary; and, how-

ever old age and a long state of beggary seems to

have reduced his writing faculties to a state of im-

becility, in those days his language occasionally rose

to the bold and figurative ; for, when he was in de-

spair to stop their chattering, his ordinary phrase

was, "Ladies, if you will not hold your peace, not

all the powers in heaven can make you." Once he

was missing for a day or two : he had run away. A
little old unhappy-looking man brought him back,

it was his father, and he did no business in the

school that day, but sat moping in a corner, with his

hands before his face; and the girls, his tormentors,

in pity for his case, for the rest of that day for-

bore to annoy him. "I had been there but a few

months," adds she, "when Starkey, who was the chief

instructor of us girls, communicated to us a pro-
found secret, that the tragedy of Cato was shortly

to be acted by the elder boys, and that we were

to be invited to the representation." That Starkey
lent a helping hand in fashioning the actors, she

remembers; and, but for his unfortunate person,

he might have had some distinguished part in the

scene to enact. As it was, he had the arduous task

of prompter assigned to him, and his feeble voice

was heard clear and distinct, repeating the text dur-

ing the whole performance. She describes her recol-

lection of the cast of characters, even now, with a
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relish. Martia, by the handsome Edgar Hickman,
who afterwards went to Africa, and of whom she

never afterwards heard tidings; Lucia, by Master

Walker, whose sister was her particular friend
; Cato,

by John Hunter, a masterly declaimer, but a plain

boy, and shorter by the head than his two sons in

the scene, etc. In conclusion, Starkey appears to

have been one of those mild spirits, which, not origi-

nally deficient in understanding, are crushed by
penury into dejection and feebleness. He might
have proved a useful adjunct, if not an ornament, to

society, if Fortune had taken him into a very little

fostering ; but, wanting that, he became a captain,
-

a byword, and lived and died a broken bulrush.
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MR. COLLIER, in his "Poetical Decameron"

(Third Conversation), notices a tract printed
in 1595, with the author's initials only, A.B., en-

titled "The Noblenesse of the Asse; a work rare,

learned, and excellent." He has selected the follow-

ing pretty passage from it: "He (the ass) refuseth

no burden: he goes whither he is sent, without any
contradiction. He lifts not his foote against any one;

he bytes not; he is no fugitive, nor malicious af-

fected. He doth all things in good sort, and to his

liking that hath cause to employ him. If strokes be

given him, he cares not for them ; and, as our modern

poet singeth,

"Thou wouldst (perhaps) he should become thy foe,

And to that end dost beat him many times:

He cares not for himselfe, much less thy blow." 1

Certainly Nature, foreseeing the cruel usage which

this useful servant to man should receive at man's

hand, did prudently in furnishing him with a tegu-
ment impervious to ordinary stripes. The malice of

a child or a weak hand can make feeble impressions
on him. His back offers no mark to a puny foeman.

To a common whip or switch his hide presents an

1 Who this modern poet was, says Mr. C
,
is a secret worth dis-

covering. The woodcut on the title of the Pamphlet is an Ass

with a wreath of laurel round his neck.
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absolute insensibility. You might as well pretend to

scourge a schoolboy with a tough pair of leather

breeches on. His jerkin is well fortified; and there-

fore the costermongers, "between the years 1790

and 1800," did more politicly than piously in lifting

up a part of his upper garment. I well remember
that beastly and bloody custom. I have often longed
to see one of those refiners in discipline himself at

the cart's tail, with just such a convenient spot laid

bare to the tender mercies of the whipster. But,

since Nature has resumed her rights, it is to be hoped
that this patient creature does not suffer to extremi-

ties; and that, to the savages who still belabour his

poor carcass with their blows (considering the sort

of anvil they are laid upon), he might in some sort, if

he could speak, exclaim with the philosopher, "Lay
on : you beat but upon the case of Anaxarchus."

Contemplating this natural safeguard, this forti-

fied exterior, it is with pain I view the sleek, foppish,

combed, and curried person of this animal as he is

disnaturalised at watering-places, etc., where they
affect to make a palfrey of him. Fie on all such

sophistications! It will never do, Master Groom.

Something of his honest, shaggy exterior will still

peep up in spite of you, his good, rough, native,

pine-apple coating. You cannot "refine a scorpion
into a fish, though you rinse it and scour it with

ever so cleanly cookery."
1

The modern poet quoted by A. B. proceeds to

1 Milton from memory.
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celebrate a virtue for which no one to this day had

been aware that the ass was remarkable:

One other gift this beast hath as his owne,
Wherewith the rest could not be furnished;

On man himself the same was not bestowne :

To wit, on him is ne'er engendered
The hateful vermine that doth teare the skin,

And to the bode [body] doth make his passage in.

And truly, when one thinks on the suit of im-

penetrable armour with which Nature (like Vulcan
to another Achilles) has provided him, these subtle

enemies to our repose would have shown some dex-

terity in getting into his quarters. As the bogs of

Ireland by tradition expel toads and reptiles, he may
well defy these small deer in his fastnesses. It seems

the latter had not arrived at the exquisite policy

adopted by the human vermin "between 1790 and

1800."

But the most singular and delightful gift of the

Ass, according to the writer of this pamphlet, is his

voice, the "goodly, sweet, and continual brayings"
of which, "whereof they forme a melodious and pro-

portionable kinde of musicke," seem to have affected

him with no ordinary pleasure. "Nor thinke I," he

adds, "that any of our immoderate musicians can

deny but that their song is full of exceeding pleasure
to be heard

; because therein is to be discerned both

concord, discord, singing in the meane, the begin-

ning to sing in large compasse, then following into

rise and fall, the halfe-note, whole note, musicke of
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five voices, firme singing by four voices, three to-

gether, or one voice and a halfe. Then their variable

contrarities amongst them, when one delivers forth

a long tenor or a short, the pausing for time, breath-

ing in measure, breaking the minim or very least

moment of time. Last of all, to heare the musicke

of five or six voices chaunged to so many of asses

is amongst them to heare a song of world without

end."

There is no accounting for ears, or for that laud-

able enthusiasm with which an author is tempted
to invest a favourite subject with the most incom-

patible perfections : I should otherwise, for my own
taste, have been inclined rather to have given a

place to these extraordinary musicians at that ban-

quet of nothing-less-than-sweet-sounds, imagined by
old Jeremy Collier (Essays, 1698, part ii. on Music),

where, after describing the inspiriting effects of mar-

tial music in a battle, he hazards an ingenious con-

jecture, whether a sort of anti-music might not be in-

vented, which should have quite the contrary effect

of "sinking the spirits, shaking the nerves, curdling
the blood, and inspiring despair and cowardice and

consternation. 'T is probable," he says, "the roaring
of lions, the warbling of cats and screech-owls, to-

gether with a mixture of the howling of dogs, judi-

ciously imitated and compounded, might go a great

way in this invention." The dose, we confess, is

pretty potent, and skilfully enough prepared. But
what shall we say to the Ass of Silenus, who, if we
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may trust to classic lore, by his own proper sounds,

without thanks to cat or screech-owl, dismayed
and put to rout a whole army of giants? Here

was anti-music with a vengeance ;
a whole Pan-Dis-

Harmonicon in a single lungs of leather !

But I keep you trifling too long on this Asinine

subject. I have already passed the Pom Asinorum,
and will desist, remembering the old pedantic pun
of Jem Boyer, my schoolmaster, -

"Ass in prcesenti seldom makes a WISE MAN in

Juturo."
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IN RE SQUIRRELS

WHAT
is gone with the Cages with the climb-

ing Squirrel, and bells to them, which were

formerly the indispensable appendage to the out-

side of a tinman's shop, and were, in fact, the only
Live Signs? One, we believe, still hangs out on

Holborn
; but they are fast vanishing with the good

old modes of our ancestors. They seem to have been

superseded by that still more ingenious refinement

of modern humanity, the treadmill ;
in which hu-

man squirrels still perform a similar round of cease-

less, unprogressive clambering, which must be nuts

to them.

We almost doubt the fact of the teeth of this

creature being so purely orange-coloured as Mr.

Urban's correspondent gives out. One of our old

poets and they were pretty sharp observers of

Nature describes them as brown. But perhaps the

naturalist referred to meant "of the colour of a

Maltese Orange,"
l which is rather more obfuscated

than your fruit of Seville or St. Michael's, and may
help to reconcile the difference. We cannot speak

1 Fletcher in the "Faithful Shepherdess." The satyr offers to

Clorin

"Grapes whose lusty blood

Is the learned poet's good,
Sweeter yet did never crown

The head of Bacchus
; nuts more brown

Than the squirrels' teeth that crack them."
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from observation; but we remember at school get-

ting our fingers into the orangery of one of these

little gentry (not having a due caution of the traps

set there), and the result proved sourer than lemons.

The author of the "Task" somewhere speaks of

their anger as being "insignificantly fierce"; but we
found the demonstration of it on this occasion quite

as significant as we desired, and have not been dis-

posed since to look any of these "gift horses" in

the mouth. Maiden aunts keep these "small deer," as

they do parrots, to bite people's fingers, on purpose
to give them good advice "not to adventure so near

the cage another time." As for their "six quavers
divided into three quavers and a dotted crotchet,"

I suppose they may go into Jeremy Bentham's next

budget of fallacies, along with the "melodious and

proportionable kinde of musicke" recorded, in your
last number, of another highly-gifted animal.
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DEFOE'S SECONDARY NOVELS

IT
has happened not seldom that one work of some

author has so transcendently surpassed in exe-

cution the rest of his compositions, that the world

has agreed to pass a sentence of dismissal upon the

latter, and to consign them to total neglect and

oblivion. It has done wisely in this not to suffer

the contemplation of excellences of a lower standard

to abate or stand in the way of the pleasure it has

agreed to receive from the masterpiece.

Again: it has happened, that from no inferior

merit of execution in the rest, but from superior

good fortune in the choice of its subject, some single

work shall have been suffered to eclipse and cast

into shade the deserts of its less fortunate brethren.

This has been done with more or less injustice in the

case of the popular allegory of Bunyan, in which the

beautiful and scriptural image of a pilgrim or way-
farer (we are all such upon earth), addressing itself

intelligibly and feelingly to the bosoms of all, has si-

lenced, and made almost to be forgotten, the more

awful and scarcely less tender beauties of the "
Holy

War made by Shaddai upon Diabolus," of the same

author, a romance less happy in its subject, but

surely well worthy of a secondary immortality. But

in no instance has this excluding partiality been ex-

erted with more unfairness than against what may be

termed the secondary novels or romances of Defoe.
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While all ages and descriptions of people hang

delighted over the " Adventures of Robinson Cru-

soe," and shall continue to do so, we trust while the

world lasts, how few comparatively will bear to be
told that there exist other fictitious narratives by
the same writer, four of them at least of no in-

ferior interest, except what results from a less feli-

citous choice of situation !

"
Roxana," "Singleton,"

"Moll Flanders," "Colonel Jack," are all genuine

offspring of the same father. They bear the verita-

ble impress of Defoe. An unpractised midwife that

would not swear to the nose, lip, forehead, and eye
of every one of them ! They are, in their way, as full

of incident, and some of them every bit as roman-
tic

; only they want the uninhabited island, and the

charm that has bewitched the world, of the strikingo
solitary situation.

But are there no solitudes out of the cave and the

desert? or cannot the heart in the midst of crowds

feel frightfully alone? Singleton on the world of

waters, prowling about with pirates less merciful

than the creatures of any howling wilderness, is

he not alone, with the faces of men about him, but

without a guide that can conduct him through the

mists of educational and habitual ignorance, or a

fellow-heart that can interpret to him the new-born

yearnings and aspirations of unpractised penitence ?

Or when the boy Colonel Jack, hi the loneliness of

the heart (the worst solitude), goes to hide his ill-

purchased treasure in the hollow tree by night, and
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miraculously loses, and miraculously finds it again,

whom hath he there to sympathise with him? or

of what sort are his associates ?

The narrative manner of Defoe has a naturalness

about it beyond that of any other novel or romance

writer. His fictions have ah1

the air of true stories. It

is impossible to believe, while you are reading them,

that a real person is not narrating to you every-

where nothing but what really happened to himself.

To this the extreme homeliness of their style mainly
contributes. We use the word in its best and hearti-

est sense, that which comes home to the reader.

The narrators everywhere are chosen from low life,

or have had their origin in it: therefore they tell

their own tales (Mr. Coleridge has anticipated us in

this remark), as persons in their degree are observed

to do, with infinite repetition, and an overacted ex-

actness, lest the hearer should not have minded, or

have forgotten, some things that had been told be-

fore. Hence the emphatic sentences marked in the

good old (but deserted) Italic type; and hence, too,

the frequent interposition of the reminding old col-

loquial parenthesis, "I say," "Mind," and the like,

when the story-teller repeats what, to a practised

reader, might appear to have been sufficiently in-

sisted upon before: which made an ingenious critic

observe, that his works, in this kind, were excellent

reading for the kitchen. And, in truth, the heroes

and heroines of Defoe can never again hope to be

popular with a much higher class of readers than
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that of the servant-maid or the sailor. Crusoe keeps
its rank only by tough prescription. Singleton, the

pirate; Colonel Jack, the thief; Moll Flanders, both

thief and harlot; Roxana, harlot and something
worse, would be startling ingredients in the bill

of fare of modern literary delicacies. But, then, what

pirates, what thieves, and what harlots, are the thief,

the harlot, and the pirate of Defoe ! We would not

hesitate to say, that in no other book of fiction,

where the lives of such characters are described, is

guilt and delinquency made less seductive, or the

suffering made more closely to follow the commis-

sion, or the penitence more earnest or more bleed-

ing, or the intervening flashes of religious visitation

upon the rude and uninstructed soul more meltingly
and fearfully painted. They, in this, come near to

the tenderness of Bunyan; while the livelier pic-

tures and incidents in them, as in Hogarth or in

Fielding, tend to diminish the fastidiousness to the

concerns and pursuits of common life which an un-

restrained passion for the ideal and the sentimental

is in danger of producing.
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RECOLLECTIONS OF
A LATE ROYAL ACADEMICIAN

wHAT Apelles was to the Grecian Alexander,

the same to the Russian was the late G
D . None but Apelles might attempt the linea-

ments of the world's conqueror ; none but our Aca-

demician could have done justice to the lines of the

Czar and his courtiers. There they hang, the labour

of ten plodding years, in an endless gallery, erected

for the nonce, in the heart of Imperial Petersburgh
-eternal monuments of barbarian taste submitted

to half civilised cunning four hundred fierce Half-

Lengths, all male, and all military ; like the pit in a

French theatre, or the characters in Timon as it was

last acted, with never a woman among them. Chaste

sitters to Vandyke, models ofgrace and womanhood;
and thou Dame Venetia Digby, fairest among thy
fair compeers at Windsor, hide your pure pale cheeks,

and cool English beauties, before this suffocating

horde of Scythian riflers, this male chaos! Your cold

oaken frames shallwane before the gorgeous gildings,

With Tartar faces throng'd, and horrent uniforms.

One emperor contended for the monopoly of the

ancient; two were competitors at once for the pencil
of the modern Apelles. The Russian carried it against
the Haytian by a single length. And if fate, as it
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was at one time nearly arranged, had wafted D. to

the shores of Hayti with the same complacency,
in his art, with which he persisted in daubing in,

day after day, his frozen Muscovites, he would have

sate down for life to smutch in upon canvas the

faces of blubber-lipped sultanas, or the whole male

retinue of the dingy court of Christophe. For in truth

a choice of subjects was the least of D.'s care. A God-

dess from Cnidus, or from the Cafrre coast, was equal
to him; Lot or Lot's wife; the charming widow H.,

or her late husband.

My acquaintance with D. was in the outset of his

art, when the graving tools, rather than the pencil,

administered to his humble wants. Those imple-

ments, as is well known, are not the most favour-

able to the cultivation of that virtue, which is es-

teemed next to godliness. He might "wash his hands

in innocency," and so metaphorically "approach an

altar"; but his material puds were anything but fit

to be carried to church. By an ingrained economy
in soap if it was not for pictorial effect rather he

would wash (on Sundays) the inner oval, or portrait,

as it may be termed, of his countenance, leaving the

unwashed temples to form a natural black frame

round the picture, in which a dead white was the

predominant colour. This, with the addition of green

spectacles made necessary by the impairment, which

his graving labours by day and night (for he was or-

dinarily at them for sixteen hours out of the twenty-

four) had brought upon his visual faculties, gave
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him a singular appearance, when he took the air

abroad ; insomuch, that I have seen a crowd of young
men and boys following him along Oxford Street

with admiration not without shouts; even as the

Youth of Rome, we read in Vasari, followed the

steps of Raphael with acclamations for his genius,

and for his beauty, when he proceeded from his

workshop to chat with Cardinals and Popes at the

Vatican.

The family of D. were not at this time in affluent

circumstances. His father, a clever artist, had out-

lived the style of art in which he excelled most of

his contemporaries. He, with the father of the cele-

brated Morland, worked for the shop of Carrington
and Bowles, which exists still for the poorer sort of

caricatures, on the north side of St. Paul's Church

Yard. They did clever things in colours. At an inn

in Reading a screen is still preserved, full of their

labours; but the separate portions of either artist

are now undistinguishable. I remember a Mother

teaching her Child to read (B. Barton has a copy of

it) ; a Laundress washing ; a young Quaker, a beau-

tiful subject. But the flower of their forgotten pro-
ductions hangs still at a public-house on the left

hand, as thou arrivest, reader, from the now High-

gate archway, at the foot of the descent where

Crouch End begins, on thy road to green Hornsey.
Turn in, and look at it, for the sight is well worth

a cup of excusatory cyder. In the parlour to the

right you will find it an antiquated subject a
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damsel sitting at her breakfast table in a gown of the

flowered chintz of our grandmothers, with a tea-

service before her of the same pattern. The effect is

most delicate. Why have these harmonies these

agremens no place in the works of modern art?

With such niceties in his calling D. did not much
trouble his head, but, after an ineffectual experi-

ment to reconcile his eye-sight with his occupation,

boldly quitted it, and dashed into the beaten road

of common-place portraiture in oil. The Hoppners,
and the Lawrences, were his Vandykes, and his

Velasquezes ;
and if he could make anything like

them, he insured himself immortality. With such

guides he struggled on through laborious nights

and days, till he reached the eminence he aimed at

of mediocrity. Having gained that summit, he

sate down contented. If the features were but cog-

noscible, no matter whether the flesh resembled

flesh, or oil-skin. For the thousand tints the grains

-which in life diversify the nose, the chin, the

cheek which a Reynolds can but coarsely coun-

terfeit he cared nothing at all about them. He
left such scrupulosities to opticians and anatomists.

If the features were but there, the character of

course could not be far off. A lucky hit which he

made in painting the very dress of a dressy lady

Mrs. W- e , whose handsome countenance also,

and tall elegance of shape, were too palpable en-

tirely to escape under any masque of oil, with which

even D. could overlay them brought to him at
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once an influx of sitters, which almost rivalled the

importunate calls upon Sir Thomas. A portrait he

did soon after, of the Princess Charlotte, clenched his

fame. He proceeded Academician. At that memo-

rable conjuncture oftime it pleased the Allied Sover-

eigns to visit England.
I called upon D. to congratulate him upon a

crisis so doubly eventful. His pleasant housekeeper

seemed embarrassed; owned that her master was

alone. But could he be spoken with? With some

importunity I prevailed upon her to usher me into

his painting-room. It was in Newman Street. At his

easel stood D., with an immense spread of canvas

before him, and by his side a live goose. I inquired

into this extraordinary combination. Under the rose

he informed me, that he had undertaken to paint

a transparency for Vauxhall, against an expected

visit of the Allied Sovereigns to that place. I smiled

at an engagement so derogatory to his new-born

honours ;
but a contempt of small gains was never

one of D.'s foibles. My eyes beheld crude forms of

warriors, kings, rising under his brush upon this in-

terminable stretch of cloth. The Wolga, the Don,

and the Nieper, were there, or their representative

River Gods ; and Father Thames clubbed urns with

the Vistula. Glory with her dazzling eagle was not

absent, nor Fame, nor Victory. The shade of Rubens

might have evoked the mighty allegories. But what

was the Goose ? He was evidently sitting for a some-

thing.
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D. at last informed me, that having fixed upon a

group of rivers, he could not introduce the Royal
Thames without his swans. That he had inquired
the price of a live swan, and it being more than he
was prepared to give for it, he had bargained with
the poulterer for the next thing to it; adding signifi-

cantly, that it would do to roast, after it had served

its turn to paint swans by. Reader, this is a true

story.

So entirely devoid of imagination, or any feeling
for his high art, was this Painter, that for the few
historical pictures he attempted, any sitter might
sit for any character. He took once for a subject
The Infant Hercules. Did he choose for a model
some robust antique? No. He did not even pilfer
from Sir Joshua, who was nearer to his own size.

But from a show he hired to sit to him a child

in years indeed (though no Infant), but in fact a

precocious Man, or human portent, that was dis-

gustingly exhibiting at that period; a thing to be

strangled. From this he formed his Infant Hercules.

In a scriptural flight he next attempted a Samson in

the lap of Dalilah. A Dalilah of some sort was pro-
curable for love or money, but who should stand
for the Jewish Hercules ? He hired a tolerably stout

porter, with a thickish head of hair, curling in yel-
lowish locks, but lithe much like a wig. And these

were the robust strengths of Samson.
I once was a witness to &family scene in his paint-

ing closet, which I had entered rather abruptly, and
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but for his encouragement, should as hastily have

retreated. He stood with displeased looks eyeing a

female relative whom I had known under happier

auspices that was kneeling at his feet with a baby
in her arms, with her eyes uplifted and suppliant.

Though I could have previously sworn to the virtue

of Miss , yet casual slips have been known.

There are such things as families disgraced, where

least you would have expected it. The child might

be ;
I had heard of no wedding I was the

last person to pry into family secrets when D.

relieved my uneasy cogitations by explaining, that

the innocent, good-humoured creature before me

(such as she ever was, and is now that she is mar-

ried) with a baby borrowed from a public-house,

was acting Andromache to his Ulysses, for the pur-

pose of transferring upon canvas a tender situation

from the Troades of Seneca.

On a subsequent occasion I knocked at D.'s door.

I had chanced to have been in a dreamy humour

previously. I am not one that often poetises, but

I had been musing coxcombically enough in the

heart of Newman Street, Oxford Road upon Pin-

dus, and the Aonian Maids. The Lover of Daphne
was in my mind when, answering to my summons,

the door opened, and there stood before me, laurel-

crowned, the God himself, unshorn Apollo. I was

beginning to mutter apologies to the Celestial Pres-

ence when on the thumb of the right hand of the

Delian (his left held the harp) I spied a palette, such
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as painters carry, which immediately reconciled me
to the whimsical transformation of my old acquain-
tance with his own face, certainly any other than

Grecianesque into a temporaryimage ofthe oracle-

giver of Delphos. To have impersonated the Itha-

can was little : he had been just sitting for a God.
It would be no incurious inquiry to ascertain what
the minimum of the faculty of imagination, ever

supposed essential to painters along with poets, is,

that, in these days of complaints of want of pat-

ronage towards the fine arts, suffices to dub a man
a K 1 A n.

Not only had D. no imagination to guide him in

the treatment of such subjects, but he had no relish

for high art in the productions of the great masters.

He turned away from them as from something for-

eign and irrelative to him, and his calling. He knew
he had neither part nor portion in them. Cozen
him into the Stafford or the Angerstein Gallery, he

involuntarily turned away from the Baths of Diana
-the Four Ages of Guercino the Lazarus of

Piombo to some pretty piece of modern art that

had been inconsistently thrust into the collection

through favour. On that he would dwell and pore,
blind as the dead to the delicacies that surrounded
him. There he might learn something. There he

might pilfer a little. There was no grappling with
Titian or Angelo.
The narrowness of his domestic habits to the

very last, was the consequence of his hard bring-
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ing up, and unexpected emergence into opulence.

While rolling up to the ears in Russian roubles, a

penny was still in his eyes the same important thing,

which it had with some reason seemed to be, when

a few shillings were his daily earnings. When he

visited England a short time before his death, he re-

minded an artist of a commission, which he had ex-

ecuted for him in Russia, the package of which was

"still unpaid." At this time he was not unreason-

ably supposed to have realised a sum little short of

half a million sterling. What became of it was never

known ;
what gulf, or what Arctic vorago, sucked it

in, his acquaintance in those parts have better means

of guessing, than his countrymen. It is certain that

few of the latter were anything the better for it.

It was before he expatriated himself, but subse-

quently to his acquisition of pictorial honours in this

country, that he brought home two of his brother

Academicians to dine with him. He had given no

orders extraordinary to his housekeeper. He trusted,

as he always did, to her providing. She was a shrewd

lass, and knew, as we say, a bit of her master's mind.

It had happened that on the day before, D. pass-

ing near Clare Market by one of those open sham-

bles where tripe and cow-heel are exposed for sale,

his eye was arrested by the sight of some tempting
flesh rolled up. It is a part of the intestines of some

animal, which my olfactory sensibilities never per-

mitted me to stay long enough to inquire the name

of. D. marked the curious involutions of the unac-
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quainted luxury; the harmony of its colours a

sable vert pleased his eye; and, warmed with the

prospect of a new flavour, for a few farthings he

bore it off in triumph to his housekeeper. It so hap-

pened that his day's dinner was provided, so the

cooking of the novelty was for that time necessarily

suspended.
Next day came. The hour of dinner approached.

His visitors, with no very romantic anticipations,

expected a plain meal at least; they were prepared
for no new dainties; when, to the astonishment of

them, and almost of D. himself, the purchase of the

preceding day was served up piping hot the cook

declaring, that she did not know well what it was,

for "her master always marketed." His guests were

not so happy in their ignorance. They kept dogs.

I will do D. the justice to say, that on such oc-

casions he took what happened in the best hu-

mour possible. He had no false modesty though I

have generally observed, that persons, who are quite

deficient in that mauvaise honte, are seldom over-

troubled with the quality itself, of which it is the

counterfeit.

By what arts, with his pretensions, D. contrived

to wriggle himself into a seat in the Academy, I am
not acquainted enough with the intrigues of that

body (more involved than those of an Italian con-

clave) to pronounce. It is certain, that neither for

love to him, nor out of any respects to his talents,

did they elect him. Individually he was obnoxious
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to them all. I have heard that, in his passion for at-

taining this object, he went so far as to go down

upon his knees to some of the members, whom he

thought least favourable, and beg their suffrage with

many tears.

But death, which extends the measure of a man's

stature to appearance ; and wealth, which men wor-

ship in life and death, which makes giants of ptmies,
and embalms insignificance; called around the exe-

quies of this pigmy Painter the rank, the riches, the

fashion of the world. By Academic hands his pall

was borne; by the carriages of nobles of the land,

and of ambassadors from foreign powers, his bier

was followed; and St. Paul's (O worthy casket for

the shrine of such a Zeuxis) now holds ALL THAT
WAS MORTAL OF G. D.
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REMARKABLE CORRESPONDENT

To the Editor of the Every-Day Book

SIR
I am the youngest of Three hundred and

sixty-six brethren there are no fewer of us

who have the honour, in the words of the good old

song, to call the Sun our Dad. You have done the

rest of our family the favour of bestowing an espe-

cial compliment upon each member of it individu-

ally I mean as far as you have gone: for it will

take you some time before you can make your bow
all round and I have no reason to think it is your
intention to neglect any of us but poor Me. Some

you have hung round with flowers ;
others you have

made fine with martyrs' palms and saintly garlands.

The most insignificant of us you have sent away

pleased with some fitting apologue or pertinent

story. What have I done that you dismiss me with-

out mark or attribute? What though I make my
public appearance seldomer than the rest of my
brethren? I thought that angels' visits had been

accounted the more precious for their very rarity.

Reserve was always looked upon as dignified. I am
seen but once for four times that my brethren ob-

trude themselves; making their presence cheap and

contemptible in comparison with the state which I

keep.
Am I not a Day (when I do come) to all purposes,
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as much as any of them. Decompose me, anatomise

me ; you will find that I am constituted like the rest.

Divide me into twenty-four, and you will find that

I cut up into as many goodly hours (or main limbs)

as the rest. I too have my arteries and pulses, which

are the minutes and the seconds.

It is hard to be dis-familied thus, like Cinderella

in her rags and ashes, while her sisters flaunted it

about in cherry-coloured ribbons and favours. My
brethren, forsooth, are to be dubbed ; one Saint Day ;

another Pope Day; a third Bishop Day; the least

of them is Squire Day, or Mr. Day, while I am

plain Day. Our house, Sir, is a very ancient one, and

the least of us is too proud to put up with an in-

dignity. What though I am but a younger brother

in some sense for the youngest of my brethren is

by some thousand years my senior yet I bid fair

to inherit as long as any of them, while I have the

Calendar to show ; which, you must understand, is

our Title Deeds.

Not content with slurring me over with a bare

and naked acknowledgment of my occasional visi-

tation in prose, you have done your best to de-

prive me of my verse honours. In column 310 of

your Book, you quote an antique scroll, leaving
out the last couplet, as if on purpose to affront me.

"Thirty days hath September" -so you transcribe

very faithfully for four lines, and most invidiously

suppress the exceptive clause :-
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Except in Leap Year, that 's the time

When February's days hath twenty and .

I need not set down the rhyme which should fol-

low; I dare say you know it very well, though you
were pleased to leave it out. These indignities de-

mand reparation. While you have time it will be

well for you to make the amende honorable. Ransack

your stories, learned Sir, I pray of you, for some at-

tribute, biographical, anecdotical, or floral, to invest

me with. Did nobody die, or nobody flourish was

nobody born upon any of my periodical visits to

this globe? Does the world stand still as often as I

vouchsafe to appear? Am I a blank in the Alma-
nac? Alms for oblivion? If you don't find a flower

at least to grace me with (a Forget-Me-Not would

cheer me in my present obscurity), I shall prove the

worst day to you you ever saw in your life: and

your work, instead of the title it now vaunts, must

be content (every fourth year at least) to go by the

lame appellation of, The Every-Day-but-one-Book.
Yours, as you treat me,

TWENTY-NINTH OF FEBRUARY.
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THE HUMBLE PETITION OF AN
UNFORTUNATE DAY

To the Editor of the Every-Day Book

SIR-
-I am a poor wronged Day. I appeal to you

as the general patron of the family of the Days.
The candour with which you attended to the expos-
tulations of a poor relative of ours a sort of cousin

thrice removed 1
encourages me to hope that you

will listen to the complaint of a Day of rather more

consequence. I am the Day, Sir, upon which it

pleased the course of Nature that your Gracious

Sovereign should be born. As such, before his ac-

cession, I was always observed and honoured. But
since that happy event, in which naturally none had

a greater interest than myself, a flaw has been dis-

covered in my title. My lustre has been eclipsed,

and to use the words of one of your own poets
-

I fade into the light of common Day!

It seems that about that time an Impostor crept into

Court, who has the effrontery to usurp my honours,

and to style herself the Kings Birthday, upon some
shallow pretence, that, being St. George's Day, she

must needs be King George's Day also. All Saints'

Day we have heard of, and All Souls' Day we are

willing to admit; but does it follow that this foolish

1

Twenty-ninth day of February.
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AN UNFORTUNATE DAY
Twenty-third of April must be All George's Day,
and enjoy a monopoly of the whole name, from

George of Cappadocia to George of Leyden, and
from George-a-Green down to George Dyer?

It looks a little oddly that I was discarded not

long after the discussions of a set of men and mea-

sures, with whom I have nothing in common. I

hope no whisperer has insinuated into the ears of

Royalty, as if I were anything whiggishly inclined,

which, in my heart I abhor, all these kinds of Revo-

lutions, by which I am sure to be the greatest suf-

ferer.

I wonder my shameless rival can have the face to

let the Tower and Park guns proclaim so many big

thundering fibs as they do upon her Anniversary
-

making your Sovereign to be older than he really
is by an hundred and odd days, which is no great

compliment, one would think. Consider if this pre-
cedent for ante-dating of Births should become

general, what confusion it must make in the Parish

Registers; what crowds of young heirs we should

have coming of age before they are one-and-twenty,
with numberless similar grievances. If these chops
and changes are suffered, we shall haveLordMayor's
Day eating her custard unauthentically in May, and

Guy Faux preposterously blazing twice over in the

Dog Days.
I humbly submit that it is not within the preroga-

tives of Royalty itself to be born twice over. We
have read of the supposititious births of princes, but
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where are the evidences of this first birth? Why
are not the nurses in attendance, the midwife, etc.,

produced? the silly story has not so much as a

Warming-pan to support it.

My legal advisers, to comfort me, tell me that I

have the right on my side ;
I am the true "Birth-Day.,

and the other Day is only kept. But what consola-

tion is this to me, as long as this naughty kept-crea-

ture keeps me out of my dues and privileges ?

Pray take my unfortunate case into your consid-

eration, and see that I am restored to my lawful

Rejoicings, Firings, Bon-firings, Illuminations, etc.

And your Petitioner shall ever pray.

TWELFTH DAY OF AUGUST.
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MRS. GILPIN RIDING TO EDMONTON
Then Mrs. Gilpin sweetly said

Unto her children three,

"I '11 clamber o'er this stile so high,

And you '11 climb after me."

But having climbed unto the top,

She could no further go:

But sate to every passer by
A spectacle and show:

Who said "Your spouse and you this day
Will show your horsemanship;

And if you stay till he comes back,

Your horse will need no whip."

THE
sketch here engraved (probably from the

poet's friend, Romney), was found with the

above three stanzas in the handwriting of Cowper,

among the papers of the late Mrs. Unwin. It is to

be regretted that no more was found of this little

Episode, as it evidently was intended to be, in the

"Diverting History of Johnny Gilpin." It is to be

supposed that Mrs. Gilpin, in the interval between

dinner and tea, finding the time to hang upon her

hands, during her husband's involuntary excursion,

rambled out with the children into the fields at

the back of the Bell (as what could be more natu-

ral?); and at one of these high awkward stiles, for

which Edmonton is so proverbially famed, the em-

barrassment represented, so mystifying to a substan-

tial City madam, might have happened ; a predica-
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ment which leaves her in a state which is the very

Antipodes to that of her too-locomotive husband.

In fact, she rides a restive horse. Now I talk of Ed-
monton stiles, I must speak a little about those of

Enfield, its next neighbour, which are so ingeniously
contrived every rising bar to the top becoming
more protuberant than the one under it that it

is impossible for any Christian climber to get over

without bruising his (or her) shins as many times

as there are bars. These inhospitable invitations to

a flayed skin are planted so thickly too, and are so

troublesomely importunate at every little paddock
here, that this, with more propriety than Thebes of

old, might be entitled Hecatompolis : the Town of

the Hundred Gates or Stiles.

A SOJOURNER AT ENFIELD.

July 16, 1827.
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SATURDAY NIGHT

is a Saturday night I speak not to

A the admirers of Burns erotically or theologi-

cally considered; HIS of the "Cotter's" may be a

very charming picture, granting it to be but half

true. Nor speak I now of the Saturday Night at

Sea, which Dibdin hath dressed up with a gusto
more poignant to the mere nautical palate of un-

Calvinised South Britons. Nor that it is marketing

night with the pretty tripping servant-maids all

over London, who with judicious and economic

eye, select the white and well-blown fillet, that

the blue-aproned contunder of the calf can safely

recommend as "prime veal," and which they are

to be sure not to over-brown on the morrow. Nor

speak I of the hard-handed Artisan, who on this

night receives the pittance which is to furnish the

neat Sabbatical dinner not always reserved with

Judaical rigour for that laudable purpose, but broken

in upon, perchance, by inviting pot of ale, satisfac-

tory to the present orifice. These are alleviatory,

care-consoling. But the Hebdomadal Finale which I

contemplate hath neither comfort nor alleviation in

it; I pronounce it, from memory, altogether puni-

tive, and to be abhorred. It is Saturday Night to

the School-boy!

Cleanliness, saith some sage man, is next to God-

liness. It may be; but how it came to sit so very
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near, is the marvel. Methinks some of the more
human virtues might have put in for a place before

it. Justice Humanity Temperance are positive

qualities ; the courtesies and little civil offices of life,

had I been Master of the Ceremonies to that Court,

should have sate above the salt in preference to a

mere negation. I confess there is something wonder-

fully refreshing, in warm countries, in the act of

ablution. Those Mahometan washings how cool

to the imagination! but in all these superstitions,
the action itself, if not the duty, is voluntary. But
to be washed perforce ; to have a detestable flannel

rag soaked in hot water, and redolent of the very
coarsest coarse soap, ingrained with hard beads for

torment, thrust into your mouth, eyes, nostrils

positively Burking you, under pretence of cleansing

substituting soap for dirt, the worst dirt of the

two making your poor red eyes smart all night,
that they might look out brighter on the Sabbath

morn (for their clearness was the effect of pain more
than cleanliness), could this be true religion?

The tender mercies of the wicked are cruel. I

am always disposed to add, so are those of Grand-

mothers. Mine the Print has made her look rather

too young had never-failing pretexts of torment-

ing children for their good. I was a chit then
;
and

I well remember when a fly had got into a corner

of my eye, and I was complaining of it to her, the

old lady deliberately pounded two ounces or more
of the finest loaf sugar that could be got, and mak-
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ing me hold open the eye as wide as I could (all

innocent of her purpose), she blew from delicate

white paper, with a full breath, the whole saccha-

rine contents into the part afflicted, saying, "There,

now the fly is out!" 'T was most true: a legion of

blue-bottles, with the prince of flies at their head,

must have dislodged with the torrent and deluge of

tears which followed. I kept my own counsel, and

my fly in my eye when I had got one, in future,

without troubling her dulcet applications for the

remedy. Then her medicine case was a perfect maga-
zine of tortures for infants. She seemed to have no

notion of the comparatively tender drenches which

young internals require : her potions were anything
but milk for babes. Then her sewing up of a cut

finger pricking a whitloe before it was ripe, be-

cause she could not see well, with the aggravation
of the pitying tone she did it in !

But of all her nostrums (rest her soul!), nothing
came up to the Saturday Night's flannel, that rude

fragment of a Witney blanket (Wales spins none so

coarse), thrust into the corners of a weak child's eye
with soap that might have absterged an Ethiop,
whitened the hands of Duncan's She-murderer, and

scoured away Original Sin itself. A faint image of

my penance you see in the Print but the Artist

has sunk the flannel the Age, I suppose, is too

nice to bear it : and he has faintly shadowed the ex-

postulatory suspension of the razor-strap in the hand

of my Grandfather, when my pains and clamours
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had waxed intolerable. Peace to the Shades of them
both ! And if their well-meaning souls had need of

cleansing when they quitted earth, may the pro-
cess of it have been milder than that of my old

Purgatorial Saturday Night's path to the Sabbatical

rest of the morrow !

NEPOS.
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THOUGHTS ON PRESENTS OF
GAME, ETC.

"T T 7E love to have our friend in the country sit-

V V ting thus at our table by proxy; to appre-
hend his presence (though a hundred miles may be

between us) by a turkey, whose goodly aspect re-

flects to us his 'plump corpusculum'; to taste him
in grouse or woodcock

;
to feel him gliding down in

the toast peculiar to the latter ; to concorporate him
in a slice of Canterbury brawn. This is indeed to

have him within ourselves
; to know him intimately ;

such participation is methinks unitive, as the old

theologians phrase it." Last Essays of Elia.

"Elia presents his acknowledgments to his 'Cor-

respondent Unknown,' for a basket of prodigiously
fine game. He takes for granted that so amiable a

character must be a reader of the Athenceum, else

he had meditated a notice in the Times. Now if this

friend had consulted the Delphic oracle for a pres-
ent suited to the palate of Elia, he could not have

hit upon a morsel so acceptable. The birds he is

barely thankful for; pheasants are poor fowls dis-

guised in fine feathers ; but a hare roasted hard and

brown, with gravy and melted butter! Old Mr.

Chambers, the sensible clergyman in Warwickshire,
whose son's acquaintance has made many hours

happy in the life of Elia, used to allow a pound of

Epping to every hare. Perhaps that was over-doing
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it. But, in spite of the note of Philomel, who, like

some fine poets that think no scorn to adopt pla-

giarisms from an humble brother, reiterates every

Spring her cuckoo cry of 'Jug, Jug, Jug,' Elia pro-

nounces that a hare, to be truly palated, must be

roasted. Jugging sophisticates her. In our way it

eats so 'crips,' as Mrs. Minikin says. Time was, when

Elia was not arrived at his taste, that he preferred

to all luxuries a roasted pig. But he disclaims all

such green-sickness appetites in future, though he

hath to acknowledge the receipt of many a deli-

cacy in that kind from correspondents good, but

mistaken men in consequence of their erroneous

supposition that he had carried up into mature life

the prepossessions of childhood. From the worthy
Vicar of Enfield he acknowledges a tithe contribu-

tion of extraordinary sapor. The ancients must have

loved hares ; else why adopt the word lepores (obvi-

ously from lepus) but for some subtle analogy be-

tween the delicate flavour of the latter and the

finer relishes of wit in what we most poorly trans-

late pleasantries. The fine madnesses of the poet are

the very decoction of his diet. Thence is he hare-

brained. Harum-scarum is a libellous unfounded

phrase, of modern usage. 'T is true the hare is the

most circumspect of animals, sleeping with her eye

open. Her ears, ever erect, keep them in that whole-

some exercise which conduces them to form the

very tit-bit of the admirers of this noble animal.

Noble will I call her, in spite of her detractors, who
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from occasional demonstrations of the principle of

self-preservation (common to all animals), infer in

her a defect of heroism. Hah a hundred horsemen,

with thrice the number of dogs, scour the country

in pursuit of puss across three counties; and be-

cause the well-flavoured beast, weighing the odds,

is willing to evade the hue and cry (with her deli-

cate ears shrinking perchance from discord), comes

the grave naturalist, Linnseus perchance, or Buffon,

and gravely sets down the hare as a timid animal.

Why Achilles, or Bully Dawson, would have de-

clined the preposterous combat.

"In fact, how light of digestion we feel after a

hare! How tender its processes after swallowing!

What chyle it promotes! How ethereal! as if its

living celerity were a type of its nimble coursing

through the animal juices. The notice might be

longer. It is intended less as a Natural History of

the Hare than a cursory thanks to the country 'good

Unknown.' The hare has many friends, but none

sincerer than
ELIA."

Nov. 30, 1834-
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A POPULAR FALLACY, THAT A DE-

FORMED PERSON IS A LORD

A^TER
a careful perusal of the most approved

works that treat of nobility, and of its origin in

these realms in particular, we are left very much in

the dark as to the Original patent in which this

branch of it is recognised. Neither Camden in his

"Etymologic and Original of Barons," nor Dug-
dale in his "Baronage of England," nor Selden (a

more exact and laborious inquirer than either) in his

"Titles of Honour," affords a glimpse of satisfaction

upon the subject. There is an heraldic term, indeed,

which seems to imply gentility, and the right to

coat-armour (but nothing further), in persons thus

qualified. But the sinister bend is more probably

interpreted by the best writers on this science, of

some irregularity of birth than of bodily conforma-

tion. Nobility is either hereditary or by creation,

commonly called patent. Of the former kind, the

title in question cannot be, seeing that the notion

of it is limited to a personal distinction which does

not necessarily follow in the blood. Honours of this

nature, as Mr. Anstis very well observes, descend,

moreover, in a right line. It must be by patent, then,

if any thing. But who can show it? How comes

it to be dormant? Under what king's reign is it

patented? Among the grounds of nobility cited by
the learned Mr. Ashmole, after "Services in the
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Field or in the Council Chamber," he judiciously

sets down " Honours conferred by the sovereign out

of mere benevolence, or as favouring one subject

rather than another for some likeness or conform-

ity observed (or but supposed) in him to the royal

nature," and instances the graces showered upon
Charles Brandon, who, "in his goodly person being

thought not a little to favour the port and bearing

of the king's own majesty, was by that sovereign,

King Henry the Eighth, for some or one of these

respects, highly promoted and preferred." Here, if

anywhere, we thought we had discovered a clue to

our researches. But after a painful investigation of

the rolls and records under the reign of Richard the

Third, or "Richard Crouchback," as he is more

usually designated in the chronicles, from a tradi-

tionary stoop or gibbosity in that part, we do not

find that that monarch conferred any such lordships

as are here pretended, upon any subject or subjects,

on a simple plea of "conformity" in that respect to

the "royal nature." The posture of affairs, in those

tumultuous times preceding the battle of Bosworth,

possibly left him at no leisure to attend to such nice-

ties. Further than his reign we have not extended

our inquiries, the kings of England who preceded
or followed him being generally described by histo-

rians to have been of straight and clean limbs, the

"natural derivative," says Daniel,
1 "of high blood,

if not its primitive recommendation to such enno-

1
History of England, Temporibus Edrvardi Primi et sequentibus.
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blement, as denoting strength and martial prowess,

the qualities set most by in that fighting age."

Another motive, which inclines us to scruple the

validity of this claim, is the remarkable fact, that

none of the persons in whom the right is supposed
to be vested do ever insist upon it themselves. There

is no instance of any of them "suing his patent," as

the law-books call it ;
much less of his having actu-

ally stepped up into his proper seat, as, so qualified,

we might expect that some of them would have had

the spirit to do, in the House of Lords. On the con-

trary, it seems to be a distinction thrust upon them.

"Their title of 'lord,'" says one of their own body,

speaking of the common people, "I never much

valued, and now I entirely despise; and yet they
will force it upon me as an honour which they have

a right to bestow, and which I have none to re-

fuse." l

Upon a dispassionate review of the subject,

we are disposed to believe that there is no right to

the peerage incident to mere bodily configuration;

that the title in dispute is merely honorary, and de-

pending upon the breath of the common people,

which in these realms is so far from the power of

conferring nobility, that the ablest constitutionalists

have agreed in nothing more unanimously than in

the maxim, that "the king is the sole fountain of

honour."

1

Hay on Deformity.
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CHARLES LAMB'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY

/CHARLES LAMB, born in the Inner Temple,
V^ 10th February, 1775; educated in Christ's Hos-

pital ; afterwards a clerk in the Accountants' Office,

East India House; pensioned off from that service,

1825, after thirty-three years' service; is now a gen-
tleman at large ; can remember few specialties in his

life worth noting, except that he once caught a swal-

low flying (teste sud manu] : below the middle stat-

ure ; cast of face slightly Jewish, with no Judaic tinge
in his complexional religion ; stammers abominably,
and is therefore more apt to discharge his occa-

sional conversation in a quaint aphorism, or a poor
quibble, than in set and edifying speeches; has con-

sequently been libelled as a person always aiming at

wit; which, as he told a dull fellow that charged him
with it, is at least as good as aiming at dulness. A
small eater, but not drinker; confesses a partiality
for the production of the juniper-berry; was a fierce

smoker of tobacco, but may be resembled to a vol-

cano burnt out, emitting only now and then a casual

puff. Has been guilty of obtruding upon the pub-
lic a tale, in prose, called Rosamund Gray; a dra-

matic sketch, named John Woodvil
;
a Farewell Ode

to Tobacco, with sundry other poems, and light prose
matter, collected in two slight crown octavos, and

pompously christened his "works," though in fact

they were his recreations ; and his true works may be
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found on the shelves of Leadenhall Street, filling

some hundred folios. He is also the true Elia, whose

Essays are extant in a little volume, published a

year or two since, and rather better known from

that name without a meaning than from any thing
he has done, or can hope to do, in his own. He was
also the first to draw the public attention to the

old English dramatists, in a work called "Speci-
mens of English Dramatic Writers who lived about

the time of Shakspeare," published about fifteen

years since. In short, all his merits and demerits to

set forth would take to the end of Mr. Upcott's
book, and then not be told truly.

He died 18 , much lamented. 1

Witness his hand,

CHARLES LAMB.

18th April 1827.

1 To anybody please to fill up these blanks. C. L.
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LETTER OF ELIA
TO ROBERT SOUTHEY, ESQ.

SIR
You have done me an unfriendly office,

without perhaps much considering what you
were doing. You have given an ill name to my poor
lucubrations. In a recent paper on Infidelity, you
usher in a conditional commendation of them with

an exception ; which, preceding the encomium, and

taking up nearly the same space with it, must im-

press your readers with the notion, that the objec-

tional parts in them are at least equal in quantity to

the pardonable. The censure is in fact the criticism ;

the praise a concession merely. Exceptions usually

follow, to qualify praise or blame. But there stands

your reproof, in the very front of your notice, in

ugly characters, like some bugbear, to frighten all

good Christians from purchasing. Through you I be-

come an object of suspicion to preceptors of youth,

and fathers of families. "A book which wants only a

sounder religious feeling, to be as delightful as it is

original" With no further explanation, what must

your readers conjecture, but that my little volume

is some vehicle for heresy or infidelity? The quota-

tion which you honour me by subjoining, oddly

enough, is of a character which bespeaks a tempera-

ment in the writer the very reverse of that your re-

proof goes to insinuate. Had you been taxing me
with superstition, the passage would have been per-
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tinent to the censure. Was it worth your while to

go so far out of your way to affront the feelings of

an old friend, and commit yourself by an irrelevant

quotation, for the pleasure of reflecting upon a poor

child, an exile at Genoa?

I am at a loss what particular essay you had in

view (if my poor ramblings amount to that appel-

lation) when you were in such a hurry to thrust in

your objection, like bad news, foremost. --Perhaps
the paper on "Saying Graces" was the obnoxious

feature. I have endeavoured there to rescue a volun-

tary duty good in place, but never, as I remember,

literally commanded from the charge of an unde-

cent formality. Rightly taken, sir, that paper was

not against Graces, but Want of Grace ;
not against

the ceremony, but the carelessness and slovenliness

so often observed in the performance of it.

Or was it that on the "New Year" in which I

have described the feelings of the merely natural

man, on a consideration of the amazing change,

which is supposable to take place on our removal

from this fleshly scene ? If men would honestly con-

fess their misgivings (which few men will) there are

times when the strongest Christian of us, I believe,

has reeled under questions of such staggering ob-

scurity. I do not accuse you of this weakness. There

are some who tremblingly reach out shaking hands

to the guidance of Faith others who stoutly ven-

ture into the dark (their Human Confidence their

leader, whom they mistake for Faith) ; and, investing
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themselves beforehand with cherubic wings, as they

fancy, find their new robes as familiar, and fitting

to the supposed growth and stature in godliness, as

the cast they left off yesterday some whose hope
totters upon crutches others who stalk into futu-

rity upon stilts.

The contemplation of a Spiritual World, which,

without the addition of a misgiving conscience, is

enough to shake some natures to their foundation

is smoothly got over by others, who shall float

over the black billows in their little boat of No-

Distrust, as unconcernedly as over a summer sea.

The difference is chiefly constitutional.

One man shall love his friends and his friends'

faces ; and, under the uncertainty of conversing with

them again, in the same manner and familiar cir-

cumstances of sight, speech, etc., as upon earth in

a moment of no irreverent weakness for a dream-

while no more would be almost content, for a

reward of a life of virtue (if he could ascribe such

acceptance to his lame performances), to take up
his portion with those he loved, and was made to

love, in this good world, which he knows which

was created so lovely, beyond his deservings. An-

other, embracing a more exalted vision so that

he might receive indefinite additaments of power,

knowledge, beauty, glory, etc. is ready to forego

the recognition of humbler individualities of earth,

and the old familiar faces. The shapings of our

heavens are the modifications of our constitutions ;
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and Mr. Feeble Mind, or Mr. Great Heart, is born

in every one of us.

Some (and such have been accounted the safest

divines) have shrunk from pronouncing upon the

final state of any man; nor dare they pronounce the

case of Judas to be desperate. Others (with stronger

optics), as plainly as with the eye of flesh, shall be-

hold a given king in bliss, and a given chamberlain

in torment; even to the eternising of a cast of the

eye in the latter, his own self-mocked and good-

humouredly-borne deformity on earth, but supposed
to aggravate the uncouth and hideous expression of

his pangs in the other place. That one man can pre-

sume so far, and that another would with shudder-

ing disclaim such confidences, is, I believe, an effect

of the nerves purely.

If, in either of these papers, or elsewhere, I have

been betrayed into some levities not affronting
the sanctuary, but glancing perhaps at some of the

outskirts and extreme edges, the debatable land

between the holy and profane regions (for the ad-

mixture of man's inventions, twisting themselves

with the name of religion itself, has artfully made
it difficult to touch even the alloy, without, in some

men's estimation, soiling the fine gold) if I have

sported within the purlieus of serious matter it

was, I dare say, a humour be not startled, sir,

which I have unwittingly derived from yourself.

You have all your life been making a jest of the

Devil. Not of the scriptural meaning of that dark
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essence personal or allegorical; for the nature is

nowhere plainly delivered. I acquit you of inten-

tional irreverence. But indeed you have made won-

derfully free with, and been mighty pleasant upon,
the popular idea and attributes of him. A Noble

Lord, your brother Visionary, has scarcely taken

greater liberties with the material keys, and merely
Catholic notion, of St. Peter. You have flattered him

in prose ; you have chanted him in goodly odes. You
have been his Jester; volunteer Laureate, and self-

elected Court Poet to Beelzebub.

You have never ridiculed, I believe, what you

thought to be religion, but you are always girding at

what some pious, but perhaps mistaken folks, think

to be so. For this reason, I am sorry to hear that

you are engaged upon a life of George Fox. I know

you will fall into the error of intermixing some comic

stuff with your seriousness. The Quakers tremble

at the subject in your hands. The Methodists are

as shy of you, upon account of their founder. But,

above all, our Popish brethren are most in your
debt. The errors of that Church have proved a fruit-

ful source to your scoffing vein. Their Legend has

been a Golden one to you. And here your friends,

sir, have noticed a notable inconsistency. To the im-

posing rites, the solemn penances, devout austerities

of that communion ; the affecting though erring piety

of their hermits; the silence and solitude of the

Chartreux their crossings, their holy waters their

Virgin, and their saints to these, they say, you
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have been indebted for the best feelings, and the

richest imagery, of your epic poetry. You have

drawn copious drafts upon Loretto. We thought at

one time you were going post to Rome but that

in the facetious commentaries, which it is your cus-

tom to append so plentifully, and (some say) injudi-

ciously, to your loftiest performances in this kind,

you spurn the uplifted toe, which you but just now
seemed to court; leave his holiness in the lurch;

and show him a fair pair of Protestant heels under

your Romish vestment. When we think you already
at the wicket, suddenly a violent cross wind blows

you transverse

Ten thousand leagues awry.

Then might we see

Cowls, hoods, and habits, with their wearers, tost

And flutter'd into rags; then reliques, beads,

indulgences, dispenses, pardons, bulls,

The sport of winds.

You pick up pence by showing the hallowed bones,

shrine, and crucifix ; and you take money a second

time by exposing the trick of them afterwards. You

carry your verse to Castle Angelo for sale in a morn-

ing; and, swifter than a pedlar can transmute his

pack, you are at Canterbury with your prose ware

before night.

Sir, is it that I dislike you in this merry vein ? The

very reverse. No countenance becomes an intelli-

gent jest better than your own. It is your grave as-
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pect, when you look awful upon your poor friends,

which I would deprecate.
In more than one place, if I mistake not, you

have been pleased to compliment me at the expense
of my companions. I cannot accept your compli-
ment at such a price. The upbraiding a man's pov-

erty naturally makes him look about him to see

whether he be so poor indeed as he is presumed to

be. You have put me upon counting my riches.

Really, Sir, I did not know I was so wealthy in the

article of friendships. There is -
, and , whom

you never heard of, but exemplary characters both,

and excellent church-goers; and N., mine and my
father's friend for nearly half a century; and the

enthusiast for Wordsworth's poetry, T. N. T., a

little tainted with Socinianism, it is to be feared,

but constant in his attachments, and a capital critic
;

and ,
a sturdy old Athanasian, so that sets all

to rights again; and W., the light, and warm-as-

light-hearted, Janus of the London; and the trans-

lator of Dante, still a curate, modest and amiable C. ;

and Allan C., the large-hearted Scot; and P r,

candid and affectionate as his own poetry; and

A p, Coleridge's friend; and G n, his more
than friend ; and Coleridge himself, the same to me
still, as in those old evenings, when we used to sit

and speculate (do you remember them, Sir?) at our

old Salutation tavern, upon Pantisocracy and golden

days to come on earth; and W th (why, sir, I

might drop my rent-roll here, such goodly farms
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and manors have I reckoned up already. In what

possession has not this last name alone estated me ?

but I will go on) and M , the noble-minded

kinsman, by wedlock, of W th; and H. C. R.,

unwearied in the offices of a friend ;
and Clarkson,

almost above the narrowness of that relation, yet

condescending not seldom heretofore from the la-

bours of his world-embracing charity to bless my
humble roof; and the gall-less and single-minded

Dyer; and the high-minded associate of Cook, the

veteran Colonel, with his lusty heart still send-

ing cartels of defiance to old Time ; and, not least,

W. A., the last and steadiest left to me of that little

knot of whist-players, that used to assemble weekly,

for so many years, at the Queen's Gate (you re-

member them, Sir?) and called Admiral Burney
friend.

I will come to the point at once. I believe you
will not make many exceptions to my associates so

far. But I have purposely omitted some intimacies,

which I do not yet repent of having contracted,

with two gentlemen diametrically opposed to your-

self in principles. You will understand me to allude

to the authors of "Rimini" and of the "Table

Talk." And first of the former.

It is an error more particularly incident to per-

sons of the correctest principles and habits, to se-

clude themselves from the rest of mankind, as from

another species, and form into knots and clubs. The

best people, herding thus exclusively, are in danger
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of contracting a narrowness. Heat and cold, dry-
ness and moisture, in the natural world do not fly

asunder, to split the globe into sectarian parts and

separations; but mingling, as they best may, cor-

rect the malignity of any single predominance. The

analogy holds, I suppose, in the moral world. If

all the good people were to ship themselves off to

Terra Incognita, what, in humanity's name, is to

become of the refuse ? If the persons, whom I have

chiefly in view, have not pushed matters to this ex-

tremity yet, they carry them as far as they can go.

Instead of mixing with the infidel and the free-

thinker in the room of opening a negotiation, to

try at least to find out at which gate the error en-

tered they huddle close together, in a weak fear

of infection, like that pusillanimous underling in

Spenser

This is the wandering wood, this Error's den;

A monster vile, whom God and man does hate:

Therefore, I rede, beware. Fly, fly, quoth then

The fearful Dwarf.

And, if they be writers in orthodox journals, ad-

dressing themselves only to the irritable passions
of the unbeliever, they proceed in a safe system of

strengthening the strong hands, and confirming the

valiant knees
;
of converting the already converted,

and proselyting their own party. I am the more con-

vinced of this from a passage in the very Treatise

which occasioned this letter. It is where, having rec-
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ommended to the doubter the writings of Michaelis

and Lardner, you ride triumphantly over the necks

of all infidels, sceptics, and dissenters, from this time

to the world's end, upon the wheels of two unan-

swerable deductions. I do not hold it meet to set

down, in a Miscellaneous Compilation like this, such

religious words as you have thought fit to introduce

into the pages of a petulant literary journal. I there-

fore beg leave to substitute numerals, and refer to the

Quarterly Review (for January) for filling of them

up. "Here," say you, "as in the history of 7, if these

books are authentic, the events which they relate

must be true; if they were written by 8, 9 is 10 and

11." Your first deduction, if it means honestly, rests

upon two identical propositions; though I suspect

an unfairness in one of the terms, which this would

not be quite the proper place for explicating. At all

events, you have no cause to triumph ; you have not

been proving the premises, but refer for satisfaction

therein to very long and laborious works, which may
well employ the sceptic a twelvemonth or two to

digest, before he can possibly be ripe for your con-

clusion. When he has satisfied himself about the

premises, he will concede to you the inference, I

dare say, most readily. But your latter deduction,

viz., that because 8 has written a book concerning 9,

therefore 10 and 11 was certainly his meaning, is one

of the most extraordinary conclusions per saltum

that I have had the good fortune to meet with. As
far as 10 is verbally asserted in the writings, all sects
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must agree with you; but you cannot be ignorant
of the many various ways in which the doctrine of

the * * * * has been understood, from a low figura-

tive expression (with the Unitarians) up to the most

mysterious actuality; in which highest sense alone

you and your church take it. And for 11, that there

is no other possible conclusion to hazard this in the

face of so many thousands of Arians and Socinians,

etc., who have drawn so opposite a one, is such a

piece of theological hardihood, as, I think, warrants

me in concluding that, when you sit down to pen

theology, you do not at all consider you opponents,
but have in your eye, merely and exclusively, readers

of the same way of thinking with yourself, and there-

fore have no occasion to trouble yourself with the

quality of the logic to which you treat them.

Neither can I think, if you had had the welfare

of the poor child over whose hopeless condition

you whine so lamentably and (I must think) un-

seasonably seriously at heart, that you could have

taken the step of sticking him up by name T. H.,

is as good as naming him to perpetuate an out-

rage upon the parental feelings, as long as the Quar-

terly Review shall last. Was it necessary to specify

an individual case, and give to Christian compassion
the appearance of a personal attack ? Is this the way
to conciliate unbelievers, or not rather to widen the

breach irreparably?
I own I could never think so considerably of

myself as to decline the society of an agreeable or
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worthy man upon difference of opinion only. The

impediments and the facilitations to a sound belief

are various and inscrutable as the heart of man.

Some believe upon weak principles; others cannot

feel the efficacy of the strongest. One of the most

candid, most upright, and single-meaning men I ever

knew, was the late Thomas Holcroft. I believe he

never said one thing, and meant another, in his life ;

and, as near as I can guess, he never acted otherwise

than with the most scrupulous attention to con-

science. Ought we to wish the character false, for

the sake of a hollow compliment to Christianity ?

Accident introduced me to the acquaintance of

Mr. L. H. and the experience of his many friendly

qualities confirmed a friendship between us. You
who have been misrepresented yourself, I should

hope, have not lent an idle ear to the calumnies

which have been spread abroad respecting this gen-
tleman. I was admitted to his household for some

years, and do most solemnly aver that I believe

him to be in his domestic relations as correct as any
man. He chose an ill-judged subject for a poem, the

peccant humours of which have been visited on him

tenfold by the artful use, which his adversaries have

made, of an equivocal term. The subject itself was

started by Dante, but better because brieflier treated

of. But the crime of the lovers, in the Italian and

the English poet, with its aggravated enormity of

circumstance, is not of a kind (as the critics of the

latter well knew) with those conjunctions, for which
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Nature herself has provided no excuse, because no

temptation. It has nothing in common with the

black horrors, sung by Ford and Massinger. The

familiarising of it in the tale and fable may be for

that reason incidentally more contagious. In spite

of Rimini, I must look upon its author as a man
of taste and a poet. He is better than so; he is

one of the most cordial-minded men I ever knew,

and matchless as a fireside companion. I mean not

to affront or wound your feelings when I say that

in his more genial moods he has often reminded

me of you. There is the same air of mild dogma-
tism the same condescending to a boyish sportive-

ness in both your conversations. His handwriting
is so much the same with your own, that I have

opened more than one letter of his, hoping, nay, not

doubting, but it was from you, and have been disap-

pointed (he will bear with my saying so) at the dis-

covery of my error. L. H. is unfortunate in holding
some loose and not very definite speculations (for at

times I think he hardly knows whither his premises
would carry him) on marriage the tenets, I con-

ceive, of the "Political Justice" carried a little far-

ther. For anything I could discover in his practice,

they have reference, like those, to some future pos-

sible condition of society, and not to the present
times. But neither for these obliquities of thinking

(upon which my own conclusions are as distant as

the poles asunder) nor for his political asperities

and petulances, which are wearing out with the
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heats and vanities of youth did I select him for a

friend
;
but for qualities which fitted him for that re-

lation. I do not know whether I flatter myself with

being the occasion, but certain it is, that, touched

with some misgivings for sundry harsh things which

he had written aforetime against our friend C., be-

fore he left this country, he sought a reconciliation

with that gentleman (himself being his own intro-

ducer), and found it.

L. H. is now in Italy; on his departure to which

land, with much regret I took my leave of him and

his little family seven of them, Sir, with their mo-
ther and as kind a set of little people (T. H. and

all), as affectionate children as ever blessed a parent.

Had you seen them, Sir, I think you could not have

looked upon them as so many little Jonases but

rather as pledges of the vessel's safety, that was to

bear such a freight of love.

I wish you would read Mr. H.'s lines to that same

T. H., "six years old, during a sickness":

"Sleep breathes at last from out thee,

My little patient boy ."

(they are to be found on the 47th page of "Foliage")
-and ask yourself how far they are out of the spirit

of Christianity. I have a letter from Italy, received

but the other day, into which L. H. has put as much
heart, and as many friendly yearnings after old as-

sociates, and native country, as, I think, paper can
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well hold. It would do you no hurt to give that the

perusal also.

From the other gentleman I neither expect nor

desire (as he is well assured) any such concessions as

L. H. made to C. What hath soured him, and made
him to suspect his friends of infidelity towards him,
when there was no such matter, I know not. I stood

well with him for fifteen years (the proudest of my
life), and have ever spoken my full mind of him to

some, to whom his panegyric must naturally be

least tasteful. I never in thought swerved from him,
I never betrayed him, I never slackened in my ad-

miration of him; I was the same to him (neither

better nor worse), though he could not see it, as in

the days when he thought fit to trust me. At this

instant he may be preparing for me some compli-

ment, above my deserts, as he has sprinkled many
such among his admirable books, for which I rest

his debtor; or, for anything I know, or can guess to

the contrary, he may be about to read a lecture on

my weaknesses. He is welcome to them (as he was

to my humble hearth), if they can divert a spleen,
or ventilate a fit of sullenness. I wish he would not

quarrel with the world at the rate he does; but the

reconciliation must be effected by himself, and I

despair of living to see that day. But protesting

against much that he has written, and some things
which he chooses to do; judging him by his con-

versation which I enjoyed so long, and relished so

deeply; or by his books, in those places where no
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clouding passion intervenes I should belie my own

conscience, if I said less, than that I think W. H.

to be, in his natural and healthy state, one of the

wisest and finest spirits breathing. So far from be-

ing ashamed of that intimacy, which was betwixt

us, it is my boast that I was able for so many years

to have preserved it entire; and I think I shall go to

my grave without finding, or expecting to find, such

another companion. But I forget my manners you
will pardon me, Sir I return to the correspondence.

Sir, you were pleased (you know where) to invite

me to a compliance with the wholesome forms and

doctrines of the Church of England. I take your
advice with as much kindness as it was meant. But

I must think the invitation rather more kind than

seasonable. I am a Dissenter. The last sect, with

which you can remember me to have made common

profession, were the Unitarians. You would think it

not very pertinent, if (fearing that all was not well

with you) I were gravely to invite you (for a remedy)
to attend with me a course of Mr. Belsham's Lec-

tures at Hackney. Perhaps I have scruples to some

of your forms and doctrines. But if I come, am I

secure of civil treatment? The last time I was in

any of your places of worship was on Easter Sun-

day last. I had the satisfaction of listening to a

very sensible sermon of an argumentative turn, de-

livered with great propriety by one of your bishops.

The place was Westminster Abbey. As such re-

ligion as I have, has always acted on me more by
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way of sentiment than argumentative process, I was

not unwilling, after sermon ended, by no unbecom-

ing transition, to pass over to some serious feelings,

impossible to be disconnected from the sight of those

old tombs, etc. But, by whose order I know not,

I was debarred that privilege even for so short a

space as a few minutes; and turned, like a dog, or

some profane person, out into the common street;

with feelings which I could not help, but not very

congenial to the day or discourse. I do not know

that I shall ever venture myself again into one of

your churches.

You had your education at Westminster; and

doubtless among those dim aisles and cloisters, you
must have gathered much of that devotional feeling

in those young years, on which your purest mind

feeds still and may it feed! The antiquarian spirit,

strong in you, and gracefully blending ever with the

religious, may have been sown in you among those

wrecks of splendid mortality. You owe it to the place

of your education ; you owe it to your learned fond-

ness for the architecture of your ancestors ; you owe

it to the venerableness of your ecclesiastical estab-

lishment, which is daily lessened and called in ques-

tion through these practices to speak aloud your
sense of them; never to desist raising your voice

against them, till they be totally done away with

and abolished ;
till the doors of Westminster Abbey

be no longer closed against the decent, though low-

in-purse enthusiast, or blameless devotee, who must
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commit an injury against his family economy, if he

would be indulged with a bare admission within its

walls. You owe it to the decencies, which you wish

to see maintained in its impressive services, that our

Cathedral be no longer an object of inspection to

the poor at those times only, in which they must

rob from their attendance on the worship every
minute which they can bestow upon the fabric. In

vain the public prints have taken up this subject, in

vain such poor nameless writers as myself express

their indignation. A word from you, Sir a hint in

your Journal would be sufficient to fling open the

doors of the Beautiful Temple again, as we can re-

member them when we were boys. At that time of

life, what would the imaginative faculty (such as it

is) in both of us, have suffered, if the entrance to so

much reflection had been obstructed by the demand

of so much silver!- -If we had scraped it up to gain
an occasional admission (as we certainly should have

done) would the sight of those old tombs have been

as impressive to us (while we had been weighing

anxiously prudence against sentiment) as when the

gates stood open, as those of the adjacent Park;

when we could walk in at any time, as the mood

brought us, for a shorter or a longer time, as that

lasted ? Is the being shown over a place the same as

silently for ourselves detecting the genius of it ? In

no part of our beloved Abbey now can a person find

entrance (out of service time) under the sum of two

shillings. The rich and the great will smile at the
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anticlimax, presumed to lie in those two short words.

But you can tell them, Sir, how much quiet worth,

how much capacity for enlarged feeling, how much
taste and genius, may coexist, especially in youth,

with a purse incompetent to this demand. A re-

spected friend of ours, during his late visit to the

metropolis, presented himself for admission to Saint

Paul's. At the same time a decently clothed man,

with as decent a wife, and child, were bargaining

for the same indulgence. The price was only two-

pence each person. The poor but decent man hesi-

tated, desirous to go in; but there were three of

them, and he turned away reluctantly. Perhaps he

wished to have seen the tomb of Nelson. Perhaps
the Interior of the Cathedral was his object. But in

the state of his finances, even sixpence might rea-

sonably seem too much. Tell the Aristocracy of the

country (no man can do it more impressively) ; in-

struct them of what value these insignificant pieces

of money, these minims to their sight, may be to

their humbler brethren. Shame these Sellers out of

the Temple. Show the poor that you can sometimes

think of them in some other light than as muti-

neers and malcontents. Conciliate them by such kind

methods to their superiors, civil and ecclesiastical.

Stop the mouths of the railers ; and suffer your old

friends, upon the old terms, again to honour and

admire you. Stifle not the suggestions of your better

nature with the pretext, that an indiscriminate ad-

mission would expose the Tombs to violation. Re-
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member your boy days. Did you ever see or hear of

a mob in the Abbey, while it was free to all? Did

the rabble come there, or trouble their heads about

such speculations ? It is all that you can do to drive

them into your churches; they do not voluntarily

offer themselves. They have, alas! no passion for

antiquities; for tomb of king or prelate, sage or poet.

If they had, they would be no longer the rabble.

For forty years that I have known the Fabric,

the only well-attested charge of violation adduced,

has been a ridiculous dismemberment committed

upon the effigy of that amiable spy Major Andre.

And is it for this the wanton mischief of some

school-boy, fired perhaps with raw notions of Trans-

atlantic Freedom or the remote possibility of such

a mischief occurring again, so easily to be prevented

by stationing a constable within the walls, if the

vergers are incompetent to the duty is it upon
such wretched pretences, that the people of Eng-
land are made to pay a new Peter's Pence, so long

abrogated; or must content themselves with con-

templating the ragged Exterior of their Cathedral?

The mischief was done about the time that you
were a scholar there. Do you know anything about

the unfortunate relic ? Can you help us in this emer-

gency to find the nose ? or can you give Chantrey a

notion (from memory) of its pristine life and vigour ?

I am willing for peace's sake to subscribe my guinea
towards the restoration of the lamented feature.

I am, Sir, your humble Servant, ELIA.
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TABLE-TALK, AND FRAGMENTS OF
CRITICISM

IT
is a desideratum in works that treat de re culi-

na?id, that we have no rationale of sauces, or

theory of mixed flavours : as to show why cabbage is

reprehensible with roast beef, laudable with bacon;

why the haunch of mutton seeks the alliance of cur-

rant-jelly, the shoulder civilly declineth it; why loin

of veal (a pretty problem), being itself unctuous,

seeketh the adventitious lubricity of melted butter,

and why the same part in pork, not more oleagi-

nous, abhorreth from it
; why the French bean sym-

pathises with the flesh of deer; why salt fish points
to parsnip, brawn makes a dead-set at mustard ; why
cats prefer valerian to heart's-ease, old ladies vice

versa, though this is rather travelling out of the

road of the dietetics, and may be thought a question
more curious than relevant; why salmon (a strong

sapor per se] fortifieth its condition with the mighty
lobster-sauce, whose embraces are fatal to the deli-

cater relish of the turbot; why oysters in death

rise up against the contamination of brown sugar,

while they are posthumously amorous of vinegar;

why the sour mango and the sweet jam by turns

court and are accepted by the compliable mutton-

hash, she not yet decidedly declaring for either.

We are as yet but in the empirical stage of cook-

ery. We feed ignorantly, and want to be able to
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give a reason of the relish that is in us ; so that, if

Nature should furnish us with a new meat, or be

prodigally pleased to restore the phoenix, upon a

given flavour, we might be able to pronounce in-

stantly, on philosophical principles, what the sauce

to it should be, what the curious adjuncts.

The greatest pleasure I know is to do a good
action by stealth, and to have it found out by acci-

dent.

'T is unpleasant to meet a beggar. It is painful to

deny him
; and, if you relieve him, it is so much out

of your pocket.

Men marry for fortune, and sometimes to please
their fancy; but, much oftener than is suspected,

they consider what the world will say of it, how
such a woman in their friends' eyes will look at the

head of a table. Hence we see so many insipid beau-

ties made wives of, that could not have struck the

particular fancy of any man that had any fancy at

all. These I call furniture wives; as men buy fur-
niture pictures, because they suit this or that niche

in their dining-parlours.
Your universally cried-up beauties are the very

last choice which a man of taste would make. What
pleases all, cannot have that individual charm which
makes this or that countenance engaging to you,
and to you only perhaps, you know not why. What
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gained the fair Gunnings titled husbands, who, after

all, turned out very sorry wives? Popular repute.

It is a sore trial when a daughter shall marry

against her father's approbation. A little hard-heart-

edness, and aversion to a reconcilement, is almost

pardonable. After all, Will Dockwray's way is, per-

haps, the wisest. His best-loved daughter made a

most imprudent match ; in fact, eloped with the last

man in the world that her father would have wished

her to marry. All the world said that he would never

speak to her again. For months she durst not write

to him, much less come near him. But, in a casual

rencounter, he met her in the streets of Ware,

Ware, that will long remember the mild virtues of

William Dockwray, Esq. What said the parent to

his disobedient child, whose knees faltered under her

at the sight of him? "Ha, Sukey! is it you?" with

that benevolent aspect with which he paced the

streets of Ware, venerated as an angel: "come and

dine with us on Sunday." Then turning away, and

again turning back, as if he had forgotten something,
he added, "And, Sukey, do you hear? bring your
husband with you." This was all the reproof she

ever heard from him. Need it be added, that the

match turned out better for Susan than the world

expected ?

The vices of some men are magnificent. Compare
the amours of Henry the Eighth and Charles the
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Second. The Stuart had mistresses ; the Tudor kept

wives.

"We read the 'Paradise Lost' as a task," says

Dr. Johnson. Nay, rather as a celestial recreation,

of which the dullard mind is not at all hours alike

recipient. "Nobody ever wished it longer"; nor the

moon rounder, he might have added. Why, 't is the

perfectness and completeness of it which makes us

imagine that not a line could be added to it, or di-

minished from it, with advantage. Would we have

a cubit added to the stature of the Medicean Venus?

Do we wish her taller ?

Amidst the complaints of the wide spread of in-

fidelity among us, it is consolatory that a sect has

sprung up in the heart of the metropolis, and is

daily on the increase, of teachers of that healing

doctrine which Pope upheld, and against which Vol-

taire directed his envenomed wit : we mean those

practical preachers of optimism, or the belief that

whatever is is best; the cads of omnibuses, who

from their little back pulpits, not once in three or

four hours, as those proclaimers of "God and his

prophet" in Mussulman countries, but every minute,

at the entry or exit of a brief passenger, are heard, in

an almost prophetic tone, to exclaim (Wisdom cry-

ing out, as it were, in the streets), "ALL'S RIGHT!"

Advice is not so commonly thrown away as is
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imagined. We seek it in difficulties. But, in common

speech, we are apt to confound with it admonition;
as when a friend reminds one that drink is prejudi-
cial to the health, etc. We do not care to be told of

that which we know better than the good man that

admonishes. M sent to his friend L , who
is no water-drinker, a twopenny tract "Against the

Use of Fermented Liquors." L acknowledged
the obligation, as far as to twopence. Penotier's ad-

vice was the safest, after all:

"I advised him"

But I must tell you. The dear, good-meaning,

no-thinking creature had been dumfounding a com-

pany of us with a detail of inextricable difficulties,

in which the circumstances of an acquaintance of

his were involved. No clew of light offered itself.

He grew more and more misty as he proceeded. We
pitied his friend, and thought,

"God help the man so rapt in Error's endless maze!"

when, suddenly brightening up his placid counte-

nance, like one that had found out a riddle, and

looked to have the solution admired,

"At last," said he, "I advised him"-
Here he paused, and here we were again inter-

minably thrown back. By no possible guess could

any of us aim at the drift of the meaning he was

about to be delivered of.

"I advised him," he repeated, "to have some ad-

vice upon the subject."
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A general approbation followed ;
and it was unani-

mously agreed, that, under all the circumstances of

the case, no sounder or more judicious counsel could

have been given.

A laxity pervades the popular use of words.

ParsonW is not quite so continent as Diana,

yet prettily dissembleth his frailty. Is ParsonW ,

therefore, a hypocrite? I think not. Where the con-

cealment of a vice is less pernicious than the bare-

faced publication of it would be, no additional de-

linquency is incurred in the secrecy. ParsonW is

simply an immoral clergyman. But if ParsonW
were to be for ever haranguing on the opposite vir-

tue; choosing for his perpetual text, in preference
to all other pulpit-topics, the remarkable resistance

recorded in the 39th of Exodus
; dwelling, more-

over, and dilating upon it, then Parson W
might be reasonably suspected of hypocrisy. But

Parson W rarely diverteth into such line of

argument, or toucheth it briefly. His ordinary topics

are fetched from "obedience to the powers that

are," "submission to the civil magistrate in all com-

mands that are not absolutely unlawful"; on which

he can delight to expatiate with equal fervour and

sincerity.

Again : to despise a person is properly to look down

upon him with none or the least possible emotion;

but when Clementina, who has lately lost her lover,

with bosom heaving, eyes flashing, and her whole
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frame in agitation, pronounces with a peculiar em-

phasis that she "despises the fellow," depend upon
it that he is not quite so despicable in her eyes as

she would have us imagine.
One more instance. If we must naturalise that

portentous phrase, a truism, it were well that we
limited the use of it. Every commonplace or trite

observation is not a truism. For example: A good
name helps a man on in the world. This is nothing
but a simple truth, however hackneyed. It has a

distinct subject and predicate. But when the thing

predicated is involved in the term of the subject,

and so necessarily involved that by no possible con-

ception they can be separated, then it becomes a

truism; as to say, "A good name is a proof of a

man's estimation in the world." We seem to be say-

ing something, when we say nothing. I was describ-

ing to F some knavish tricks of a mutual friend

of ours. " If he did so and so," was the reply,
" he

cannot be an honest man." Here was a genuine
truism, truth upon truth, inference and proposition

identical, or rather a dictionary definition usurping
the place of an inference.

We are ashamed at sight of a monkey, some-

how as we are shy of poor relations.

C imagined a Caledonian compartment in

Hades, where there should be fire without sul-

phur.
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Absurd images are sometimes irresistible. I will

mention two, an elephant in a coach-office gravely

coming to have his trunk booked ;
a mermaid over

a fish-kettle cooking her own tail.

It is the praise of Shakspeare, with reference to

the playwriters his contemporaries, that he has so

few revolting characters. Yet he has one that is sin-

gularly mean and disagreeable, the King in "Ham-
let." Neither has he characters of insignificance, un-

less the phantom that stalks over the stage as Julius

Cassar, in the play of that name, may be accounted

one. Neither has he envious characters, excepting
the short part of Don John, in "Much Ado about

Nothing." Neither has he unentertaining characters,

if we except Parolles, and the little that there is of

the Clown in "All's Well that Ends Well."

Is it possible that Shakspeare should never have

read Homer, in Chapman's version at least? If he

had read it, could he mean to travesty it in the parts

of those big boobies, Ajax and Achilles? Ulysses,

Nestor, and Agamemnon are true to their parts in

the "Iliad": they are gentlemen at least. Thersites,

though unamusing,is fairly deducible from it. Troilus

and Cressida are a fine graft upon it. But those two

big bulks-

It would settle the dispute as to whether Shak-

speare intended Othello for a jealous character, to

consider how differently we are affected towards

him and towards Leontes in the "Winter's Tale."
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Leontes is that character. Othello's fault was simply

credulity.

Lear. Who are you?
Mine eyes are none of the best. I '11 tell you straight.

Are you not Kent?

Kent. The same; your servant Kent.

Where is your servant Caius?

Lear. 'Twas a good fellow, I can tell you that;

He 'd strike, and quickly too: he is dead and rotten.

Kent. No, my good lord: I am the very man-
Lear. I '11 see that straight

Kent. That from your first of difference and decay

Have followed your sad steps.

Lear. You are welcome hither.

Albany. He knows not what he says; and vain is it

That we present us to him.

Edgar. Look up, my lord.

Kent. Vex not his ghost. Oh! let him pass. He hates him

That would upon the rack of this rough world

Stretch him out longer.

So ends "King Lear," the most stupendous of

the Shakspearian dramas; and Kent, the noblest

feature of the conceptions of his divine mind. This

is the magnanimity of authorship, when a writer,

having a topic presented to him, fruitful of beauties

for common minds, waives his privilege, and trusts

to the judicious few for understanding the reason

of his abstinence. What a pudder would a common
dramatist have raised here of a reconciliation-scene,

a perfect recognition, between the assumed Caius

and his master! to the suffusing of many fair eyes,
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and the moistening of cambric handkerchiefs. The

old dying king partially catching at the truth, and

immediately lapsing into obliviousness, with the

high-minded carelessness of the other to have his

services appreciated, as one that-

Served not for gain,

Or followed out of form,

are among the most judicious, not to say heart-

touching, strokes in Shakspeare.

Allied to this magnanimity it is, where the pith

and point of an argument, the amplification of which

might compromise the modesty of the speaker, is

delivered briefly, and, as it were, parenthetically ; as

in those few but pregnant words, in which the man

in the old "Nut-brown Maid" rather intimates than

reveals his unsuspecting high birth to the woman:

"Now understand, to Westmoreland,

Which is my heritage,

I will you bring, and with a ring,

By way of marriage,

I will you take, and lady make."

Turn we to the version of it, ten times diluted, of

dear Mat. Prior, in his own way unequalled, and

a poet now-a-days too much neglected. "In me,"

quoth Henry, addressing the astounded Emma,-
with a flourish and an attitude, as we may con-

ceive,

"In me behold the potent Edgar's heir,

Illustrious earl! him terrible in war,

Let Loire confess."
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And with a deal of skimble-skamble stuff, as Hot-

spur would term it, more, presents the lady with a

fuU and true enumeration of his papa's rent-roil in

the fat soil by Deva.

But, of all parentheses (not to quit the topic too

suddenly), commend me to that most significant one,

at the commencement of the old popular ballad of

"Fair Rosamond":

When good King Henry ruled this land,

The second of that name,

Now mark,

(Besides the Queen) he dearly loved

A fair and comely dame.

There is great virtue in this besides.

THE different way in which the same story may be

told by different persons was never more strikingly

illustrated than by the manner in which the cele-

brated Jeremy Collier has described the effects of

Timotheus' music upon Alexander, in the second

part of his Essays. We all know how Dryden has

treated the subject. Let us now hear his great con-

temporary and antagonist: "Timotheus, a Grecian,"

says Collier, "was so great a master, that he could

make a man storm and swagger like a tempest ;
and

then, by altering the notes and the time, he could

take him down again, and sweeten his humour in a

trice. One time, when Alexander was at dinner, the
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man played him a Phrygian air. The prince imme-

diately rises, snatches up his lance, and puts himself

into a posture of fighting; and the retreat was no

sooner sounded by the change of the harmony, but

his arms were grounded, and his fire extinct; and

he sat down as orderly as if he had come from one

of Aristotle's lectures. I warrant you, Demosthenes

would have been flourishing about such business a

long hour, and may be not have done it neither.

But Timotheus had a nearer cut to the soul: he

could nick a passion at a stroke, and lay it asleep.

Pythagoras once met with a parcel of drunken fel-

lows, who were likely to be troublesome enough.
He presently orders music to play grave, and chops
into a Dorian. Upon this they all threw away their

garlands, and wrere as sober and as shamefaced as

one would wish." It is evident that Dryden in his

inspired ode, and Collier in all this pudder of prose,

meant the same thing. But what a work does the

latter make with his "nicking a passion at his stroke,"

"making a man storm and swagger like a tempest,"
and then "taking him down, and sweeting his hu-

mour in a trice"! What in Dryden is "softly sweet

in Lydian measures," Collier calls
"
chopping into a

Dorian." This Collier was the same, who, in his

Biographical Dictionary, says of Shakspeare, that

"though his genius generally was jocular, and in-

clining to festivity, yet he could when he pleased be

as serious as anybody."
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Oh the comfort of sitting down heartily to an

old folio, and thinking surely that the next hour or

two will be your own! and the misery of being de-

feated by the useless call of somebody, who is come

to tell you that he has just come from hearing Mr.

Irving ! What is that to you ? Let him go home, and

digest what the good man has said. You are at your

chapel, in your oratory.

My friend Hume (not M. P.
)
has a curious manu-

script in his possession, the original draught of the

celebrated "Beggar's Petition" (who cannot say by
heart the "Beggar's Petition"?) as it was written by
some school-usher (as I remember), with corrections

interlined from the pen of Oliver Goldsmith. As a

specimen of the doctor's improvement, I recollect

one most judicious alteration:

"A pampered menial drove me from the door";

It stood originally,

"A livery servant drove me," etc.

Here is an instance of poetical or artificial lan-

guage properly substituted for the phrase of com-

mon conversation; against Wordsworth.

Our ancestors, the noble old Puritans of Crom-

well's day, could distinguish between a day of reli-

gious rest and a day of recreation ;
and while they

exacted a vigorous abstinence from all amusements
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(even to walking out of nursery-maids with their

charges in the fields) upon the Sabbath, in lieu of the

superstitious observance of the saints' days, which

they abrogated, they humanely gave to the ap-

prentices and poorer sort of people every alternate

Thursday for a day of entire sport and recreation. A
strain of piety and policy to be commended above

the profane mockery of the Stuarts and their "Book

of Sports."

I was once amused there is a pleasure in affect-

ing affectation at the indignation of a crowd that

was justling in with me at the pit-door of Covent

Garden Theatre to have a sight of Master Betty
-then at once in his dawn and his meridian in

Hamlet. I had been invited quite unexpectedly
to join a party whom I met near the door of the

play-house ;
and I happened to have in my hand

a large octavo of Johnson and Steevens' "Shak-

speare," which, the time not admitting of my carry-

ing it home, of course went with me to the theatre.

Just in the very heat and pressure of the doors open-

ing, the rush, as they term it, I deliberately held

the volume over my head, open at the scene in

which the young Roscius had been most cried up,

and quietly read by the lamplight. The clamour be-

came universal. "The affectation of the fellow!"

cried one. "Look at that gentleman reading, papa!"

squeaked a young lady, who, in her admiration of

the novelty, almost forgot her fears. I read on. "He
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ought to have his book knocked out of his hand !

"

exclaimed a pursy cit, whose arms were too fast

pinioned to his side to suffer him to execute his kind

intention. Still I read on, and, till the time came to

pay my money, kept as unmoved as Saint Anthony
at his holy offices, with the satyrs, apes, and hob-

goblins moping, and making mouths at him, in the

picture; while the good man sits as undisturbed at

the sight as if he were sole tenant of the desert. The
individual rabble (I recognised more than one of

their ugly faces) had damned a slight piece of mine

but a few nights since; and I was determined the

culprits should not a second time put me out of

countenance.

We are too apt to indemnify ourselves for some
characteristic excellence we are kind enough to con-

cede to a great author by denying him every thing
else. Thus Donne and Cowley, by happening to

possess more wit, and faculty of illustration, than

other men, are supposed to have been incapable of

nature or feeling: they are usually opposed to such

writers as Shenstone and Parnell; whereas, in the

very thickest of their conceits, in the bewildering
mazes of tropes and figures, a warmth of soul and

generous feeling shines through, the "sum" of which,

"forty thousand" of those natural poets, as they are

called, "with all their quantity," could not make up.

"Pray God, your honour relieve me," said a poor
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beads-woman to my friend L one day :

"
I have

seen better days." -"So have I, my good woman,"
retorted he, looking up at the welkin, which was

just then threatening a storm; and the jest (he will

have it) was as good to the beggar as a tester.

It was, at all events, kinder than consigning her

to the stocks or the parish beadle.

But L has a way of viewing things in a para-
doxical light on some occasions.

I have in my possession a curious volume of Latin

verses, which I believe to be unique. It is entitled,

Alexandri Fultoni Scoti Epigrammatorum libri

quinque. It purports to be printed at Perth, and

bears date 1679. By the appellation which the au-

thor gives himself in the preface, hypodidasculus, I

suppose him to have been an usher at some school.

It is no uncommon thing now-a-days for persons
concerned in academies to affect a literary reputa-
tion in the way of their trade. The "master of a

seminary for a limited number of pupils at Isling-

ton" lately put forth an edition of that scarce tract,

"The Elegy in a Country Churchyard" (to use his

own words), with notes and headlines ! But to our au-

thor. These epigrams of Alexander Fulton, Scotch-

man, have little remarkable in them besides extreme

dulness and insipidity ; but there is one, which, by
its being marshalled in the front of the volume,
seems to have been the darling of its parent, and

for its exquisite flatness, and the surprising strokes
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of an anachronism with which it is pointed, de-

serves to be rescued from oblivion. It is addressed,
like many of the others to a fair one:

AD MARIULAM SUAM AUTOR

Miserant bella olim Helenae decor atque venustas

Europen inter frugiferamque Asiam.

Tarn bona, quam tu, tarn prudens, sin ilia fuisset,

Ad lites issent Africa et America!

Which, in humble imitation of mine author's pecul-
iar poverty of style, I have ventured thus to render

into English:

THE AUTHOR TO His MOGGY

For Love's illustrious cause, and Helen's charms,
All Europe and all Asia rushed to arms.

Had she with these thy polished sense combined,
All Afric and America had joined!

The happy idea of an American war undertaken

in the cause of beauty ought certainly to recom-

mend the author's memory to the countrymen of

Madison and Jefferson; and the bold anticipation
of the discovery of that continent in the time of

the Trojan War is a flight beyond the Sibyl's books.
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A WRITER, whose real name, it seems, is Bol-

dero, but who has been entertaining the town

for the last twelve months with some very pleasant

lucubrations under the assumed signature of Leigh

Hunt,1 in his "Indicator" of the 31st January last

has thought fit to insinuate that I, Elia, do not

write the little sketches which bear my signature in

this magazine, but that the true author of them is a

Mr. L b. Observe the critical period at which he

has chosen to impute the calumny, on the very eve

of the publication of our last number, affording no

scope for explanation for a full month ; during which

time I must needs He writhing and tossing under

the cruel imputation of nonentity. Good Heavens !

that a plain man must not be allowed to be

They call this an age of personality ; but surely

this spirit of anti-personality (if I may so express

it) is something worse.

Take away my moral reputation, I may live to

discredit that calumny; injure my literary fame,

I may write that up again : but, when a gentleman
is robbed of his identity, where is he ?

Other murderers stab but at our existence, a frail

and perishing trifle at the best: but here is an as-

1
Clearly a fictitious appellation; for, if we admit the latter of

these names to be in a manner English, what is Leigh ? Christian

nomenclature knows no such.
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sassin who aims at our very essence; who not only
forbids us to be any longer, but to have been at all.

Let our ancestors look to it.

Is the parish register nothing? Is the house in

Princes Street, Cavendish Square, where we saw the

light six and forty years ago, nothing? Were our

progenitors from stately Genoa, where we flourished

four centuries back, before the barbarous name of

Boldero 1 was known to a European mouth, noth-

ing? Was the goodly scion of our name, trans-

planted into England in the reign of the seventh

Henry, nothing? Are the archives of the steelyard,
in succeeding reigns (if haply they survive the fury
of our envious enemies), showing that we flourished

in prime repute, as merchants, down to the period
of the Commonwealth, nothing ?

Why, then the world, and all that's in% is nothing;
The covering sky is nothing; Bohemia nothing.

I am ashamed that this trifling writer should have

power to move me so.

A CORRESPONDENT, who writes himself Peter Ball,

or Bell, for his handwriting is as ragged as his

manners, admonishes me of the old saying, that

some people (under a courteous periphrasis, I slur his

less ceremonious epithet) had need have good memo-

1 It is clearly of Transatlantic origin.
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ries. In my "Old Benchers of the Inner Temple," I

have delivered myself, and truly, a Templar born.

Bell clamours upon this, and thinketh that he hath

caught a fox. It seems that in a former paper, re-

torting upon a weekly scribbler who had called my
good identity in question (see Postscript to my
"Chapter on Ears"), I profess myself a native of

some spot near Cavendish Square, deducing my re-

moter origin from Italy. But who does not see, ex-

cept this tinkling cymbal, that, in that idle fiction

of Genoese ancestry, I was answering a fool accord-

ing to his folly, that Elia there expresseth himself

ironically as to an approved slanderer, who hath no

right to the truth, and can be no fit recipient of it ?

Such a one it is usual to leave to his delusions; or,

leading him from error still to contradictory error,

to plunge him (as we say) deeper in the mire, and

give him line till he suspend himself. No under-

standing reader could be imposed upon by such ob-

vious rodomontade to suspect me for an alien, or

believe me other than English.

To a second correspondent, who signs himself

"A Wiltshire Man," and claims me for a country-

man upon the strength of an equivocal phrase in my
"Christ's Hospital," a more mannerly reply is due.

Passing over the Genoese fable, which Bell makes

such a ring about, he nicely detects a more subtle

discrepancy, which Bell was too obtuse to strike

upon. Referring to the passage, I must confess, that

the term "native town," applied to Calne, primd
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fade seems to bear out the construction which my
friendly correspondent is willing to put upon it. The
context too, I am afraid, a little favours it. But where

the words of an author, taken literally, compared
with some other passage in his writings, admitted

to be authentic, involve a palpable contradiction, it

hath been the custom of the ingenuous commen-
tator to smooth the difficulty by the supposition that

in the one case an allegorical or tropical sense was

chiefly intended. So, by the word "native," I may
be supposed to mean a town where I might have

been born, or where it might be desirable that I

should have been born, as being situate in whole-

some air, upon a dry, chalky soil, in which I de-

light; or a town with the inhabitants of which I

passed some weeks, a summer or two ago, so agree-

ably, that they and it became in a manner native to

me. Without some such latitude of interpretation
in the present case, I see not how we can avoid fall-

ing into a gross error in physics, as to conceive that

a gentleman may be born in two places, from which

all modern and ancient testimony is alike abhorrent.

Bacchus cometh the nearest to it, whom I remem-
ber Ovid to have honoured with the epithet "twice

born." 1
But, not to mention that he is so called (we

1
Imperfectus adhuc infans genetricis ab alvo

Eripitur patrioque tener (si credere dignum)
Insuitur femori. . . .

Tutaque bis geniti sunt incunabula Bacchi.

Metamorph., lib. iii.
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conceive) in reference to the places whence rather

than the places where he was delivered, for, by
either birth, he may probably be challenged for a

Theban, in a strict way of speaking, he was ajilius

femoris by no means in the same sense as he had
been before a films alvi; for that latter was but a

secondary and tralatitious way of being born, and
he but a denizen of the second house of his geniture.
Thus much by way of explanation was thought due
to the courteous "Wiltshire Man."
To "Indagator," "Investigator," "Incertus," and

the rest of the pack, that are so importunate about
the true localities of his birth, as if, forsooth, Elia

were presently about to be passed to his parish,
to all such churchwarden critics he answereth,

that, any explanation here given notwithstanding,
he hath not so fixed his nativity (like a rusty vane)
to one dull spot, but that, if he seeth occasion, or

the argument shall demand it, he will be born again,
in future papers, in whatever place, and at what-

ever period, shall seem good unto him.

Mod6 me Thebis, modd Athenis.
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ON THE DEATH OF COLERIDGE

WHEN
I heard of the death of Coleridge, it

was without grief. It seemed to me that he

long had been on the confines of the next world,

that he had a hunger for eternity. I grieved then

that I could not grieve. But, since, I feel how great
a part he was of me. His great and dear spirit

haunts me. I cannot think a thought, I cannot

make a criticism on men and books, without an in-

effectual turning and reference to him. He was the

proof and touchstone of all my cogitations. He was

a Grecian (or in the first form) at Christ's Hospital,
where I was Deputy-Grecian; and the same subor-

dination and deference to him I have preserved

through a life-long acquaintance. Great in his writ-

ings, he was greatest in his conversation. In him

was disproved that old maxim, that we should allow

every one his share of talk. He would talk from

morn to dewy eve, nor cease till far midnight; yet
who ever would interrupt him ? who would obstruct

that continuous flow of converse, fetched from Heli-

con or Zion? He had the tact of making the unin-

telligible seem plain. Many who read the abstruser

parts of his "Friend" would complain that his words

did not answer to his spoken wisdom. They were

identical. But he had a tone in oral delivery which

seemed to convey sense to those who were other-

wise imperfect recipients. He was my fifty-years-old
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friend without a dissension. Never saw I his likeness,

nor probably the world can see again. I seem to love

the house he died at more passionately than when

he lived. I love the faithful Gillmans more than

while they exercised their virtues towards him liv-

ing. What was his mansion is consecrated to me a

chapel.

EDMONTON, Nov. 21, 1834-



PROLOGUES, EPILOGUES, AND
MISCELLANEOUS VERSE

PROLOGUE TO COLERIDGE'S TRAGEDY OF

"REMORSE"

are, I am told, who sharply criticise

Our modern theatres' unwieldy size.

We players shall scarce plead guilty to that charge,

Who think a house can never be too large :

Grieved when a rant, that 's worth a nation's ear,

Shakes some prescribed Lyceum's petty sphere ;

And pleased to mark the grin from space to space

Spread epidemic o'er a town's broad face.

O might old Betterton or Booth return

To view our structures from their silent urn,

Could Quin come stalking from Elysian glades,

Or Garrick get a day-rule from the shades,

Where now, perhaps, in mirth which spirits approve,

He imitates the ways of men above,

And apes the actions of our upper coast,

As in his days of flesh he play'd the ghost :

How might they bless our ampler scope to please,

And hate their own old shrunk-up audiences.

Their houses yet were palaces to those

Which Ben and Fletcher for their triumphs chose.

Shakspeare, who wish'd a kingdom for a stage,

Like giant pent in disproportion'd cage,

Mourn'd his contracted strengths and crippled rage.
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PROLOGUES, EPILOGUES, ETC.

He who could tame his vast ambition down
To please some scatter'd gleanings of a town,

And if some hundred auditors supplied
Their meagre meed of claps, was satisfied,

How had he felt, when that dread curse of Lear's

Had burst tremendous on a thousand ears,

While deep-struck wonder from applauding bands

Return'd the tribute of as many hands !

Rude were his guests : he never made his bow
To such an audience as salutes us now.

He lacked the balm of labour, female praise.

Few ladies in his time frequented plays,

Or came to see a youth with awkward art

And shrill sharp pipe burlesque the woman's part.

The very use, since so essential grown,
Of painted scenes, was to his stage unknown.

The air-blest castle, round whose wholesome crest,

The martlet, guest of summer, chose her nest

The forest walks of Arden's fair domain,
Y\

T
here Jacques fed his solitary vein,-

No pencil's aid as yet had dared supply,
Seen only by the intellectual eye.

Those scenic helps, denied to Shakspeare's page,
Our Author owes to a more liberal age.

Nor pomp nor circumstance are wanting here;

'T is for himself alone that he must fear.

Yet shall remembrance cherish the just pride,

That (be the laurel granted or denied)

He first essay'd in this distinguish'd fane

Severer muses and a tragic strain.
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PROLOGUE TO GODWIN'S TRAGEDY
"ANTONIO"

LADIES, ye Ve seen how Guzman's consort died,

Poor victim of a Spanish brother's pride,

When Spanish honour through the world was blown,
And Spanish beauty for the best was known. 1

In that romantic, unenlightened time,

A breach ofpromise
2 was a sort of crime

Which of you handsome English ladies here,

But deem the penance bloody and severe ?

A whimsical old Saragossa
3
fashion,

That a dead father's dying inclination

Should live to thwart a living daughter's passion.
4

Unjustly on the sex we 5 men exclaim,

Rail at your
6
vices, and commit the same ;

Man is a promise-breaker from the womb,
And goes a promise-breaker to the tomb
What need we instance here the lover's vow,

The sick Man's purpose, or the great man's bow? 7

The truth by few examples best is shown

Instead of many which are better known,
Take poor Jack Incident, that 's dead and gone.

Jack, of dramatic genius justly vain,

Purchased a renter's share at Drury Lane ;

A prudent man in every other matter,

1 "Four easy lines." 2 "For which the heroine died."

3 In Spain ! ! 4 Two neat lines. 5 Or you.
6 Or our, as they have altered it.

7 Antithesis! ! C. L.
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Known at his club-room for an honest hatter;

Humane and courteous, led a civil life,

And has been seldom known to beat his wife;

But Jack is now grown quite another man,

Frequents the green-room, knows the plot and plan

Of each new piece,

And has been seen to talk with Sheridan !

In at the play-house just at six he pops,

And never quits it till the curtain drops,

Is never absent on the authors night,

Knows actresses and actors too by sight;

So humble, that with Suett he '11 confer,

Or take a pipe with plain Jack Bannister ;

Nay, with an author has been known so free,

He once suggested a catastrophe

In short, John dabbled till his head was turn'd:

His wife remonstrated, his neighbours mourned,

His customers were dropping off apace,

And Jack's affairs began to wear a piteous face.

One night his wife began a curtain lecture :

"My dearest Johnny, husband, spouse, protector,

Take pity on your helpless babes and me,

Save us from ruin, you from bankruptcy
-

Look to your business, leave these cursed plays,

And try again your old industrious ways."

Jack, who was always scar'd at the Gazette,

And had some bits of skull uninjured yet,

Promis'd amendment, vow'd his wife spake reason,
" He would not see another play that season."

Three stubborn fortnights Jack his promise kept,
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Was late and early in his shop, eat, slept,

And walk'd and talk'd, like ordinary men;
No wit, but John the hatter once again
Visits his club: when lo! one fatal night
His wife with horror viewed the well-known sighto
John's hat, wig,smiff-box well sheknew his tricks

And Jack decamping at the hour of six.

Just at the counter's edge a playbill lay,

Announcing that "Pizarro" was the play
"O Johnny, Johnny, this is your old doing."

Quoth Jack, "Why what the devil storm's a-brew-

ing?
About a harmless play why all this fright?
I '11 go and see it, if it 's but for spite

-

Zounds, woman! Nelson's 1 to be there to-night."

PROLOGUE TO "FAULKENER"

A TRAGEDY BY WILLIAM GODWIN, 1807

AN Author who has given you all delight
Furnished the tale our stage presents to-night.

Some of our earliest tears he taught to steal

Down our young cheeks, and forced us first to feel.

To solitary shores whole years confined,

Who has not read how pensive Crusoe pined?
Who, now grown old, that did not once admire

His goat, his parrot, his uncouth attire,

1 "A good clap-trap. Nelson has exhibited two or three times at

both theatres and advertised himself." C. L.
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The stick, due notched, that told each tedious day
That in the lonely island wore away?
Who has not shuddered, where he stands aghast
At sight of human footsteps in the waste ?

Or joyed not, when his trembling hands unbind

Thee, Friday, gentlest of the savage kind ?

The genius who conceived that magic tale

Was skilled by native pathos to prevail.

His stories, though rough-drawn and framed in

haste,

Had that which pleased our homely grandsires'

taste.

His was a various pen, that freely roved

Into all subjects, was in most approved.
Whate'er the theme, his ready muse obeyed

-

Love, Courtship, Politics, Religion, Trade-

Gifted alike to shine in every sphere,

Novelist, Historian, Poet, Pamphleteer.

In some blest interval of party-strife,

He drew a striking sketch from private life,

Whose moving scenes of intricate distress

We try to-night in a dramatic dress :

A real story of domestic woe,

That asks no aid from music, verse, or show,

But trusts to truth, to Nature, and Defoe.
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EPILOGUE TO "THE WIFE: A TALE OF MAN-

TUA," BY JAMES SHERIDAN KNOWLES

WHEN first our bard his simple will express'd
That I should in his heroine's robes be dress'd,

My fears were with my vanity at strife,

How I could act that untried part "a wife."

But Fancy to the Grison hills me drew

Where Mariana like a wild-flower grew,

Nursing her garden-kindred : so far I

Liked her condition, willing to comply
With that sweet single life: when, with a cranch,

Down came that thundering, crashing avalanche,

Startling my mountain-project! "Take this spade,"
Said Fancy then, "dig low, adventurous maid,
For hidden wealth." I did; and, Ladies, lo!

Was e'er romantic female's fortune so,

To dig a life-warm lover from the snow?

A wife and princess see me next, beset

With subtle toils, in an Italian net,

While knavish courtiers, stung with rage or fear,

Distill'd lip-poison in a husband's ear.

I ponder'd on the boiling Southern vein;

Racks, cords, stilettoes, rush'd upon my brain!

By poor, good, weak Antonio, too, disowned

I dream'd each night I should be Desdemona'd,

And, being in Mantua, thought upon the shop
Whence fair Verona's youth his breath did stop:
And what if Leonardo, in foul scorn,
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Some lean apothecary should suborn

To take my hated life? A "tortoise" hung
Before my eyes, and in my ears scaled "alligators

rung."
But my Othello, to his vows more zealous -

Twenty lagos could not make him jealous!

New raised to reputation, and to life-

At your commands behold me, without strife,

\Vell-pleased, and ready to repeat the "Wife."

EPILOGUE TO AN AMATEUR PERFORMANCE
OF "RICHARD II"

OF all that act, the hardest task is theirs,

Who, bred no Players, play at being Players ;

Copy the shrug in Kemble once approved ;-

Mere mimics' mimics nature twice removed.

Shades of a shadow ! who but must have seen

The stage-struck hero, in some swelling scene

Aspiring to be Lear stumble on Kean?

The admired actor's faults our steps betray,

No less his very beauties lead astray !

In "sad civility" once Garrick sate

To see a Play, mangled in form and state ;

Plebeian Shakspeare must the words supply,
-

The actors all were Fools of Quality.

The scenes the dresses were above rebuke;

Scarce a Performer there below a Duke.
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He sate, and mused how in his Shakspeare's mind

The idea of old Nobility enshrined

Should thence a grace and a refinement have

Which passed these living Nobles to conceive,-

Who with such apish, base gesticulation,

Remnants of starts, and dregs of playhouse passion,

So foul belied their great forefathers' fashion !

He saw and true Nobility confessed

Less in the high-born blood, than lowly poet's breast.

If Lords enacting Lords sometimes may fail,

What gentle plea, Spectators, can avail

For wight of low degree who dares to stir

The long-raked ashes of old Lancaster,

And on his nothing-martial front to set

Of warlike Gaunt the lofty burgonet?
For who shall that Plantagenet display,

Majestical in sickness and decay?
Or paint the shower of passions fierce and thick

On Richard's head that Royal Splenetic?

Your pardon, not your plaudits, then we claim

If we Ve come short, where Garrick had been tame !

TO THOMAS STOTHARD, R.A.

ON HIS ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE POEMS OF MR. ROGERS

CONSUMMATE Artist, whose undying name
With classic Rogers shall go down to fame,
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Be this thy crowning work! In my young days

How often have I with a child's fond gaze
Pored on the pictured wonders thou hadst done

Clarissa mournful, and prim Grandison !

All Fielding's, Smollett's heroes, rose to view;

I saw, and I believed the phantoms true.

But, above all, that most romantic tale

Did o'er my raw credulity prevail,

Where Glums and Gawries wear mysterious things,

That serve at once for jackets and for wings.

Age, that enfeebles other men's designs,

But heightens thine, and thy free draught refines.

In several ways distinct you make us feel

Graceful as Raphael, as Watteau genteel.

Your lights and shades, as Titianesque, we praise;

And warmly wish you Titian's length of days.

TO CLARA N.

THE Gods have made me most unmusical,

With feelings that respond not to the call

Of stringed harp or voice obtuse and mute

To hautboy, sackbut, dulcimer, and flute;

King David's lyre, that made the madness flee

From Saul, had been but a jew's-harp to me :

Theorbos, violins, French horns, guitars,

Leave in my wounded ears inflicted scars ;

I hate those trills, and shakes, and sounds that float

Upon the captive air ;
I know no note,
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Nor ever shall, whatever folks may say.

Of the strange mysteries of Sol and Pa;
I >it at oratorios like a fish.

Incapable of sound, and only wish

The thing was over. Yet do I admire.

O tuneful daughter of a tuneful sire.

Thy painful labours in a science, which

To your deserts I pray may make you rich

A^> much as you are loved, and add a grace
To the most musical Xovello race.

Women lead men bv the nose, some cynic-? say;

You draw them bv the ear a delicater wav.

TO MY FRIEND THE INDICATOR

YOUR easv Essays indicate a flow.

Dear friend, of brain which we may elsewhere seek

And to their pages I and hundreds owe.

That Wednesday is the sweetest of the week.

Such observation, wit. and sense, are shown.

We think the days of Bickerstaff return'd :

And that a portion of that oil you own.

In his undying midnight lamp which burn'd.

I would not lightly bruise old Priscian's head
j

Or wrong the rules of grammar understood :

But. with the leave of Priscian be it said.

The Indicative is your Potential Hood.

Wit. poet, prose-man, party-man, translator

H[unt], your best title yet is Indicator.
"
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SAINT CRISPIN TO MR. GIFFORD

ALL unadvised and in an evil hour,

Lured by aspiring thoughts, my son, you doft

The lowly labours of the "Gentle Craft"

For lowly toils, which blood and spirits sour.

All things, dear pledge, are not in all men's power ;

The wiser sort of shrub affects the ground ;

The sweet content of mind is oftener found

In cobbler's parlour than in critic's bower.

The sorest work is what doth cross the grain ;

And better to this hour you had been plying
The obsequious awl, with well-wax'd finger flying,

Than ceaseless thus to till a thankless vein:

Still teasing muses, which are still denying;

Making a stretching-leather of your brain.

St. Crispin s Eve.

IN TABULAM EXIMII PICTORIS R. B. HAYDONI
IN QUA JUDAEI ADVENIENTE DOMINO PALMAS IN

VIA PROSTERNENTES MIRA ARTE DEPINGUNTUR

QUID vult Iste Equitans ? et quid velit ista virorum

Palmifera ingens turba et vox tremebunda Hosanna ?

Hosanna Christo semper, semperque canamus.

Pahna fuit senior Pictor celeberrimus olim;

Sed palmam cedat, modo si foret ille superstes

Palma Haydone tibi : tu palmas omnibus aufers.
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Palma negata macrum, donataque reddit opimum
Si simul incipiat cum fama increscere corpus
Tu cito pinguesces, fies et, amicule, obesus.

AfFectant lauros pictores atque poetee,

Sin laurum invideant (sed quis tibi?) laurigerentes
Pro lauro palma viridanti tempora cingas.

Carolagnulus.

TRANSLATION OF THE ABOVE

WHAT rider 's that ? and who those myriads bringing
Him on his way, with palms, Hosanna singing?
Hosanna to the Christ ! Heaven, Earth, should still

be ringing.

In days of old, old Palma won renown :

But Palma's self must yield the painter's crown,

Haydon, to thee : Thy palms put every other down.

If Flaccus' sentence with the truth agree,

That palms awarded make men plump to be.

Friend Horace, Haydon soon shall match in bulk

with thee.

Painters with poets for the laurel vie
;

But should the laureate band thy claims deny,
Wear thou thine own green palm, Haydon, trium-

phantly.
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TO SIR JAMES MACKINTOSH

THOUGH
thou'rt like Judas, an apostate black,

In the resemblance one thing thou dost lack;

When he had gotten his ill-purchased pelf,

He went away, and wisely hanged himself.

This thou may'st do at last ; yet much I doubt,

If thou hast any bowels to gush out !

THE TRIUMPH OF THE WHALE

lo! Paean! lo! sing,

To the finny people's king.

Not a mightier whale than this

In the vast Atlantic is ;

Not a fatter fish than he

Flounders round the Polar sea.

See his blubber! at his gills

What a world of drink he swills !

From his trunk, as from a spout,

Which next moment he pours out.

Such his person.
-- Next declare,

Muse, who his companions are:

Every fish of generous kind

Scuds aside, or slinks behind:

But about his presence keep
All the monsters of the deep ;
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Mermaids, with their tails and singing,
His delighted fancy stinging;
Crooked dolphins, they surround him;

Dog-like seals, they fawn around him;

Following hard, the progress mark
Of the intolerant salt-sea shark :

For his solace and relief

Flat fish are his courtiers chief;

Last, and lowest in his train,

Ink-fish (libellers of the main)
Their black liquor shed in spite:

(Such on earth the things that write.}

In his stomach, some do say,

No good thing can ever stay :

Had it been the fortune of it

To have swallow'd that old prophet,
Three days there he'd not have dwell'd,

But in one have been expell'd.

Hapless mariners are they,
Who beguiled (as seamen say)

Deeming him some rock or island,

Footing sure, safe spot, and dry land,

Anchor in his scaly rind-

Soon the difference they find
;

Sudden, plumb! he sinks beneath them,
Does to ruthless seas bequeath them!

Name or title what has he?

Is he Regent of the Sea ?

From this difficulty free us,

Buffon, Banks, or sage Linnseus.
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With his wondrous attributes

Say what appellation suits?

By his bulk, and by his size,

By his oily qualities,

This (or else my eyesight fails),

This should be the Prince of Whales.

R. ET R.

THE THREE GRAVES

CLOSE by the ever-burning brimstone beds

Where Bedloe, Gates, and Judas hide their heads,

I saw great Satan like a Sexton stand

With his intolerable spade in hand,

Digging three graves. Of coffin shape they were,

For those who, coffinless, must enter there

With unblest rites. The shrouds were of that cloth

Which Clotho weaveth in her blackest wrath :

The dismal tinct oppress'd the eye, that dwelt

Upon it long, like darkness to be felt.

The pillows to these baleful beds were toads,

Large, living, livid, melancholy loads,

Whose softness shock'd. Worms of all monstrous

size

Crawl'd round
;
and one, upcoil'd, which never dies.

A doleful bell, inculcating despair,

Was always ringing in the heavy air;

And all about the detestable pit

Strange headless ghosts, and quarter'd forms, did

flit;
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Rivers of blood from dripping traitors spilt,

By treachery stung from poverty to guilt.

I ask'd the fiend for whom those rites were meant?

"These graves," quoth he, "when life's brief oil is

spent,

When the dark night comes, and they're sinking

bedwards,

I mean for Castles, Oliver, and Edwards."

R. ET R.

EPIGRAM

WRITTEN IN THE LAST REIGN

YE Politicians, tell me pray,

Why thus with woe and care rent?

This is the worst that you can say,

Some wind has blown the Wig away,
And left the Hair Apparent.

R. ET R.

LINES

SUGGESTED BY A SIGHT OF WALTHAM CROSS

TIME-MOULDERING Crosses, gemmed with imagery
Of costliest work, and Gothic tracery,

Point still the spots, to hallow'd wedlock dear,

Where rested on its solemn way the bier,

That bore the bones of Edward's Elinor
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To mix with Royal dust at Westminster. -

Far different rites did thee to dust consign,

Duke Brunswick's daughter, princely Caroline,

A hurried funeral, and a banish'd grave,

High-minded wife ! were all that thou couldst have.

Grieve not, great ghost, nor count in death thy
losses

;

Thou in thy life-time had'st thy share of crosses.

"ONE DIP"

MUCH speech obscures the sense : the soul of wit

Is brevity : our tale one proof of it.

Poor Balbulus, a stammering invalid,

Consults the doctors, and by them is bid

To try sea-bathing, with this special heed,

'One dip was all his malady did need;

More than that one his certain death would be."

Now who so nervous or so shook as he.

For Balbulus had never dipped before?

Two well-known dippers, at the Broadstairs' shore,

Stout sturdy churls, have stript him to the skin,

And naked, cold, and shivering plunge him in.

Soon he emerges with scarce breath to say,

"I 'm to be dip-dip-dipt ." "We know it," they

Reply. Expostulation seemed in vain,

And over ears they souse him in again;
And up again he rises

;
his words trip.

And falter as before. Still "dip-dip-dip"
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And in he goes again with furious plunge,
Once more to rise

; when with a desperate lunge
At length he bolts these words out, "only once!"

The villains crave his pardon. Had the dunce

But aimed at these bare words, the rogues had found

him;
But striving to be prolix, they half-drowned him.

H Y.

SATAN IN SEARCH OF A WIFE

DEDICATION

To delicate bosoms, that have sighed over the Loves

of the Angels, this poem is with tenderest regard
consecrated. It can be no offence to you, dear ladies,

that the author has endeavoured to extend the do-

minion of your darling passion; to show love tri-

umphant in places, to which his advent has been

never yet suspected. If one Cecilia drew an Angel
down, another may have leave to attract a Spirit

upwards ; which, I am sure, was the most desperate
adventure of the two. Wonder not at the inferior

condition of the agent ; for, if King Cophetua wooed
a beggar-maid, a greater king need not scorn to con-

fess the attractions of a fair tailor's daughter. The
more disproportionate the rank, the more signal is

the glory of your sex. Like that of Hecate, a triple

empire is now confessed your own. Nor Heaven, nor

Earth, nor deepest tracts of Erebus, as Milton hath
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it, have power to resist your sway. I congratulate

your last victory. You have fairly made an honest

man of the Old One
; and, if your conquest is late,

the success must be salutary. The new Benedick

has employment enough on his hands to desist from

dabbling with the affairs of poor mortals; he may
fairly leave human nature to herself; and we may
sleep for one while at least secure from the attacks

of this hitherto restless Old Bachelor. It remains to

be seen, whether the world will be much benefited

by the change in his condition.

PART THE FIRST

THE Devil was sick and queasy of late,

And his sleep and his appetite fail'd him ;

His ears they hung down, and his tail it was clapp'd
Between his poor hoofs, like a dog that's been

rapp'd
None knew what the devil ail'd him.

ii

He tumbled and toss'd on his mattress o' nights,
That was fit for a fiend's disportal ;

For 't was made of the finest of thistles and thorn,

Which Alecto herself had gather'd in scorn

Of the best down beds that are mortal.
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in

His giantly chest in earthquakes heaved,

With groanings corresponding;
And mincing and few were the words he spoke,
While a sigh, like some delicate whirlwind, broke

From a heart that seem'd desponding.

IV

Now the Devil an old wife had for his dam.

I think none e'er was older:

Her years old Parr's were nothing to them;
And a chicken to her was Methusalem,
You'd say, could you behold her.

She remember'd Chaos a little child,

Strumming upon hand organs ;

At the birth of Old Night a gossip she sat,

The ancientest there, and was godmother at

The christening of the Gorgons.

VI

Her bones peep'd through a rhinoceros' skin,

Like a mummy's through its cerement
;

But she had a mother's heart, and guess'd
What pinch'd her son; whom she thus address'd

In terms that bespoke endearment.
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vii

"What ails my Nicky, my darling Imp,

My Lucifer bright, my Beelze?

My Pig, my Pug-with-a-curly-tail,

You are not well. Can a mother fail

To see that which all Hell see?"

VIII

"O mother dear, I am dying, I fear;

Prepare the yew, and the willow,

And the cypress black : for I get no ease

By day or by night for the cursed fleas

That skip about my pillow."

IX

"Your pillow is clean, and your pillow-beer,

For I wash'd 'em in Styx last night, son,

And your blankets both, and dried them upon
The brimstony banks of Acheron-

It is not thefleas that bite, son."

"O I perish of cold these bitter sharp nights,

The damp like an ague ferrets;

The ice and the frost hath shot into the bone;

And I care not greatly to sleep alone

O' nights for the fear of spirits."
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XI

"The weather is warm, my own sweet boy,

And the nights are close and stifling;

And for fearing of spirits, you cowardly elf-

Have you quite forgot you 're a spirit yourself?

Come, come, I see you are trifling.

XII

"I wish my Nicky is not in love
"

"O mother, you have nick'd it
'

And he turn'd his head aside with a blush

Not red-hot pokers or crimson plush,

Could half so deep have prick'd it.

XIII

"These twenty thousand good years or more,"

Quoth he, "on this burning shingle

I have led a lonesome bachelor's life,

Nor known the comfort of babe or wife

'T is a long time to live single."

XIV

Quoth she,
" If a wife is all you want,

I shall quickly dance at your wedding.
I am dry nurse, you know, to the female ghosts

"

And she call'd up her charge, and they came in hosts

To do the old beldam's bidding:
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xv

All who in their lives had been servants of sin-

Adulteress, wench, virago-
And murd'resses old that had pointed the knife

Against a husband's or father's life,

Each one a she lago.

XVI

First Jezebel came no need of paint
Or dressing to make her charming ;

For the blood of the old prophetical race

Had heighten'd the natural flush of her face

To a pitch 'bove rouge or carmine.

XVII

Semiramis there low tender'd herself,

With all Babel for a dowry:
With Helen, the flower and the bane of Greece

And bloody Medea next offer'd her fleece,

That was of Hell the houri.

XVIII

Clytemnestra, with Joan of Naples, put in ;

Cleopatra, by Antony quicken'd;

Jocasta, that married where she should not,

Came hand in hand with the daughters of Lot,

Till the Devil was fairly sicken'd.
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XIX

For the Devil himself, a devil as he is,

Disapproves unequal matches.

"O mother," he crjfe$, "despatch them hence;

No spirit--! speak it without offence

Shall have me in her hatches."

xx

With a wave of her wand they all were gone !

And now came out the slaughter :

" 'T is none of these that can serve my turn ;

For a wife of flesh and blood I burn-

I 'm in love with a tailor's daughter.

XXI

"'T is she must heal the wounds that she made,
'T is she must be my physician.

O parent mild, stand not my foe
"

For his mother had whisper'd something low

About "matching beneath his condition."

XXII

"And then we must get paternal consent,

Or an unblest match may vex ye."
" Her father is dead

;
I fetch'd him away,

In the midst of his goose last Michaelmas day
He died of an apoplexy.
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XXIII

"His daughter is fair, and an only heir

With her I long to tether

He has left her his hell, and all that he had;

The estates are contiguous, and I shall be mad
'Till we lay our two hells together."

XXIV

-But how do you know the fair maid's mind?"

Quoth he,
" Her loss was but recent ;

And I could not speak my mind, you know,
Just when I was fetching her father below

It would have been hardly decent.

xxv

"But a leer from her eye, where Cupids lie,

Of love gave proof apparent ;

And, from something she dropp'd, I shrewdly ween'd,

In her heart she judged that a living Fiend

Was better than a dead Parent.

XXVI

"But the time is short; and suitors may come
While I stand here reporting;

Then make your son a bit of a beau,

And give me your blessing before I go
To the other world a-courting."
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XXVII

"But what will you do with your horns, my son?

And that tail fair maids will mock it-

"My tail I will dock and as for the horn,

Like husbands above, I think no scorn

To carry it in my pocket."

XXVIII

"But what will you do with your feet, my son?"
" Here are stockings fairly woven :

My hoofs I will hide in silken hose ;

And cinnamon-sweet are my pettitoes

Because, you know, they are cloven.'"

XXIX

"Then take a blessing, my darling son,"

Quoth she, and kissed him civil

Then his neckcloth she tied ; and when he was drest

From top to toe in his Sunday's best,

He appear'd a comely devil.

XXX

So his leave he took: but how he fared

In his courtship barring failures

In a Second Part you shall read it soon,

In a brand-new song, to be sung to the tune

Of the "Devil among the Tailors."
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THE SECOND PART

CONTAINING THE COURTSHIP AND THE WEDDING

WHO is she that by night from her balcony looks

On a garden where cabbage is springing?

T is the tailor's fair lass, that we told of above;

She muses by moonlight on her true love ;

So sharp is Cupid's stinging.

ii

She has caught a glimpse of the Prince of the Air

In his Luciferian splendour,

And away with coyness and maiden reserve !

For none but the Devil her turn will serve,

Her sorrows else will end her.

Ill

She saw when he fetch'd her father away,
And the sight no whit did shake her ;

For the Devil may sure with his own make free

And "it saves besides," quoth merrily she,

"The expense of an undertaker.
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IV

"Then come, my Satan, my darling Sin,

Return to my arms, my Hell beau;

My Prince of Darkness, my crow-black dove-
And she scarce had spoke, when her own true love

Was kneeling at her elbow !

But she wist not at first that this was he,

That had raised such a boiling passion ;

For his old costume he had laid aside,

And was come to court a mortal bride

In a coat-and-waistcoat fashion.

VI

She miss'd his large horns, and she miss'd his fair tail,

That had hung so retrospective;
And his raven plumes, and some other marks

Regarding his feet, that had left their sparks
In a mind but too susceptive :

VII

And she held it scorn that a mortal born

Should the Prince of Spirits rival,

To clamber at midnight her garden fence

For she knew not else by what pretence
To account for his arrival.
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VIII

"What thief art thou," quoth she, "in the dark

That stumblest here presumptuous?
Some Irish adventurer I take you to be

A foreigner, from your garb I see,

Which besides is not over sumptuous."

IX

Then Satan, awhile dissembling his rank,

A piece of amorous fun tries :

Quoth he,
" I 'm a Netherlander born ;

Fair virgin, receive not my suit with scorn

I'm a Prince in the Low Countries

"Though I travel incog. From the Land of Fog
And Mist I am come to proffer

My crown and my sceptre to lay at your feet ;

It is not every day in the week you may meet,

Fair maid, with a Prince's offer.
"

XI

"Your crown and your sceptre I like full well,

They tempt a poor maiden's pride, sir;

But your lands and possessions excuse if I'm

rude

Are too far in a northerly latitude

For me to become your bride, sir.
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XII

"In that aguish clime I should catch my death,

Being but a raw new-comer
"

Quoth he,
"We have plenty of fuel stout ;

And the fires, which I kindle, never go out

By winter, nor yet by summer.

XIII

" I am Prince of Hell, and Lord Paramount
Over monarchs there abiding.

My groom of the stables is Nimrod old ;

And Nebuchadnazor my stirrups must hold,

When I go out a-riding.

XIV

"To spare your blushes, and maiden fears,

I resorted to these inventions

But, imposture, begone; and avaunt, disguise!"
And the Devil began to swell and rise

To his own diabolic dimensions.

xv

Twin horns from his forehead shot up to the moon,
Like a branching stag in Arden ;

Dusk wings through his shoulders with eagle's

strength
Push'd out; and his train lay floundering in length
An acre beyond the garden.
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XVI

To tender hearts I have framed my lay

Judge ye, all love-sick maidens,

When the virgin saw in the soft moonlight,
In his proper proportions, her own true knight,

If she needed long persuadings.

XVII

Yet a maidenly modesty kept her back,

As her sex's art had taught her:

For "the biggest fortunes," quoth she, "in the land

Are not worthy," then blush'd, "of your Highness's

hand,

Much less a poor tailor's daughter.

XVIII

"There's the two Miss Crockfords are single still,

For whom great suitors hunger;
And their father's hell is much larger than mine."

Quoth the Devil,
" I Ve no such ambitious design,

For their dad is an old fishmonger;

XIX

"And I cannot endure the smell offish

I have taken an anti-bias

To their livers, especially since the day
That the Angel smoked my cousin away
From the chaste spouse of Tobias.
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xx
" Had my amorous kinsman much longer stay'd,

The perfume would have seal'd his obit;

For he had a nicer nose than the wench,
Who cared not a pin for the smother and stench,

In the arms of the son of Tobit."

XXI

"I have read it," quoth she, "in Apocryphal Writ
"

And the Devil stoop'd down and kiss'd her;

Not Jove himself, when he courted in flame,

On Semele's lips, the love-scorch'd dame,

Impress'd such a burning blister.

XXII

The fire through her bones and her vitals shot

"O, I yield, my winsome marrow
I am thine for life" and black thunders roll'd

And she sank in his arms through the garden mould,
With the speed of a red-hot arrow.

XXIII

Merrily, merrily, ring the bells

From each Pandemonian steeple;

For the Devil hath gotten his beautiful bride,

And a wedding dinner he will provide,
To feast all kinds of people.
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XXIV

Fat bulls of Basan are roasted whole,

Of the breed that ran at David ;

With the flesh of goats, on the sinister side,

That shall stand apart, when the world is tried ;

Fit meat for souls unsaved !

xxv

The fowl from the spit were the Harpies' brood,

Which the bard sang near Cremona,

With a garnish of bats in their leathern wings imp'd ;

And the fish was two delicate slices crimp 'd,

Of the whale that swallow'd Jonah.

xxvi

Then the goblets were crown'd, and a health went

round

To the bride, in a wine like scarlet;

No earthly vintage so deeply paints,

For 't was dash'd with a tinge from the blood of the

saints

By the Babylonian Harlot.

XXVII

No Hebe fair stood cup-bearer there,

The guests were their own skinkers;

But Bishop Judas first blest the can,
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Who is of all Hell Metropolitan,
And kiss'd it to all the drinkers.

XXVIII

The feast being ended, to dancing they went,

To music that did produce a

Most dissonant sound, while a hellish glee
Was sung in parts by the Furies Three ;

And the Devil took out Medusa.

XXIX

But the best of the sport was to hear his old dam
Set up her shrill forlorn pipe

How the wither'd Beldam hobbled about,

And put the rest of the company out

For she needs must try a hornpipe.

XXX

But the heat, and the press, and the noise, and the

din,

Were so great, that, howe'er unwilling,
Our reporter no longer was able to stay,

But came in his own defence away,
And left the bride quadrupling.

CfiNTF
CHiLi>lifc.,
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THE REYNOLDS GALLERY

(THE "EXAMINER," JUNE 6, 1813)

A^J
exhibition of the works of Reynolds, first suggested

by a "lover of the arts" at the Royal Academy dinner

in 1811. "It was warmly applauded by the Prince Regent,
who was present, and who offered to contribute several works

by the late president in his own possession. This commemo-

ration of Reynolds took place in 1813, when 113 of his works

were gathered together for exhibition to the public, and in-

cluded some of his finest productions. It was inaugurated by
a banquet at Willis's Rooms at which the Prince Regent was

present, and at which all who were distinguished in position

and associated with the encouragement of the arts were spe-

cially invited to attend. This was the first public exhibition

of the works of any individual British artist" (Sandby's His-

tory of' the Royal Academy. London, 1862).

WORDSWORTH'S EXCURSION

("QUARTERLY REVIEW," OCTOBER 1814)

JEFFREY'S
famous notice of the Excursion, beginning

"This will never do," appeared in the Edinburgh Review

of November 1814, and by a happy coincidence Lamb's ap-

peared in the corresponding number of the Quarterly. Just

before its publication Lamb wrote to Wordsworth asking for

indulgence on the ground that it was the first review he had

ever written. "I hope," he says, "you will see good-will in

the thing. I had a difficulty to perform not to make it all
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panegyric; I have attempted to personate a mere stranger

to you, perhaps with too much strangeness. But you must

bear that in mind when you read it, and not think that I am

in mind distant from you or your poem, but that both are

close to me, among the nearest of persons and things. . . .

But," he concludes, "it must speak for itself, if Giffbrd and

his crew do not put words in its mouth, which I suspect."

This ominous hint was only too literally to be fulfilled. Im-

mediately after the appearance of the Quarterly Lamb wrote

again to his friend, this time in dismay: "I told you my
review was a very imperfect one. But what you will see in

the Quarterly is a spurious one, which Mr. Baviad Gifford

has palmed upon it for mine. I never felt more vexed in my
life than when I read it. I cannot give you an idea of what

he has done to it, out of spite at me, because he once suffered

me to be called a lunatic in his Review. The language he has

altered throughout. Whatever inadequateness it had to its

subject it was, in point of composition, the prettiest piece

of prose I ever writ ; and so my sister (to whom alone I read

the MS.) said. That charm, if it had any, is all gone; more

than a third of the substance is cut away, and that not all

from one place, but passim, so as to make utter nonsense.

Every warm expression is changed for a nasty cold one. I

have not the cursed alteration by me; I shall never look at

it again ; but, for a specimen, I remember I had said the poet

of the Excursion 'walks through common forests as through

some Dodona or enchanted wood, and every casual bird that

flits upon the boughs, like that miraculous one in Tasso, but

in language more piercing than any articulate sounds, reveals

to him far higher love-lays.' It is now (besides half a dozen

alterations in the same half dozen lines) 'but in language

more intelligent reveals to him'; that is one I remember.'
1 ''

There is much more in the same letter on the subject that

will be read with interest. In spite of Gilford's alterations
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there are passages in the Review, as it appeared, that are un-

mistakably Lamb's, and could have been written by no other

hand. The beautiful sentence about those who "never having

possessed the tenderness and docility"" of the childish age,

"know not what the soul of a child is, how apprehensive, how

imaginative, how religious," is unquestionably a "sweet fore-

warning" of one of the most affecting passages in the Elia

Essay "New Year's Eve."

As I have elsewhere remarked, much of Lamb's praise may
seem commonplace compared with the able and sympathetic
Wordsworthian criticism that has been produced in the last

seventy years. But, as usual, he was among the first to recog-
nise a really good thing, while the world's eyes were still

closed. It is the timeliness of his appreciation that should

win our gratitude.

THEATRICAL NOTICES

THE
three following theatrical criticisms appeared in the

columns of the Examiner with the signature, four aster-

isks (*
* *

*), adopted by Lamb in his communications to

that journal. To the third of these anonymous articles (New

pieces at the Lyceum), Leigh Hunt prefixed an editorial note,

pointing to a special and distinguished authorship. He speaks
of "an impudent rogue of a friend whose most daring tricks

and pretences carry as good a countenance with them as vir-

tues in any other man, and who has the face above all to be

a better critic than ourselves."

The letter about Miss Kelly was originally addressed to

Lamb's old schoolfellow and friend John Mathew Gutch, for

a long time editor of Farlejfs Bristol Journal. Leigh Hunt

prefaced the letter, in copying it into the Examiner, as fol-

lows: "The reader we are sure will thank us for extracting
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the following observations on a favourite actress from a pro-
vincial paper, the Bristol Journal. We should have guessed

the masterly and cordial hand that wrote them had we met

with it in the East Indies. There is but one praise belonging
to Miss Kelly which it has omitted and which it could not

supply; and that is, that she has had finer criticism written

upon her than any performer that ever trod the stage."

FIRST FRUITS OF AUSTRALIAN POETRY

("EXAMINER," JANUARY 16, 1820)

A COLLECTION of verse, printed for private circulation,

by Lamb's old friend, Barren Field, who was Judge of

the Supreme Court at Sydney, New South Wales, from 1816

to 1824. The poems afterwards appeared as an appendix to

a volume of geographical memoirs, published by Murray, in

1825. Compare Lamb's Elia Essay, Distant Correspondents.

I First Adventure.

A parody of Bishop Hall's:

"I first adventure: follow me who list,

And be the second English Satirist."

THE GENTLE GIANTESS

("LONDON MAGAZINE,"" DECEMBER 1822)

\ LTHOUGH Lamb domiciles the widow Blacket at Ox-

A~]L ford, her original would seem to have belonged to the

sister University. It can hardly be coincidence that Lamb
thus writes in the same year to Miss Wordsworth of a certain

stout lady at Cambridge: "Ask anybody you meet who is
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the biggest woman in Cambridge, and 1 11 hold you a wager

they'll say Mrs. Smith. She broke down two benches in

Trinity Gardens, one on the confines of St. John's, which occa-

sioned a litigation between the Societies as to repairing it. In

warm weather she retires into an ice-cellar (literally!) and dates

the returns of the years from a hot Thursday some twenty

years back. She sits in a room with opposite doors and win-

dows, to let in a thorough draught, which gives her slenderer

friends toothaches."

ON A PASSAGE IN "THE TEMPEST 1

("LONDON MAGAZINE,"" NOVEMBER 1823)

ELMB'S
citation from Ogilby is no jeu cTesprit, but a gen-

uine transcript. There can be little doubt that an early

version of this story was known to Shakspeare. The siege of

Algiers took place in 1542, and all the authorities cited by

Ogilby wrote before Shakspeare's day. In company with Mr.

Aldis Wright, I have referred to many of these in the Library

of Trinity College, Cambridge, but as yet have not found

any mention of the witch incident.

LETTER TO AN OLD GENTLEMAN WHOSE
EDUCATION HAS BEEN NEGLECTED

("LONDON MAGAZINE," JANUARY 1825)

THE papers here playfully imitated are of course De

Quincey's "Letters to a Young Man whose Education

has been neglected," which appeared first in the London

Magazine. Lamb has not attempted to parody more than

the introductory passages of De Quincey's first letter, and

here and there the solemn sententiousness of the original.
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The "first question" addressed to De Quincey, "Whether to

you, with your purposes, and at your age of thirty-two, a

residence at either of our English universities or at any for-

eign university can be of much service?" is very humorously

paralleled by the supposed question of Lamb's correspondent
"Whether a person at the age of sixty-three, with no more

proficiency than a tolerable knowledge of most of the char-

acters of the English alphabet at first sight amounts to ...

may hope to arrive, within a presumable number of years, at

that degree of attainments which shall entitle the possessor

to the character, which you are on so many accounts justly

desirous of acquiring, of a learned man? Lamb writes to Miss

Hutchinson that "De Quincey's parody was submitted to him

before being printed, and had his probatum"

BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR OF MR. LISTON

("LONDON MAGAZINE," JANUARY 1825)

SEE
letter of Lamb to Miss Hutchinson of January 25,

1825. "Did you read the Memoir of Liston? and did you

guess whose it was? Of all the lies I ever put off, I value this

most. It is from top to toe, every paragraph, pure invention,

and has passed for gospel ; has been republished in newspapers,
and in the penny play-bills of the night, as an authentic ac-

count. I shall certainly go to the naughty man some day for

my fibbings." So again, to Bernard Barton: "I have caused

great speculation in the dramatic (not tliy) world by a lying
' Life of Liston,

1
all pure invention. The town has swallowed

it, and it is copied into newspapers, play-bills, etc., as authen-

tic. You do not know the droll, and possibly missed reading

the article (in our first number, new series). A life more im-

probable for him to have lived would not easily be invented."
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MR. MUNDEN
("LONDON MAGAZINE," FEBRUARY 1825)

"
T_TE wrote in the same Magazine two lives of Liston and

A. _L Munden which the public took for serious, and which

exhibit an extraordinary jumble of imaginary facts and truth

of bye-painting. Munden he made born at Stoke Pogis, the

very sound of which was like the actor speaking and digging
his words" (Leigh Hunt's Autobiography, chap. xvi.).

REFLECTIONS IN THE PILLORY

("LONDON MAGAZINE," MARCH 1825)

THE LAST PEACH

("LONDON MAGAZINE," APRIL 1825)

A REMINISCENCE, apparently of the old mansion of

the Plumers at Blakesware, and of Lamb's summer holi-

day spent there with his grandmother. See Elia Essay, Blokes-

moor in H shire, and my notes upon it. The "hot feel of

the brickwork" is another exquisite touch to be added to the

"sulky pike" and the "solitary wasp" in that delightful picture.

THE ILLUSTRIOUS DEFUNCT

("NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE," 1825)

WHEN
Lamb wrote this admirable essay, the State-

lottery system was, as he says, "moribund," but not

yet extinct. It came to an end in the following year. In the

number of Hone's Every-Day Booh for November 15, 1826,
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will be found some most amusing particulars of the event,

and the expiring efforts of the ticket-sellers to advertise their

wares. "Positively the last lottery that will ever be drawn in

England. All lotteries end for ever, 18 October.
11 Hone gives a

copy of a pictorial advertisement, representing a fishwoman,

sitting down by the side of her basket and reading a printed

bill "What's the odds?" she says, "while I am floundering

here the goldfish will be gone; and as I always was a dab at

hooking the right numbers, I must cast for a share of the six

.30,000 on the 18th of July; for it is but 'giving a sprat to

catch a herring,
1
as a body may say, and it is the last chance

we shall have in England.
11

In after days, Hone adds, this

may be looked on with interest as a specimen of the means to

which the lottery-schemers were reduced in order to attract

attention to "the last."

THE RELIGION OF ACTORS

("NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE," 1826)

LITTLE thing without name will also be printed on

the Religion of the Actors, but it is out of your way,

so I recommend you, with true author's hypocrisy, to skip it"

(Lamb to Bernard Barton, March 1826).

THE MONTHS

(HONE'S "EVERY-DAY BOOK," APRIL 16, 1826)

HONE
prefixes the following note: "C. L., whose papers

under these initials on 'Captain Starkey,' 'The Ass,
1

and 'Squirrels,' besides other communications are in the first

volume, drops the following pleasant article 'in an hour of

need.'"
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"Those Every-Day and Table Books will be a treasure a

hundred years hence, but they have failed to make Honeys

fortune." So Lamb wrote to Southey in 1830, pleading for

the straggling editor, for whom kind friends had then just

opened a coffee-house in the city. It was in a like "hour of

need" that Lamb had originally sent contributions to the

pleasant columns of the Every-Day Book. Hone acknowledges
his gratitude in a dedicatory letter prefixed to the completed
work. "Your letter to me," he writes, "within the first two

months from the commencement of the present work, approv-

ing my notice of St. Chad's Well, and your afterwards daring

to publish me your 'friend"" with your proper name annexed,

I shall never forget. How can I forget your and Miss Lamb's

sympathy and kindness when glooms overmastered me, and

that your pen sparkled in the book when my mind was in

clouds and darkness. These 'trifles,"
1

as each of you would call

them, are benefits scored upon my heart."

REMINISCENCE OF SIR JEFFERY DUNSTAN

(HONE'S "EVERY-DAY BOOK," JUNE 22, 1826)

THE following extract from Sir Richard Phillips' Morn-

ing's Walk to Kew (1817), as quoted in Hone's Every-

Day Book, forms the best explanation of Lamb's letter to the

editor: "Southward of Wandsworth a road extends nearly

two miles to the village of Lower Tooting, and nearly mid-

way are a few houses, or hamlet, by the side of a small com-

mon called Garrat, from which the road itself is called Garrat

Lane. Various encroachments on this common led to an asso-

ciation of the neighbours, about three score years since, when

they chose a president, or mayor, to protect their rights ; and

the time of their first election being the period of a new Par-
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liament, it was agreed that the mayor should be rechosen

after every general election. Some facetious members of the

club gave in a few years local notoriety to this election; and

when party spirit ran high in the days of Wilkes and Liberty,

it was easy to create an appetite for a burlesque election

among the lower orders of the metropolis. The publicans at

Wandsworth, Tooting, Battersea, Clapham and Vauxhall,
made a purse to give it character; and Mr. Foote rendered

its interest universal by calling one of his inimitable farces

'The Mayor of Garrat.
1

I have indeed been told that Foote,

Garrick, and Wilkes wrote some of the candidates' addresses,

for the purpose of instructing the people in the corruptions
which attend elections to the legislature, and of producing
those reforms by means of ridicule and shame which are vainly

expected from solemn appeals of argument and patriotism.
" Not being able to find the members for Garrat in Beatson's

political index, or in any of the court calendars, I am obliged
to depend on tradition for information in regard to the early

history of this famous borough. The first mayor of whom I

could hear was called Sir John Harper. He filled the seat

during two Parliaments, and was, it appears, a man of wit,

for on a dead cat being thrown at him on the hustings, and a

bystander exclaiming that it stunk worse than a fox, Sir John

vociferated, 'That's no wonder, for you see it's a pole-cat."
1

"This noted baronet was, in the metropolis, a retailer of

brick-dust; and, his Garrat honours being supposed to be a

means of improving his trade and the condition of his ass,

many characters in similar occupations were led to aspire to

the same distinctions.

"He was succeeded by Sir Jeffery Dunstan, who was returned

for three Parliaments, and was the most popular candidate

that ever appeared on the Garrat hustings. His occupation
was that of buying old wigs, once an article of trade like that

in old clothes, but become obsolete since the full-bottomed
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and full-dressed wigs of both sexes went out of fashion. Sir

Jeffery usually carried his wig-bag over his shoulder, and, to

avoid the charge of vagrancy, vociferated, as he passed along
the street, 'old wigs'; but having a person like Esop, and a

countenance and manner marked by irresistible humour, he

never appeared without a train of boys and curious persons

whom he entertained by his sallies of wit, shrewd sayings, and

smart repartees; and from whom without begging he collected

sufficient to maintain his dignity as mayor and knight. He
was no respecter of persons, and was so severe in his jokes on

the corruptions and compromisers of power, that the street-

jester was prosecuted for using what were then called sedi-

tious expressions; and, as a caricature on the times which

ought never to be forgotten, he was in 1793 tried, convicted,

and imprisoned ! In consequence of this affair, and some charges

of dishonesty, he lost his popularity, and at the general elec-

tion for 1796 was ousted by Sir Harry Dimsdale, muffin-seller,

a man as much deformed as himself. Sir Jeffery could not long
survive his fall; but in death as in life he proved a satire on

the vices of the proud, for in 1797 he died like Alexander

the Great and many other heroes renowned in the historic

page of suffocation from excessive drinking !"

CAPTAIN STARKEY

(HONE'S "EVERY-DAY BOOK," VOL. i., JULY 21)

UNDER
the date of 9th July Hone had published a re-

view of the following work "Memoirs of the Life of

Benj. Starkey, late of London, but now an inmate of the

Freemen's Hospital in Newcastle. Written by himself. With
a portrait of the author, and a fac-simile of his handwriting.

Printed and sold by William Hall, Great Market, Newcastle,

1818." The book, the reviewer good-naturedly says, is the ad-
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ventureless history of a man who did no harm in the world,

and thought he had a right to live, because he was a living

being. In the course of his hand-to-mouth struggle for ex-

istence, Starkey records how, at the age of fourteen, he was

"bound apprentice to Mr. William Bird, an eminent writer

and teacher of languages and mathematics, in Fetter Lane,

Holborn." It was the mention of this, his earliest place of edu-

cation, that attracted the notice of Lamb, and produced the

singularly interesting contribution to his own biography con-

tained in this letter.

THE ASS

(HONE'S "EVERY-DAY BOOK," VOL. i., OCTOBER 5)

HONE
prefaces Lamb's contribution with the following

note: "The cantering of Tim Tims'" (a correspond-
ent who had written on the same subject a few weeks earlier)

"startles him who told of his 'youthful days' at the school

wherein poor Starkey cyphered part of his little life. C. L.

'getting well, but weak' from painful and severe indisposition,

is 'off and away' for a short discursion. Better health to him,

and good be to him all his life. Here he is."

IN RE SQUIRRELS

(HONE'S "EVERY-DAY BOOK," VOL. i., OCTOBER 18)

A CORRESPONDENT of the Gentleman's Magazine, on

the seventh of the same month, had communicated his

experience of these little creatures, and among other letters to

Hone which it had called forth was this of Lamb's a trifle,

but rich in his peculiar humour.
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ESTIMATE OF DEFOE'S SECONDARY NOVELS

CONTRIBUTED
by Lamb to his friend Walter Wilson's

"Memoirs of the Life and Times of Daniel Defoe, 1829."

The substance of a portion of it will be found in a letter of

December 1822, on first hearing of Wilson's intention to un-

dertake the work. See also another letter to Wilson, of No-

vember 15, 1829, acknowledging a present of the completed

work, and saying "I shall always feel happy in having my
name go down anyhow with Defoe's and that of his histori-

ographer. I promise myself, if not immortality, yet diuturnity

of being read in consequence."

RECOLLECTIONS OF A LATE ROYAL
ACADEMICIAN

("ENGLISHMAN'S MAGAZINE," SEPTEMBER 1831)

GEORGE
DAWE, born in London, February 8, 1781 ;

died, October 15, 1829; buried in St. Paul's Cathedral.

His chief work, after early years engaged in historical-paint-

ing, was in portrait-painting. He was engaged by the Em-

peror of Russia to paint his officers who had been prominent
in the wars with Napoleon. For this purpose he started for

Russia in January 1819, and, during a residence there of nine

years, is said to have painted four hundred portraits, which

decorate a large gallery in the Emperor's Palace, called the

Hermitage (Redgrave's Biographical Dictionary of British

Artists). Dawe made a large fortune, but seems to have lost

it in imprudent speculations. He was made Associate of the

Academy in 1809 ("By what law of association," Lamb wrote

at the time, "I cannot guess"), and full Academician in 1814.

This paper was Lamb's first contribution to the English-
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man's Magazine, when his friend Moxon became publisher of

it. It was arranged that Lamb should furnish miscellaneous

papers to appear under the general heading of Peters Net.

Lamb writes to Moxon in August 1831 on the subject of these

Recollections : "The R.A. here memorised was George Dawe,

whom I knew well, and heard many anecdotes of, from Daniels

and Westall, at H. Rogers's: to each oftfwm it will be well to

send a Magazine in my name. It will fly like wild-fire among
the Royal Academicians and artists. . . . The anecdotes of

G. D. are substantially true; what does Elia (or Peter) care

for dates?
11

REMARKABLE CORRESPONDENT

THIS
letter, and the one that follows it, explain them-

selves. They appeared in Hone's Every-Day Book under

the dates May 1 and August 12. It will be remembered that

George IV. was born on August 12, 1762, but that the anni-

versary was always kept on the corresponding Saint's Day,

that of St. George, April 23, the day which for the same

reason, oddly enough, has always been claimed for Shakspeare's

birthday. To both these remonstrances Hone appended a

playful reply.

MRS. GILPIN RIDING TO EDMONTON

THIS
short paper, headed by a rude woodcut of a woman

in a poke-bonnet sitting on a stile, appeared in Hone's

Table-Book (1827-28), vol. ii. The signature and the internal

evidence of style would sufficiently identify the author, even

if Mr. Frederick Locker did not possess the original manu-

script in Lamb's unmistakable handwriting. Lamb was living

at Enfield at the time, and the proximity of Edmonton, com-
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bined with his own and his sister's experiences of the fields in

that neighbourhood, fully account for the playful romance.

It hardly needs to be said that the whole thing is invention.

The suggestion that the rude woodcut, obviously by one of

Hone's stock caricaturists, was
"
probably by the poet's friend,

Romney," is a stroke of humour that could belong to no one

except Charles Lamb.

SATURDAY NIGHT

(FROM "THE GEM," A KEEPSAKE OR ANNUAL FOR THE

YEAR 1830)

r I ^HE preceding volume, for 1829, had been edited by
JL Thomas Hood, and in it had appeared a short sketch,

signed with Lamb's name, but really contributed by Hood

himself, as a joke in which Lamb's love of hoaxing allowed

him to concur.

The present contribution was written to accompany an

engraving from David Wilkie's picture, Saturday Night, in

which a cottager appears washing her child's face, and appar-

ently rubbing the soap and water well in with her bare hand.

An old man, presumably the child's grandfather, is leisurely

stropping a razor in the chimney corner. It is yet one more

vivid remembrance of Lamb's childish days with his grand-

mother in Hertfordshire.

THOUGHTS ON PRESENTS OF GAME, ETC.

(FROM THE "ATHEN.EUM," NOVEMBER 30, 1833)

E.MB'S
friend Chambers who had made "many hours

happy in the life of Elia" was a fellow-clerk with him

in the India House; one of the six who sat in the same com-
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partment of the large room in the accountant's office. These

compartments were called "compounds.'" Lamb once defined

his compound, it may be remembered, as a "collection of

simples.""

A POPULAR FALLACY

(FROM THE "NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE," JUNE 1826)

oRIGINALLY intended, no doubt, to form one of the

series afterwards republished in the Last Essays of Elia.

CHARLES LAMB'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY

"

APPEARED first in the New Monthly Magazine for April

1835, with the following prefatory note:

We have been favoured, by the kindness of Mr. Upcott,
with the following sketch, written in one of his manuscript
collections by Charles Lamb. It will be read with deep in-

terest by all, but with the deepest interest by those who had

the honour and happiness of knowing the writer. It is so

singularly characteristic that we can scarcely persuade our-

selves we do not hear it, as we read, spoken from his living

lips. Slight as it is, it conveys the most exquisite and perfect

notion of the personal manner and habits of our friend. For

the intellectual rest we lift the veil of its noble modesty, and

can even here discern them. Mark its humour, crammed into

a few thinking words; its pathetic sensibility in the midst of

contrast; its wit, truth, and feeling; and, above all, its fanci-

ful retreat at the close, under a phantom cloud of death.
11

Mr. Upcott was Assistant Librarian of the London Institu-

tion, and one of the contributors to a Biographical Diction-

ary ofLiving Authors of Great Britain and Ireland, 1816. It

may have been for a proposed new edition of this work that
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Lamb contributed this brief account of himself and estimate

of his powers in 1827.

LETTER OF ELIA TO ROBERT SOUTHEY, ESQ.

("LONDON MAGAZINE," OCTOBER 1823)

THE concluding paragraphs of this letter, under the title

of "The Tombs in the Abbey," were republished by
Lamb in the Last Essays of Elia in 1833. For the origin and

history of the letter, as a whole, I may refer to my notes on

that essay. The article by Southey which provoked it appeared

in the Quarterly Review for January 1823.

A Poor Child, an Exile at Genoa.

Leigh Hunt's eldest boy, Thornton, at that time with his

family in Italy. Leigh Hunt left for Italy in November 1821,

and was absent from England till 1825.

/ am sorry to hear that you are engaged upon a Life

of George Fox.
This idea, though never carried out, was at one time seriously

entertained. See Southey's Letters to Bernard Barton, in Bar-

ton's Letters and Poems, edited by his daughter, with memoir

by Edward FitzGerald, 1849. Southey's Life of Wesley had

appeared in 1820. It was after reading this work that a Wes-

leyan minister is related to have murmured, as he laid it down,

"Sir, thou hast nothing to draw with, and the well is deep"
a profounder criticism on Southey's capacity for dealing

with such subjects than any to be found in this essay.

There is ,
and , ivhom you never heard of.

The blanks in the sentences that follow cannot all be supplied,

but most of the initials belong to names easily to be identi-

fied. "N., my own and my father's friend," was Randal Norris,
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the Sub-Treasurer of the Inner Temple; "T. N. T./' Thomas

Noon Talfourd. afterwards the judge, and Lamb's executor and

biographer: ""NY. the light . . . Janus of The London" Wain-

wright, whose affected gaiety and high spirits imposed upon
Lamb and many others, till connoted of forgery and murder:

"modest and amiable C.." Henry Francis Gary, the translator

of Dante; "Allan C." Allan Cunningham: "P r," Procter.

better known as Bam- Cornwall: "A p." Thomas Allsop,

author of the Letters, Conservations. and Recollections ofSamuel

Taylor Coleridge; "G n." James Gillman, the surgeon, in

whose house at Highgate Coleridge lived and died: "M." Mr.

Monkhouse. a cousin of Mi's. Wordsworth's; "H. C. R.." Henrv
*

Crabb Robinson, in whose delightful diaries many an interest-

ing anecdote of Lamb and Coleridge is to be found: " W. A..*
1

William Ayrton. the musical critic, and one of the first to

make the great German composers popular in this country,

through that admirable work The Mu.sical Library. By the

courtesy of the present Mr. William Scroop Ayrton. I possess

copies of several short notes from Lamb to his father, chiefly

refemno- to the weeklv rubber, in which the Avrtons and the
.

Burneys took part. They are, for the most part, written in

the wildest spirit of drollery. One may be given as a sample,

especially as it touches a national event of July 1821 :

"DEAR AYRTOK In consequence of the august coronation,

we propose postponing (I wonder if these words ever met so

close before mark the elegancy) our Wednesday this week

to Friday, when a grand rural J'ite champetre will be given at

Russell House ; the back-garden to be illuminated in honour of

the late ceremony. Yivat Regina. Moriatur R x. C. L."

The Authors of Rimini and of the Table Talk.

Leigh Hunt and William Hazlitt.

/ idsh you icould read Mr. H.'s lines.

The first stanza runs thus :
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'"'Sleep breathes at last from out thee,

My little patient boy;
And balmy rest about thee

Smooths off the day's annoy:
I sit me down and think

Of all thy winning ways.
Yet almost wish, with sudden shrink,

That I had less to praise."

/ stood ucell uith himfor fifteen years.
The precise occasion of the breach between Lamb and Hazlitt

it might be impossible to discover. Hazlitt was moody and

sensitive, and unduly impatient of criticism. It is pleasant to

know that Lamb's manly defence of his old friend in this letter

had the effect of restoring their old intimacy; and when he

died, seven years later, Lamb was among the friends who were

round his bed.

That amiable spy, Major Andre.
For an interesting account of the removal of Andre's remains

to Westminster Abbey in 1821, see Dean Stanley's Memorials

of the Abbey. "On the monument, in bas-relief, by Van Gelder,

is to be seen the likeness of Washington receiving the flag of

truce, and the letter either of Andre or of Clinton. Many a

citizen of the great Western Republic has paused before the

sight of the sad story. Often has the head of Washington or

Andre been carried off, perhaps by republican or royalist in-

dignation, but more probably by the pranks of Westminster

boys."

On the subject of the letter generally, see letters of Lamb
to Bernard Barton, July 10 and September 17, 1823 : also letter

to Southey of November 21. in which the old friendly relations

are once more established. "The kindness of your note has

melted away the mist which was upon me. That accursed Q. R.

had vexed me by a gratuitous speaking, of its own knowledge,
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that the 'Confessions of a Drunkard' was a genuine description

of the state of the writer. Little things that are not ill-meant

may produce much ill. That might have injured me alive and

dead. I am in a public office, and my life is insured. I was pre-

pared for anger, and I thought I saw in a few obnoxious words,

a hard case of repetition directed against me. I wish both

Magazine and Review at the bottom of the sea. I shall be

ashamed to see you, and my sister (though innocent) will be

still more so; for the folly was done without her knowledge,

and has made her uneasy ever since. My guardian angel was

absent at that time.
1"

By the kindness of Miss Warter, Southey's grand-daughter,

I am able to print the letter which Lamb refers to above. It

is here, I believe, printed for the first time:

"Mr DEAR LAMB On Monday I saw your letter in the

London Magazine, which I had not before had an opportunity

of seeing, and I now take the first interval of leisure for reply-

ing to it.

"Nothing could be further from my mind than any inten-

tion or apprehension of any way offending or injuring a man

concerning whom I have never spoken, thought, or felt other-

wise than with affection, esteem, and admiration.

"If you had let me know in any private or friendly manner

that you felt wounded by a sentence in which nothing but

kindness was intended or that you found it might injure the

sale of your book I would most readily and gladly have in-

serted a note in the next Review to qualify and explain what

had hurt you.

"You have made this impossible, and I am sorry for it. But

I will not engage in controversy with you to make sport for

the Philistines.

"The provocation must be strong indeed that can rouse me

to do this, even with an enemy. And if you can forgive an

unintended offence as heartily as I do the way in which you
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have resented it, there will be nothing to prevent our meeting
as we have heretofore done, and feeling towards each other as

we have always been wont to do.

"Only signify a correspondent willingness on your part, and

send me your address, and my first business next week shall be

to reach your door, and shake hands with you and your sister.

Remember me to her most kindly and believe me Yours,

with unabated esteem and regards, ROBERT SOUTHEY."

TABLE-TALK, AND FRAGMENTS OF CRITICISM

A PORTION of these were published in the Athenaeum,

January, May, June, and July, 1834; the remainder are

culled from various sources.

I

ELIA TO HIS CORRESPONDENTS

N Leigh Hunt's Indicator of January 31, 1821, appeared

the paragraph referred to by Lamb. It ran as follows:

" TJie Works of Charles Lamb. We reprint in our present

number a criticism in the Examiner on the works of this

author. He is not so much known as he is admired; but if to

be admired, and more, by those who are better known have

anything of the old laudatory desideratum in it, we know no

man who possesses a more enviable share of praise. The truth

is that Mr. Lamb in general has performed his services to the

literary world so anonymously, and in his most trivial subjects

has such a delicate and extreme sense of all that is human, that

common readers have not been aware of half his merits, nor

great numbers of his existence. When his writings were col-

lected by the bookseller (in 1818), people of taste were asking
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who this Mr. Charles Lamb was that had written so well.

They were answered, The man who set the critics right about

the old English dramatists, and whom some of them showed

at once their ingratitude and their false pretensions by abus-

ing. Besides the work here alluded to, Mr. Lamb is the author

of an interesting prose abridgment of the Odyssey, under the

title of the Adventures of Ulysses, and has helped his sister

in other little works for children (equally fit for those 'of a

larger growth
1

), especially one called Mrs. Leicester s School.

We believe we are taking no greater liberty with him than

our motives will warrant when we add that he sometimes writes

in the London Magazine under the signature of -E/ia."

The second of these replies to correspondents arose out of

the former. Very curious and pathetic is the reference to his

alleged birthplace in Princes Street, Cavendish Square. Princes

Street, Leicester Square, is where Mr. Bartram lived, who mar-

ried Lamb's old love, Alice W . The whole paper is a se-

ries of mystifications. Calne in Wiltshire was not the birthplace
of Coleridge, whose personality Lamb adopted in the Essay
on Christ's Hospital ; but Coleridge did actually live at Calne

for a time, in later years.

ON THE DEATH OF COLERIDGE

THIS
singularly touching confidence was first communi-

cated to the world by Mr. John Forster, in a paper on

Lamb contributed after his death to the New Monthly Maga-
zine in 1835. It was thus introduced: "Lamb never fairly

recovered the death of Coleridge. He thought of little else (his

sister was but another portion of himself) until his own great

spirit joined his friend's. He had a habit of venting his melan-

choly in a sort of mirth. He would with nothing graver than

a pun 'cleanse his bosom of the perilous stuff that weighed'
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upon it. In a jest or a few light phrases he would lay open the

recesses of his heart. So in respect of the death of Coleridge.

Some old friends of his saw him two or three weeks ago, and

remarked the constant turning and reference of his mind. He

interrupted himself and them almost every instant with some

play of affected wonder or humorous melancholy on the words
'

Coleridge is dead."
1

Nothing could divert him from that, for

the thought of it never left him. About the same time we had

written to him to request a few lines for the literary album of

a gentleman who entertained a fitting admiration of his genius.

It was the last request we were to make, and the last kindness

we were to receive. He wrote in Mr. 's volume, and wrote

of Coleridge. This, we believe, was the last production of his

pen. A strange and not unenviable chance, which saw him at

the end of his literary pilgrimage, as he had been at the be-

ginning, in that immortal company. We are indebted, with

the reader, to the kindness of our friend for permission to

print the whole of what was written. It would be impertinence
to offer a remark on it. Once read, its noble and affectionate

tenderness will be remembered for ever."

PROLOGUES, EPILOGUES, ETC.

Prologue to Coleridge s "Remorse"
/COLERIDGE'S tragedy of Osorio, originally written in

\^J 1797, was brought out in a revised shape, and under the

name of Remorse, at Drury Lane in 1813. It had a run of

twenty nights.

Prologue to "Antonio"
Godwin's play was produced on December 13, 1800, and hope-

lessly failed. See letter of Lamb to Manning, December 16,

1800. See also Mr. Kegan Paul's Life of Godwin for a full
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account of Lamb's untiring efforts in his friend's behalf. The

footnotes to the prologue are, of course, Lamb's own, appended
in a letter to Manning of December 13.

Prologue to "Faulkener"
The tragedy was played at Drury Lane, December 16, 1807.

The subject of the play was taken from an incident in Defoe's

Roxana. See Kegan Paul's Life of Godwin, ii. 162.

Epilogue to "The Wife."
Sheridan Knowles acknowledges Lamb's contribution to his

drama in the preface to the published edition in 1833. The

Epilogue was spoken by Miss Ellen Tree, who played the

heroine.

Epilogue to "Richard II"
This Epilogue was written by Lamb for an amateur perform-
ance of Richard II. by the family of his friend Barren Field,

in the year 1824. The late Miss Field, of Hastings, to whom
I was indebted for the copy, told me that she (then a girl of

19) sat by the side of Lamb during the performance. She

remembered well, she said, that in the course of the play a

looking-glass was broken, and that Lamb turned to her and

whispered "Sixpence!" She added that before the play began,
while the guests were assembling, the butler announced "Mr.

Negus!" upon which Lamb exclaimed, "Hand him round!"

To Clara N.

(Athenaeum, July 26, 1834.) Clara Novello, the fourth daughter
of Lamb's old and valued friend, Vincent Novello. When Lamb
wrote this complimentary tribute, she was only sixteen years

of age. She had made her first appearance in public the year

before, and was already singing (in this year, 1834) at both

the Philharmonic and the Ancient Concerts. Lamb had prob-
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ably heard her chiefly at her father's house. Clara Novello,

afterwards the Countess Gigliucci, happily still lives, to re-

member with pride her enthusiastic though unmusical admirer.

To my Friend the Indicator.

(Leigh Hunt, who brought out the periodical in question in

1819.) It took its name from a fanciful application of the fol-

lowing passage from a work on Natural History: "There is

a bird in the interior of Africa whose habits would rather seem

to belong to the interior of Fairy-land, but they have been

well authenticated. It indicates to honey-hunters where the

nests of wild bees are to be found. It calls them with a cheer-

ful cry which they answer; and, on finding itself recognised,

flies and hovers over a hollow tree containing the honey. While

they are occupied in collecting it, the bird goes to a little dis-

tance, where he observes all that passes ; and the hunters, when

they have helped themselves, take care to leave him his portion

of the food. This is the Cuculus Indicator of Linna3us, other-

wise called the Moroc, Bee Cuckoo, or Honey Bird.
11

Saint Crispin to Mr. Giffbrd.

Gifford, the Editor of the Quarterly, was, as is well known, in

early life apprenticed to a shoemaker. Lamb had a special

grudge against him for mangling his review of Wordsworth's

Excursion. See note on Lamb's review in the present volume.

In Tabulam Eximii.

On Haydon's Picture, the Entry of Christ into Jerusalem. I

have corrected the text of the Latin from the copy given in

Haydon's Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 13. As Tom Taylor remarks, this

specimen of Lamb's Latinity is more monkish than classical.

He probably meant it to be so. Haydon's picture was exhibited

by him in 1820. See his Memoirs, i. 399.
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POLITICAL SQUIBS, EPIGRAMS, ETC.

To Sir James Mackintosh.
r 9 ^HE unfortunate epigram that brought about the final

JL collapse of the Albion. See Elia Essay, "Newspapers

thirty-five years ago." The epigrams that follow will not strike

the reader as having any great merit, or reason to exist. They

appeared for the most part in the Examiner, where any stick

did well enough with which to beat the Prince Regent. He tells

Bernard Barton, in 1829, "Strolling to Waltham Cross the

other day, I hit off these lines. It is one of the crosses which

Edward I. caused to be built for his wife at every town where

her corpse rested, between Northamptonshire and London.
1'

The epigram, as given in the letter, exhibits some considerable

variations.

"One Dip"
Archdeacon Hessey has lately made public, for the first time,

the very curious history of this little fable. It was one of two

epigrams written by Lamb for Archdeacon Hessey and his

brother, the late Rev. Francis Hessey, when schoolboys at Mer-

chant Taylors. The subject for the Latin epigram was "Suum

Cuique," and the epigram may be found in my notes to the

Essay "On the Inconveniences resulting from being hanged"

(Lamtfs Poems, Plays, and Miscellaneous Essays, p. 260). The

subject proposed for the English epigram was, "Brevis esse

laboro," and, as Archdeacon Hessey remarks, "the adven-

ture recorded might well have happened to Lamb himself.
1'

It should be added that the production of these epigrams

being of regular and frequent recurrence, the boys were al-

lowed and almost expected to obtain help from their friends.

In previous editions of Lamb's works, the epigram will be

found, with the signature "H y," but up to the date of

Archdeacon Hessey's interesting paper in the Taylorlan, it
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had never been explained. "I have now before me," the Arch-

deacon writes, "the copies of them as they were shown up to

the head-master, with the names of J. A. Hessey and F. Hessey
attached to them respectively." See letter of Lamb to Southey,
of May 10, 1830.

Satan in Search of a IVlfe.

Originally published in a thin volume, with illustrations, by
Moxon in 1831. It seems to have been the combined product
of reading Moore's Loves of the Angels and Coleridge and

Southey's Devil's Walk, with the crop of imitations to which

the latter poem gave rise. The choosing the daughter of a

tailor, as the lady who won Satan's young affections, is due

solely to the grim circumstance that the cavity beneath a

tailor's shop-board, into which he lets fall the portions of

cloth which form his "cabbage," is called in the strange slang

of the profession, his " Hell." The verses are indeed but little

worthy of their author; but they gave occasion for one of his

many and familiar acts of generosity, and it is pleasant to take

leave of him with the record of it. Moxon had been forced to

abandon the publication of his Englishman's Magazine for

want of support. Lamb had written for it, and helped it in all

ways he could, but in vain ; and he writes to his friend, October

24, 1831, commending his prudence in not continuing the ex-

periment longer. "To drop metaphors, I am sure you have

done wisely. The very spirit of your epistle speaks that you
have a weight off your mind. I have one on mine the cash

in hand, which, as less truly says, burns in my pocket.

I feel queer at returning it (who does not?) you feel awk-

ward at retaking it (who ought not?) is there no middle

way of adjusting this fine embarrassment? I think I have hit

upon a medium to skin the sore place over, if not quite to

heal it. You hinted that there might be something under *10

by and by, accruing to me Devil's money'
1 ''

(the allusion is to
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the squib now before us), "(y u are sanguine, say 1: 10s);

that I entirely renounce, and abjure all future interest in; I

insist upon it, and 'by him I will not name' I won't touch a

penny of it. That will split your loss one half, and leave me
conscientious possessor of what I hold. Less than your assent

to this, no proposal will I accept of."

CENTRAL CIRCULATION
CHILDREN'S ROOM

THE END
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